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PREFACE 

In this dissertation I attempt to introduce an 

explicit model o£ interpretation for traditional Chinese 

poetry. The decision to do so resulted from my frustration 

in finding specific ways to develop my interpretive sensi

tivity and skills. In the early stages of my graduate 

study of Chinese poetry~ I tried to learn interpretation by 

reading critical theories. But I was not able to produce 

my own interpretive discourse until I had read Professor 

Ch'en Shih-hsiang's "To Circumvent 'The Design of Eightfold 

Array'~" which provides a critical model, although an in

co.plete one. The reason why I could not write critical 

dis~ourse was that I had not found any specific model of 

such discourse. To learn criticism~ merely reading 

critic~l theories is not enough. One who wishes to 

produce interpretive discourse should expose himself to 

models of such discourse as well as to the poetic texts 

that will become the subJect of interpretation. That is, 

if he wants to write about text A~ he should see examples 

of criticisa X~ y~ Z. interpreting texts Al~ A2, A3~ which 

are ai~ilar in structure to text A. Therefore, if a 

student of Chinese poetry wants to write interpretive 

discourse of "ancient-style poetry" (ku-!:..:.!. ehih), "modern-
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style poetry" (chin-t'i-shih)~ etc.~ in addition to being 

fa~iliar with the texts of such poetries~ he should also 

examine models of such interpretive discourse so that he 

can absorb the customs and principles governing this kind 

of writing. 
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The seMiotic model introduced here is one which I 

consider to be explicit~ consistent. and especially helpful 

in cultivating interpretive sensitivity and skills in 

students of Chinese poetry. As for example of interpre

tation. the poetry of Tu Mu (803-852) is chosen purely out 

of personal preference. In Chinese poetry~ other than the 

works of Li Po (7051-762). Tu Fu (712-770). and Li Shang

yin (813-858)~ I enJoy Tu Mu's the most. And because the 

first three poets' oeuvres have already been studied quite 

extensively~ Tu Mu's poetry~ which has been less thoroughly 

investigated~ naturally became the focus of my research 

effort. It should be noted that I am here mainly concerned 

with a methodology with which traditional Chinese poetry 

May be profitably discussed; I am not concerned with the 

h~8tory of semiotic criticis~ as such; nor do I aim at a 

complete study of the poet Tu Mu or his poetry. Therefore 

the references and poems chosen &re only those which are 

most useful for this purpose. In the first chapter of this 

dissertation~ I ahall attempt to dexine the semiotic model 

and explain the basic concepts supporting it. In the 

second chapter I ahall present a brief biography of Tu Mu, 
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which will be useful in interpreting his poems from the 

aeaiotic point of veiw. The third and the fourth chapters 

are semiotic interpretations of Tu Mu's poetry based on the 

~odel established in the first chapter. The concluding 

chapter will review the strengths of the seMiotic model~ 

and deaonstrate how some of the ideas advocated by this 

aodel aay also serve as principles for the translation o£ 

poetry. 

Chinese words in this dissertation are romanized 

according to a aodified fora of the Wade-Giles system as 

found in H. A. Giles. A Chinese-English Dictionary: the 

circumflex above the ~ is oaitted, and so is the breve 

above the y_ in asu. tzu. and tz'u: the single syllable !. is 

written as ~ to avoid possible confusion with the Roman 

nuaeral •• I .. or the Arabic nuaeral ••1... For well-known 

place naaea, the Postal Atlas spelling is used; for place 

naaas not generally known. the Wade-Giles system is 

followed with a hyphen between each element of the name 

<e.g. Fan-ch'uan>. 

Japanese words are transcribed according to the 

RoaaJi aystea found in Kenkyusha'e New Japanese-English 

Dictionary, with an apostrophe between ~ as a syllabic 

final and a vowel initial <e.g. kan'in>, and macrons <-) 

over long vowels except in well-known place names, such as 

Tokyo. 
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Chinese characters for words and names in the main 

part of the dissert,ation are listed in the "Glossary, '" 

apart froM those in the "List of References"; Chinese texts 

of poems interpreted or cited are provided in the '"Appen-

dices.'" 

Ky debts are many and it is a pleasure to acknowl

edge thea here. Dr. Ronald C, Miao never failed to make my 

graduate study enJoyable and profitable because of his easy 

accessibility and thoughtful guidance. And as my disserta

tion director, he offered valuable advice on the research 

and writing. Dr. William Schultz continued to encourage 

and challenge me throughout my graduate study, and helped 

.ake the dissertation a better work. Dr. Marie Chan was of 

great assistance in calling relevant materials to my 

attention and in improving my presentation. Her criticisms 

and suggestions enriched ay thinking on the writing of 

literary biography and the interpretation of poetry, 

Dr. Douglas Canfield's counsel was also of great value to 

the completion of this dissertation: his stimulating 

questions helped focus my thinking and shaped the interpre

tive model, which embodies many of his ideas. In the 

beginning, Dr. Don C, Bailey helped improve the general 

readability of my translations. His generous assistance 

was most helpful at a critical Juncture in the work. The 

completion of this proJect would have been greatly delayed 

without my friend, Dan Beeson, my son, Kai-lung, and my 
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brother, Kuo-sheng, who all rendered assistance with word 

processing and printing. 
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ABSTRACT 

To interpret a poem is to comprehend a com~lete act 

of written coaaunication. And to comprehend such an act, 

the reader muat break the codes in which the communication 

is framed. Tbus, poetic interp~etation becomes the study 

of codes--or semiotics. Poetic codes exist at pragmatic, 

semantic, syntactic, and phonic levels. The decoding 

requires the reader's linguistic skills, literary compe

tence, and personal experience. It involves an initial 

reading and a retroactive resd!ng. At the first step, the 

reader attempts to supply elements missing in the text. 

Yet trying to interpret the text literally, he encounters 

problems in pragmatics, se~antics, syntactics, or phonics, 

and is unable to grasp a coherent sense of the poem. Those 

proble~s give rise to a retroactive reading. At this step, 

the reader looks for a higher level of understanding where 

a unity of meaning can be identified. And by explaining 

the clues in the text according to his linguistic and 

literary competence, and revising his understanding on the 

basis of his new findings, he finally discovers a kernel 

concept, on which the whole text can be seen as a single 

unit, and every element, which first appeared to be 

puzzling, has a significative purpose. 

x 
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This semiotic model of interpretation has proven to 

be very fruitful in the explication of Tu Mu's poetry. It 

also enables the reader to appreciate the poetic discourse 

Rore thoroughly. Some of the ideas advocated by the model 

may also serve as principles for the translation of poetry. 

For example, in reading a poem, the Model requires a search 

for unified pragMatic, semantic, syntactic, and phonic 

patterns, which convey the kernel concept. Thus, in trans

lating a poeM, the translator should also try to re-produce 

in the target language such unified patterns so that the 

reader May grasp the same kernel concept as contained in 

the original discourse. The Model stresses implicities of 

poetry. Hence the rendition of a poem should preserve the 

iaplicitiea of the original text in order to invoke from 

the reader a response similar to what would be induced by 

the original poeM. 



CHAPTER 1 

A SEMIOTIC KODEL OF POETIC INTERPRETATION 

Introduction 

The approach to be used for poetic interpretation 

in this dissertation ia one derived frOM semiotics. In the 

eo •• unity of literary eeMioticiana, there are Many well 

known meMbers, such as Roland Barthes, Gerard Genette, 

Julia Kriateva, Tzvetan Todorov, U.berto Eco, Vuri Lotman, 

Boria Uapenaky, and SeYMour ChatMan. However, the model to 

be presented hara is one developed frOM the ideas of Robert 

Scholes' Se~iotic§ and Interpretatiop and Michael 

Riffaterre~. SeMiotics of Poetry. Both these two books 

provide procedures that are More explicit, more consistent, 

better deMonstrated, and, thus~ easier to follow. In the 

following, I shall attempt to explain the origins and 

development of the semiotic model and the key concepts on 

which it is based. 

Kodern semiotics grew out of two earlier schools of 

criticism: the P&riaian Scheol and the International 

School. The Parisian School was founded by Ferdinand de 

Sausurre (1857-1913), who conceived of "semiology" as the 

scientific study of "the life of signs within SOCiety," and 
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as a means of showing '"What constitutes signs, what laws 

govern them'" <Saussure 1966:16>. The so-called Interna-

tional School began with Charles S. Peirce <1839-1914> 

<Hervey 1982:219; Deely 1982:7>, who created the term 

.. semiotic .. <as a noun and an adJective> <Steiner 1980: 

100). Although usually defined as the study of signs, 

semiotics has in fact become the study of codes, namely, 

the study of the systems o£ thoughts or conventions that 

enable human beings to perceive certain events or entities 

as signs, bearing meaning <Scholes 1982:ix). "'Semiotics·· 

as a singular noun was coined by Margaret Mead in 1962 on 

2 

the model o£ ethics, mathematics, etc. In the interests o£ 

consistency, this term has now been widely accepted in 

Eastern Europe, Italy, and the U.S. <Steiner 1980:100). 

Because semiotics has become the study of codes, it 

is necessary to keep in mind that codes have far-reaching 

effects on human civilization and that the human mind is 

inseparable £rom the functioning o£ codes. All human 

utterances, for instance, are dependent upon and limited by 

codes that are shared by all who make and understand such 

utterances. Medical discourse, for example, has its own 

conventions, which dictate not only the interpretation o£ 

message, but also who is entitled to utter it and who may 

act upon it. Accordingly, a prescription must be encoded 

by a physician and decoded for action by a pharmacist. 

Likewise, poetic discourse is both produced and interpreted 
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through the mediation of linguistic as well as generic and 

cultural conventions. The poet is neither a god con-

templating his creation nor a fully unified individu

ality £reely making esthetic choices. He is a creature of 

culture, who has attained a hUman subJectivity through 

language. What he produces as poetic text depends upon his 

acceptance of the constraints of generic or discursive 

norms. In addition to his own conscious and unconscious 

emotions and reasoning, his work speaks in other voices-

cultural and public. As for the reader of the poem, he is 

similarly conditioned with his divided psyche being trav

ersed by codes. His interpretation o£ the poem is con

strained not only by the manipulative features of the text, 

but also by its generic and cultural conventions. Hence, 

critics of poetry may use semiotics as an instrument: 

through semiotic analYSiS, they may discover the conven

tions that enable poetic texts to have the meanings that 

they do for members o£ a given culture; they may de£ine the 

conventions, such as those of prosody. genre, or received 

explanations of poetic devices, which enable readers to 

interpret poetic texts as they do (Culler 1981:87; Homman 

1980:406). 
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Jakobaon's Communication Theory 

In poetics, the most frequently cited study 

involving codes is that of Roman Jakobeon. In "Linguistics 

and Poetics" (1972), Jakobson takes the reading of a poetic 

text as an act of comMunication consisting of six ele-

Ments. According to this com~unication theory, a poem 

constitutes a "message" sent by an "addresser" to an 

"addressee." To be operative, the message requires a 

"context" ("referent" in another, somewhat ambiguous, 

nOMenclature), seizable by the addressee, and is either 

verbal or capable of being verbalized; a "code" fully, or 

at least partially, common to the addresser and addressee 

(or in other words, to the encoder and decoder of the 

message); and, f1nallY$ a "channel,"l a physical and 

psychological connection between the addresser and the 

addressee, enabl1ng both of them to enter and stay in 

communication. In the area of context, we find what the 

Message is about. But to get there, we must understand the 

code in which the message is fraaed--as in this 

dissertation, the Messages reach the raader or listener 

through the medium of an academic/literary subcode of the 

English language. Yet even if we possess the code, we 

understand nothing until we make the connection with the 

1. The term originally used by Jakobson is 
"contact. •• But the term "channel II seems to be more 
~ppropriate for a communication theory. 
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utterance--in the present case, until one encounters 

the typed words on this page or hears them read aloud, they 

do not exist as a message (Jakobson 1972:89; Scholes 1974: 

24). Jakobson scheMatizes the six eleMents involved in his 

communication theory as follows: 

Addresser 

Context 

Message 

Channel 

Code 

Addressee 

Jakobson further asserts that, when a co~municative 

event takes place, each of the six eleMents mentioned above 

determines a different function. The six functions may be 

presented in a scheMa paralleling that of the six elements 

diagrammed above: 

Referential 

Poetic 

Emotive ---------------------------- Conative 

Phatic 

"etalingual 

Although all six functions may be distinguished in 

a co~plete event of communication, usually only one func

tion dominates. The IIreferential ll function is the function 

of a speech act which is aiMed at direct reference, deno

tation, or cognition. The IIf~motivell function is noticeable 

when a speech act focuses on the addresser's feel~ng about 
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what he is say ing ~ as in the intel:' .:lection: ItI forgot. 

Dammit.1t SOMe communicative events emphasize the command 

or request to the addressee, thus have the "conative" 

function, aa in the imperative expression "Finish your 

dissertation quickly'" SOlne speech acts have the "phatic" 

function, which refers to the effect of establishing, 

prolonging, or discontinuing communication~ checking 

whether the communicative channel is open (e.g. "Hello~ do 

you hear me?"), attracting the attention of the listener or 

confirming his continued attention (e.g. "Are you listen

ing?") (Jakobson 1972:92). Sometimes a verbal communica

tion carries 8 "metalingual," function, namely, it is 

assuMed by the addresser and/or the addressee to check if 

they are applying the same code, or to gloss the words 

being used in the communication. For example, "I don't 

follow you--what do you mean by 'semiotics'?" asks the 

addressee. Or imagine such a dialogue: "The sophomore was 

plucked." "But what is 'plucked'?" "'Plucked' means the 

same as "flunked'." OlAnd 'flunked'?" "To be 'flunked' is 

to fail an examination." Finally, there are speech events 

which possess a "poetic" function. That is, they focus on 

the message by drawing attention to its sound patterns, 

diction~ and syntax. This function appears in all kinds of 

discourse, by no means confined to poetry. But in poetry 

it is predominant <Jakobson 1972:93). 



How does the poetic function then manifest itself 

in poetry? According to Jakobson 1972:95), "the poetic 

function proJects the principle of e~uiv81ence from the 

axis of selection into the axis of combination." And by 

emphasizing resemblances of sound, rhythm, and image, 

poetry thickens language, drawing attention to its formal 

properties and away from its referential significance 

<Scholes 1974:26). For Jakobson (1972:86), these peculiar 

formal properties are the primary concern of poetics. 

7 

To be More specific, although Jakobson compares the reading 

of a poem to the co •• unicative act, which involves six 

elementa--addresser, addressee, context, message, code, and 

contact--he is primarily concerned with the element of 

Message. 

Scholes' Semiotic Kodel 

Jakobson's for.uletion is useful, but it has some 

drawbacks. First of all, in trying to present a single 

universal description of the COMMunicative Gct, he has 

necessarily ignored the difference. between written and 

oral communications (Sholes 1974:27-28). In an oral 

communication, all of the Jakobsonian elements of communi

cation may be at hand: context, addresser, and addressee 

may be physically present when the message is delivered 

orally in a code such as English. The addreaser may hand 

the addressee a cup of conteKtual hemlock, for instance, 
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and deliver the message, "Drink this!" But in a written 

act the Message itself is frequently all we have. In 

particular, the addresser is not likely to be present~ and 

very frequently, even though you or I may read the message, 

it may not be addressed to us. For example p a poem may be 

considered a message sent to a reader, perhaps you or me, 

by the poet, a person like ourselves. But almost invaria

bly this message is presented in the for~ of someone 

addressing someone else, inatead of the poet addressing the 

reader, you or me. Take for instance the poem "Chung-tzu, 

Please" (Chiang Chung-~> from the Book of Odes (Shih

ching>: 

Chung-tzu, please, 

Don't trepass upon my estate; 

Don't break my Medlar trees. 

Not because I love them too much, 

But because I'a afraid of my parents. 

Love you as I may, 

I can't bear to think what my parents 

would say. 

Chung-tzu, please, 

Don't cross my wall; 

Don't break my mulberry trees. 

Not because I love them too much, 

But because I'm afraid of my older brothers. 



Love you as I may, 

I can't bear to think what my older brothers 

would say. 

Chung-tzu, please, 

Don't transgress ~y garden; 

Don't break my sandal trees. 

Not because I love them too much, 

But because I'm afraid of people's gossip. 

Love you as I may, 

I can't bear to think what people would say.2 

This anonymous poem is written in such a way that we feel 

it is so~eone other than the poet himself speaking to 

someone else, not to you or me as readers. And when we 

read this poem we seem to be overhearing someone talking to 

someone else. Thus our partiCipation in this written 

communication <i.e., our activity of reading this poem) 

becomes distinctly voyeuristic. Secondly, by concerning 

himself primarily with the peculiar formal properties of a 

poem, Jakobson takes it as a structured obJect, an artistic 

entity to be contemplated in its own right, thus failing 

to give fair consideration to other possible aspects of 

poetry, such as cognition, instruction, etc. 

2. The Chinese text is available in Ma Ch'ih-ying 
1971:112-113. 
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Adopting Jakobson's formulation of the 

communicative act but developing it further, Scholes 

redefines poetry in more precise semiotic terms. He first 

treats poetry in the larger context of literature, which he 

describes as communicative acts wherein literariness is a 

dominant quality <Scholes 1982:17-19). And for literari

ness he offers the following notion: "Stating it as simply 

as I can, we sense literariness in an utterance when any 

one of the six features of communication loses its simplic

ity and becomes multiple or duplicitous" (Scholes 1982: 

21). This notion of literariness Scholes illustrates with 

aome minimal cases. We are all familiar with what happens 

when we sense a difference between the addresser (i.e., the 

author) of an utterance and the speaker of it. We say 

then that the words are those of a "persona" of the 

addresser <i.e., the author), meaning, as the word implies, 

that the addresser <i.e., the author) has donned a mask. 

Similarly, if the words of an utterance seem to be aimed 

not directly 8t us (i.e., the addressee) but at someone 

else, this duplicitous situation is essentially literary. 

We are aleo placed in a literary situation when the 

channel of the communication is not simple. If spoken 

words are presented to us in writing, for instance, either 

the writer or the reader must supply the features of oral 

communication lost in this act of translation <i.e., 
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translation from the spoken into the written £orm>--as 

Laurence Sterne reminds us when he takes such pains to 

record Corporal Trim's posture, gestures, and emphasis when 

he reads a document aloud in Tristram Shandy. 0£ course, 

by recording in writing the reading aloud of a written 

document, Sterne makes the situation doubly literary with 

respect to the channel. Similarly, all verbal descriptions 

of things normally perceived visually tend to become 

literary because they seek to .. translate"" what would be a 

visual channel into a verbal one. 

A literary situation may also occur when the form 

of the message becomes complicated and duplicitous. For 

example, messages in poetry are usually opaque, conveyed 

through various sound effects, syntactic patterns, ironies, 

ambiguities, paradoxes, and other features that make the 

discourse poetic. 

Literariness results from duplicity of context, 

too. For instance, assume that two friends, John and Mike, 

are looking at a heavy rain through the window, both aware 

of the situation. If John says, .. Nice weather we're 

having, .. this would instantly be perceived by Mike as a 

simple irony because he knows that John is referring to a 

fictional context--where the weather is indeed nice--as a 

way of signaling his disapproval of the actual phenomenon 

of this particular rainstorm. It is this complex process 

of comparing two contexts that allows us to say that the 



apparent meaning of the phrase is not the real meaning 

intended. 
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According to what has Just been said, it is 

probable that all writing possesses some kind of duplicity 

(i.e., duplicity of Message, addresser, addressee, codes, 

context, or channel) and thus contains literariness in some 

aspect. But we must remember that literariness does not 

~qual literature until it dominates any given utterance. 

Th8t is, an utterance has to be dominated by some kind of 

duplicity in order to be considered literary. In Sholes' 

formulation, maJor literary genres may be correlated with 

the dominant duplioity of the six elements involved in a 

com~unicative act as follows (Scholes 1982:31): 

Dra.a: 

Duplicity o£ addresser--role-playing, acting. 

Duplicity of addressee--eavesdropping,voyeur

ism. 

Duplicity of codes--dramatic conventions and 

devices. 

Story: 

Duplicity of context--allusion, fiction. 

Duplicity of channel--description of acts. 

Duplicity of codes--fictional conventions and 

devices. 
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Poetry: 

Duplicity of message--sound effects, syntactic 

patternings, opacity, 

a•biguity. 

Duplicity of codes--poetic conventions and 

devices. 

As shown in the above list, each literary form is 

dominated by certain kinds of duplicities. Drama is 

designed to facilitate role-playing by actors and 

eavesdropping/voyeurism by spectators. Story e•bodies 

descriptions of situations and narrations of actions that 

are not present to us but are conveyed by the discourse, 

requiring us to visualize and respond emotionally to events 

wa cannot enter as persons, though we •ay well connect them 

to our own personal experiences. Poetry is characterized 

by sound effects, figurative speech, and other verbal 

strategies that stimulate our awareness of the message as a 

specific, unique thing. 

It ia apparent from the above that Sholes agrees 

with Jakobsen that poetry is dominated by the duplicity of 

aessage. However, while Jakobsen emphasizes that the 

formal structure is a result of the duplicity of message, 

Sholes stresses that the formal qualities of poetry are the 

result of a process that multiplies or complicates the 

norMal features of human communication <Scholes 1982:35>. 

He points out that duplicity of message, which is embodied 
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in the verbal formula. is only the dominating feature of 

poetry, not the sole feature that creates poeticity: 

poeticity ~ay also result from other kinds of duplicity, 

such as context, channel, etc •• which often manifest 

themselves in the form of irony, paradox. and other 

devices, which, if to be co~prehended, require considera

tion beyond the verbal structure (Scholes 1974:28). In 

poetic interpretation, therefore, while Jakobson emphasizes 

the study of the verbal structure. Scholes attempts to 

comprehend a complete act of written communication: to 

unravel the message, to search for the missing elements, to 

sort out the duplicitous aspects, and, ultimately, to 

discover the total meaning of the poem (Scholes 1982:38-

40). The message we have to unravel, the missing elements 

we have to search for. the duplicitous aspects we have to 

sort out, and the total meaning we have to discover are all 

framed in codes. To understand the complete act of written 

co~munication, therefore, we have to break the codes in 

which the communication is fra~ed. This is why poetic 

interpretation becomes the study of codes--or semiotics. 

According to Sholes' model, the codes involved in 

the poetic text may be sought at three levels: pragmatic, 

sap-antic, and syntactic. The terms pragmatics, semantics, 

and syntactics were first used by Charles Morris (1969: 

84ff) to define semiotic study: pragmatics stUdies the 

relations of signs to interpreter; semantics stUdies the 



relations of signa to the obJects to which they are 

applicable; and syntactics studies the formal relations 
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of signa to one another. Adapted to Sholes' semiotic model 

of poetic interpretation, they •ay be defined as follows: 

pragmatics is the study of the conditions that surround the 

poetic utterance, in particular, the relationship between 

the addresser and the addressee, and the general situation 

of the discourse; seaantics is the study of the ~eaning of 

signs and their paradigaatic relationships with other signs 

before their use in a particular utterance; and syntactics 

is the study of the rules which govern sign combinations 

in, and interpretation of, the utterance <Scholes 1982: 

146-149>. 

To the three levels defined by Scholes, another 

ahould be added, naMely, phonics. The tera phonics usually 

refers to the science of sound or a aethod of teaching 

beginners to read and pronounce words by learning the 

phonetic value of letters or letter groups. But here it 

ia eaployed to represent the atudy of sound in poetry, 

including pronunciation of worda, metrical mode <number of 

syllables in each line>, tonal patterns, rhyme, rhythm, 

etc. It ia specially concerned with the features of sound 

that reinforce aeaning and intensify the communication. 

According to the foraulation set forth above, a 

reader, when facing a poea, has to break its pragmatic, 

seaantic, syntactic, and phonic coding. In more specific 
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terms, this means that the reader must use the clues in the 

text to construct a pragm~tic situation, to figure out a 

se.antic pattern, to establish a complete discursive 

syntax, and to deterMine a phonic structure. 

But what does the reader need in order to 

accomplish the tasks mentioned above? Here we have to know 

the ~aJor pre~ises of the semiotic study of literature, 

which are different from those of the New Criticism. The 

New Critics claim that a literary piece is a complete 

"work," a closed and self-sufficient entity. The "words on 

the page" are all that is needed for the reader to inter

pret the piece. At its extreme, New Critical interpreta

tion of a given literary work is limited to the text 

itself; outside of lexical information in a historical 

dictionary like the Qxford English Dictionary, nothing can 

be considered that is "not there." The semiotician, on the 

other hand, regards a literary piece as a "text," but a 

text which is a sketch or outline that must be completed by 

the active participation of a reader equipped with the 

right inforaation. 

Following this line of analysis, Scholes suggests 

that in poetic interpretation we must regard a poem as a 

text which is open, incomplete, insufficient, and which 

takes its meanings frOM the interpretive gestures of the 

individual reader, who is equipped with an adequate 

knowledge of the literary and cultural codes involved, with 
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personal experience, as well as an acquaintance with 

the linguistic features involved. The question of knowl-

edge of literary and cultural codes and personal experience 

needs some elaboration. With respect to literary codes, we 

need to know that a poem is often related to other poems, 

and that this necessitates that the reader familiarize 

himself with those related poems in order to bring them to 

bear upon the particular one being studied. For example, 

the text of Fu HatJan's (218-278> "Song of Wu Ch'u" (Wu Ch'u 

~>: 

She's as pretty 8S a woman of Yen, 

she's as graceful as a woman of Chao. 

She lives so close, yet seems separated 

by I\any cliffs. 

I wish to ride the cloud as a car, 

or the wind as a horse. 

She's like a lade on the mountain, 

or an orchid in the wilderness. 

Yet the cloud is unreliable, 

the wind will stop. 

My thoughts of her are all entangled-

who can straighten them out?3 

is evolved from two earlier anonymous poems: "The Empty 

3. The Chinese te~t is available in Ting Ying 1979 
v. 1:251-252. 
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Ground of the East Gate" (Tung-Iru!!!. chih-shan)4 and "Yen and 

Chao Abound with Be~utiesll (Yen ~ to chiao-Jen).5 In 

liThe Empty Ground of the East Gate," which reads: 

By the empty ground of the east gate, 

Madder grows on the slope. 

The house is so close; 

The person is so far away. 

the speaker, who may be a man or a woman, is embittered: 

although the one he/she loves lives cloee by, it is so 

difficult to see her/him. And "Yen and Chao Abound with 

Beautiee," which says: 

Ven and Chao abound with beauties. 

There'e one looking like Jade. 

Wearing a silk garment, 

She plays "Ch'ing-shang Tune" 

by the window. 

It sounds GO 8ad--

The peg so tight, the pitch so high. 

Filled with passion, she straightens her 

clothes; 

4. This poeM is included in the Book of Odes, 
compiled about 600 B.C. For the Chinese text see Ma 
Ch'ih-ying 1971:127-128. 

5. This poem was written sometime between 206 B.C. 
and 220 A.D. For the Chinese text see Ting Ying 1979 
v. 1: 175. 



She moves her 8tepa~ then hesitates, 

and atopa. 

She wishes to becoMe a pair of swallows, 

Carrying clay to nest in his house. 
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presents a beautiful woman, longing to see the Man ahe 

loves, £antasizing to be with him. In the later poem "Song 

of Wu Ch'u," Fu HsOan der~tves the £irst line "She's as 

pretty as a woman of Yen, she's as grace£ul as a woman o£ 

Chao" £rolll the poem "Yen and Chao Abound with Beauties," 

but changes the craving persona £rom a woman to a man. He 

also bases his second line "She lives so close, yet seems 

aepereted by mcmy c11ffs" upon the fourth and f1fth lines 

"The house is so close I The person is so far away" 

of the poem "The EMpty Ground of the East Gete." And from 

the ideas of the two poems "Yen and Chao Abound with 

Beauties" and "The Empty Ground of the East Gate" he 

develops a new poem of beautiful love £antasy. The earlier 

poeas from which Fu HsOan's poem is created are the 

intertexta for the latter. To fully understand Fu HsOan's 

poem, the reeder must be familiar with these intertexts. 

We also need to be aware that literary works often 

enrich their contextual reference by quoting from, alluding 

to, or parodying works of other genres. They are frequent

ly not only comments on their own generic tradition, but 

also comments on other traditions from which they take 

their being <Scholea 1982:33). This means that to under-
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stand a given literary piece, the reader has to be familiar 

not only with the genre in which the text is written, but 

also with the conventions of the other genres involved, as 

well as with all texts connected with it. In the case of 

poetry, we know that short poems are often compressed, 

truncated, or fragaented versions of the foras of other 

genres, particularly the play, story, public oration, and 

personal eaaay, or even combinations of all of these. 

Thus, to coaprehend a poe• the reader has to possess an 

understanding of the poetic conventions, the codes of the 

other generea involved, and all the texts related to the 

poea so that he can supply those eleaenta--draaatic, 

narrative, oratorical, or personal--that are lacking 

because of the elliptical nature of the poetic utterance. 

As for the cultural code, this refers to the 

various conventions practiced in the culture in which the 

poetic text ia coapoaed. These include such things as 

formal philosophical ideas, aythological and religious 

beliefs, descriptive syateaa, themes, etc. that exist and 

are used in the poet's society. To break the pragmatic, 

aeaantic, syntactic, and phonic coding of the poem, the 

reader often needs to discover clues in the text and relate 

thea to his understanding of these cultural conventions. 

Fro• Scholes' point of view, personal experience is 

also necessary for a thorough understanding of the poem. 

Thia is based on his theory that .. an act of coMmunication 
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May indeed point to the phenoaenal world and even have the 

teaerity to aim at what aay lie behind the wall o£ 

phenoaena--as Moby Dick seeks to tell us something about a 

real whaling industry and the behavior o£ real whales and 

whalers, while also probing deeper into the mysteries o£ 

the universe•• <Scholes 1982:24>. Unlike many other critics 

who claia that the poetic text ia largely sel£-referential 

rather than oriented to a world context, Sholes believes 

that poetry ia connected with the phenoaenal or experi

ential world (Scholes 1982:31>. The aeaning o£ any sign or 

word in a poea, for instance, is not only a function o£ ita 

place in a paradigaatic syatea and ita use in a eyntagmatic 

situation, but alao a function of huaan experience <Scholes 

1982:35>. For exaaple, for thoae who have had personal 

experiences with auch things aa aarriage or bereaveaent, 

the words theaselvea will signify soaething di££erent than 

they will for thoae who have had no experience of those 

things. According to this notion, all poeMs, like all 

playa and stories, aaau•e experience of life aa an aspect 

of the context ahared by poet and reader. Soae poems 

refuse to open up to ua until we are sufficiently aature. 

Others close aa we lose access to aoae contexts through 

growing older or forgetting our youthful beginnings. This 

indicates that, in poetic interpretation, huMan experience 

is also needed, not JUSt a knowledge o£ the poem's formal 

features. 



This brings up the issue of the value of poetry. 

Just as an understanding of a poem also relies on the 

reader's experience, our reasons for valuing a given poem 

May have to do with the experience it provides, too. As 

Sholes rightly observes: 

To the extent that a work of literature points to
ward our experience as living human beings, we may 
value it for what we call its "truth" or "right
ness"--which is not a specific8lly formal quality 
but a matter of the fit between a message and its 
existential context •••• Literary coding of dis
course is a formal strategy, a means of struc
turing that enables the maker of the discourse to 
co~municate certain kinds of meaning. We may, of 
course, value some literary utterances mainly for 
their formal elegance, but we also may value lit
erary utterances for the insight they provide 
about aspects of existence (Scholes 1~a2:34). 

Riffaterre's Reading Procedure 

So far we have learned that to understand a 
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poem is to comprehend a complete act of written communica-

tion, and that to comprehend a complete act of written 

communication, we have to break the codes in which the 

communication is framed. We have also learned that codes 

exist at the pragmatic, semantic, ~yntactic, and phonic 

levels, and that to break these codes the reader needs a 

knowledge of literary and cultural codes and experience, as 

well as an acquaintance with linguistic features. In 

summary, we have already learned where the codes exist and 

~ the reader needs in order to break the codes. 

However p how the reader goes about breaking the codes of a 
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poetic text is a problem not yet touched upon. On this 

issue Sholes is very vague. In the demonstration of his 

interpretive model the most specific advice he has offered 

in this connection is the following: 

The skill required for poetic interpretation 
involves a strong concern for prosaic meaning 
combined with a readiness to push beyond the 
prosaic to generate new meanings. In semiotic 
terms this often means that the established 
codes of interpretation, whether grammatical or 
lexical, may have to be reconstructed (Scholes 
1982:42-43). 

FroJl\ the above, it seems that Sholes' ooprosaic 

meaning OO refers to OOliteral meaning,OO and that his "push 

beyond the prosaic to generate new meanings OO and OOthe 

established codes of interpretation ••• may have to be 

reconstructed" suggest a process of reading or interpre-

tation. But Sholes has never specifically spelled out or 

described this process. To answer our question ooHow 

can the reader break the codes in a poetic text?" it will 

be useful to refer to the writings of Michael Riffaterre. 

In his Semiotics of Poetry Riffaterre points out 

that the poetic phenomenon is ooa dialectic between text and 

reader" (Riffaterre 1978:1). And in this dialectic p the 

text plays two roles: "re:ferentiality" and ooindirection. oo 

Referentiality means "expressing message or relating to 

reality literally through linguistic conventions.·· For 

example, in Chang Chiu-ling's (673-740) poem "Since you, my 

Lord, Le:f't maOO (Tzu chOn chih ch'u yi): 



Since you, my lord, left me, 

All my labors, left undone. 

Thinking of you, I am like the full moon, 

Night follows night, bright luster wanes.6 
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the first and the second lines •ean what their words 

literally say. Indirection 1\eans "saying one thing and 

aeaning another." For instance, in the above poem, the 

third and the fourth lines say ..... I aa like the full moon 

I Night follows night, bright luster wanes," but they 

actually mean something like .. I pine fro• thinking of you·· 

or "I waste away through craving for reunion with you. •• 

Up to a point, referentiality and indirection are capable 

of existing side by side as opposed forces in a poetic 

text. Beyond a certain level, where the clutter of trivial 

details works against a literal interpretation of the 

text, indirection completely overcomes referentiality. 

Paralleling the text's two roles, the reader also 

enters the text seeking two kinds of meaning: .. mimesis .. 

and "se•iosia.•• MiJiesis ia the literal, referential 

meaning the poem offers through its purely linguistic 

ele•enta. When a literal, referential aeaning is 

impossible to obtain--as in ~tetaphor, metonymy, and other 

figures of speech--the reader atte•pts to generate a 

6. Quoted fro• F. Cheng 1982:108. 
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"figurative .. meaning by not lftoving from words directly to 

realities, but from word to word, sign to sign.? For 

Riffaterre, the figurative lfteaning is called "'semiosis, •• 

and the lftove fro• mimesis to semiosis is called a .. semiotic 

process,•• a process indispensible in poetic interpretation. 

After clarifying the concepts of referentiality, 

indirection, mimesis, and seaiosis, Ri££aterre indicates 

<1978:4ff> that decoding the poelft starts with an "'initial 

reading"' stage that goes on frolft the beginning to the end 

of the text, from the top to the bottom of the page, and 

follows the syntagmatic unfolding.8 The initial reading 

requires the reader's .. linguistic colftpetence,.. which 

refers to the reader's grasp of linguistic system o£ 

rules which peraita hi• to to produce or understand 

utterances or to identify ungramaatical utterances <Culler 

1978:9>. Such a grasp includes the reader's mimetic 

assumption that language is referential--and at this stage 

7. Based on Charles S. Peirce's semiotic theory, a 
sign is something that stands for something else, and every 
sign that is understood gives rise to another sign in the 
mind o£ the interpreter. This notion of one single sign 
being interpreted by another has been presented as an 
infinite regress called unlimited semioais <Scholes 1982: 
147>. In poetry, a sign is a verbal for•ula, which lftay be 
a word, a phrase, a sentence, or even a whole text. 

8. "Syntagaatic .. ia the adJective forJR o£ .. syntagm,"' 
which, according to post-Saussurian linguistics, is opposed 
to ••paradig•... Syntagm refer a to a word' a graaJRatical 
relation to other words within a particular utterance. 
Thus, the ••ayntagmatic unfolding"' of a poeJR is the linear 
flow of words in its text. 
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words do indeed seem to relate first of all to realities or 

to express messages directly. It also includes the 

reader's ability to perceive incompatibilities between 

words. For example, the reader may recognize that a word 

or phrase May not make literal sense, and that it may make 

sense only if he performs a semantic transfer, only if, for 

instance, he reads that word or phrase as a metaphor or 

metonymy. Linguistic competence further embraces the 

re~dcar's ability to identi:fy difficult.ies called "ungram

maticalities," deviant expressions which would not be 

expected or tolerated in a normal situation, for example, 

"For fear I'd wake them, up in heaven" in Li Po's "Summit 

TeMple" (T'i t!m9,-:t.!.!!9., .Qsu): 

This night, in Summit Temple, 

Raise my hand, touch ~tar8. 

Don't dare to raise my voice, 

For fear I'd wake them, up in heaven. 9 

The initial reading also requires "literary 

competence," which refers to the reader's familiarity with 

the literary and critical traditions, descriptive systems, 

themes, mythology, religion, and philosophy available in 

the culture in which the poeM is written, and, above all, 

other texts related to the one under study. Wherever there 

are gaps or. compressions in the poetic text--such as 

9, Quoted £rom F. Cheng 1982:114, 
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incomplete descriptions, or allusions, or quotatlons--it is 

this literary co~petence alone that will enable the reader 

to respond properly and to complete the text or fill in the 

Miaaing elements. 

In the initial reading the reader may be frustrated 

for two reasons. First, the text may characteristically 

display patterns (metrical, phonological, semantic) which 

cannot be interpreted referentially: these patterns are 

signs which need to be interpreted but can only be dealt 

with at another stage. Secondly, the text may be a mere 

string of Juxtaposed trivial, literal representations 

refusing to yield any coherent sense, so the reader knows 

that if he is to interpret it properly he must seek a 

higher level at which a unity can be identified--a level 

where the text can become a single unit. These frustra-

tions give rise to a "retroactive reading"--in which 

the obstacles that arose when one tried to read literally 

become the keys to a new reading, the keys to "signifi

cance," the formal and semantic unity of the poem 

(Riffaterre 1982:2, 6). At the second stage, the reader 

progresses through the text, remembering wh~t he has Just 

read and modifies his understanding of it in the light of 

what he is now decoding. As he worka forward =rom start to 
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finish,lO he is reviewing, revising, and comparing back-

ward. He is in effect performing a structural decoding; as 

he moves through the text he comes to recognize, by dint of 

discriminations and comparisons, or simply because he is 

now able to put them together, that the successive and 

differing statements, first noticed as mere ungrammaticali-

ties, are in fact equivalent, for they now appear as 

variants of the same "kernel concept."ll The text is in 

effect a variation of one structure--thematic, symbolic, or 

whatever--and this sustained relation to one structure 

constitutes the significance of the poem. In this process 

there occurs a transfer of a sign from one level of dis-

course into another. In other words, this process inte-

grates signs from the mimetic (literal) level into the 

higher level of significance. It is a manifestation of 

10. Here Riffaterre seems to be suggesting that the 
progression of the retroactive reading is like that of the 
initial reading, i. e., moving from the beginning to the 
end, following the syntagmatic advance. In reality, 
however, the retroactive reading does not necessarily take 
place that way. It may start from the middle and then 
progess back and forth, or it may even commence from the 
end and then move backward. In any case, the reader may 
set out from wherever he can find a heuristic point. 

11. For Riffaterre (1978:19), a poem results from 
the transformation of a "karnel concept" (or "matrix"), 
which is a word, a phrase, or a minimal literel sentence, 
into a longer, complex, and nonliteral periphrasis. The 
kernel concept and the text are variants of the same 
structure; the verbal form of the poem is only a detour or 
circuitous path around what it means. 
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semiosis, and is how the reader br.eaks the codes in the 

poetic text. 

The interpretive procedure outlined above may be 

understood better if illustrated with the famous poem 

"Seven-pace Poem" (Ch'i-12!:!. shih), which has been attributed 

to Ts'ao Chih (192-232>: 

Beans boil on a beanstalk fire. 

In the pot they cry, 

"Having sprung from the same roots, 

So eager are you to boil each other, why?··12 

In the initial reading of this poem, the reader, equipped 

with linguistic competence, attempts a literal interpre-

tation and finds that it actually presents no referential 

difficulty in the first and the third lines--a literal 

reading is perfectly feasible here. But in the second line 

he perceives an incompatibility--"In the pot they cry" does 

not make perfect literal sense. To make sense, "they" 

("beans") have to go through a semantic transfer: we have 

to say that the beans are personified and that the sound of 

the boiling water is likened to human crying. In the 

fourth line, "So eager are you to boil each other, why?" 

the reader encounters greater difficulties: who are "eager 

12. There has been some doubt about the authorship of 
this poem (see Ch'en Kuei-chu 1978:154). But for our 
present purpose, let us put that issue aside. Also, this 
poem has two versions; one with four lines, which is more 
widely known and which is quoted here; the other with six 
lines, both available in Chao Fu-t'an 1982:148. 



to boil each other .. ? Are they the beanstalks? The bean

stalks are inanimate obJects, so how could they have 
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the animate attribute of being eager? In other words, "The 

beanstalks are eager to boil each other.. is an ungramma

tical utterance, resulting from the deviant collocation o£ 

the inaniJRate ••beanstalks .. and the animate attribute of 

••eagerness... Furthermore, beans talks are collected and 

burned as £uel. In a literal sense, they suffer JUSt as 

much as the beans being boiled. For the beans to be 

boiled, the beanstalks have to be burned first, so why 

would they be eager to boil the beans? Therefore, to say 

that .. who.. re:fers to the beanstalks does not make any 

literal sense. 

By taking the language o:f the text as being 

literally representational, the reader obtains a string o£ 

re:ferential representations which do not make clear sense. 

Therefore he knows that i:f he is to make any sense out o:f 

this poem he must abandon atte•pts at aimetic interpreta

tions altogether in favor of seMiosis--he has to look for a 

higher level o:f •eaning where the aforeMentioned trivial 

ele•ents may be united to signify a aingle kernel concept. 

Thus the reader's :frustration with miaesis urges him to 

conduct a retroactive reading, and his difficulties 

with the literal interpretation of .. So eager are you 

to boil each other, why? .. become keys to a significance at 

a higher level. 
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In the initial reading, when the reader was 

perplexed by problems of ungrammaticality, his literary 

competence reminded him that Chinese poetry often embodies 

polar oppositions in diction. For example, in Ch'en 

Tzu-ang's (661-702) "Climbing the Terrace of Yu-chou" (Teng 

Yu-chou t'ai): 

Before, I cannot see the men of old, 

Beyond, can't see the men to come. 

Ponder the infinite, Heaven-and-Earth. 

Alone, confused, I melt to tears. 13 

one can see these oppositions: "before" / "beyond"; .. the 

men of old" / "the men to come"; "Heaven" / "Earth." With 

this understanding, the reader, in the retroactive reading 

of the poem under study, finds that "beans" and "bean

stalks" may be treated as polar oppositions, which may 

be personified and infused with hostility. 

In addition, because the poem is thought to have 

been written by Ts'ao Chih, the reader's literary compe

tence (in this case his historical knowledge) encourages 

him to interpret the "beans" and the "beanstalks" as 

analogous to Ts'ao Chih and Ts'ao P'i (187-226), and the 

hostility as a metaphor of the rivalry between the two. In 

the third century, the Han dynasty (206 B.C.-220) had grown 

weak and its territory had been divided by contending 

. 13. Quoted from F. Cheng 1982:99. 
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generals into three kingdoms: Wei, Shu, and Wu. Te'ao 

Ts'ao (155-220), general of Wei, was the most successful of 

the contenders for power until 220. He gained control over 

the last Han emperor and exercised imperial power even 

while the emperor was still on the throne. Among his sons, 

Ts'ao Chih and Te'ao P'i (five years older than the former) 

were the most hopeful of becoming heir to his power. A 

sharp rivalry naturally developed between the two. 

Eventually, Ts'ao Chih, allegedly an arrogant and unre

strained person, lost Ts'ao Ts'ao's favor, and, in 217, 

Ts'ao P'i became heir to the throne. In 220, after his 

father's death, Ts'ao P'i, forcing the la~~ Han emperor to 

abdicate, took the throne himself and founded the new 

dynasty of Wei. And by his implacable dislike of Ts'ao 

Chih, he effectively barred the latter~ who aspired to win 

a reputation by serving the state, from any real political 

capacity.14 Furthermore, he kept looking for opportunities 

to persecute his brother. In 225, he visited Ts'ao Chih's 

eetate. Presumably after some heated discussion, he said 

that Ts'ao Chih would be punished by death if he could not 

compose a poem while they walked seven paces together (Dunn 

1970:91; Shih-shuo hSin-yU 2.60). Thereupon, after the 

seventh pace Ts'ao Chih improvised the "Seven-pace Poem" 

quoted above. 

14. For a fuller account aee Dunn 1970:5,6,17,76. 
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Supported by this information. the reader's 

treatment of" the "beanatalks" and the "beans" as polar 

oppositions analogous to Ts'ao P'i and Ts'ao Chih. and the 

hostility between the beanstalks" and the "beans" as a 

metaphor of the rivalry between the two brothers becomes 

feaaible. And these analogies in turn lead to a hypothe

tical kernel concept, "one's complaint against one's 

brother's scheme to harm him." In other words, the reader 

is guided to assume that this poem embodies the theme o£ 

the poet's protest against his brother's plot to persecute 

him. With this hypothesis, the reader, in the retroactive 

reading, instead of taking the "beans" and the "beanstalks" 

literally. considers them as a vehicle of semiosis; that 

is, he interprets both these items as unified metaphors 

that completely overlay their referential meanings. This 

hypothesis also urges him to re-interpret other items in 

the poem: in the retroactive reading, the word "boil" 

assumes the meaning of "persecute"; "roots" becomes the 

metaphor of "parents"; "eager" suggests the keen ri..,alry 

between the two brothers. Moreover, the phrase .. they cry" 

and the question "So eager are you to boil each other, 

why?" which were noticed in the initial reading as 

containing an incompatibility and an ungrammaticality 

respectively, are both recognized in the retr03ctive 

reading as utterances for advancing the poet's protest. 

In short, the literally different items of the text are 
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actually indirect_ variant actualizations of the same 

kernel concept: 

persecution." 

'"the poet's protest against his brother's 

An Interpretive Model for Chinese Poetry 

In the above illustration l Riffaterre's procedure 

proved to be very power£ul in helping the reader decode the 

poetic text. Incorporating this procedure with the four 

levels (pragmatic_ semantic_ syntactic_ and phonic) iden

tified earlier_ we can derive a new model of interpreta

tion for Chinese poetry which may be diagramed as follows: 

Pragmatics 

Initial reading--7 Semantics 

Syntactics 

Phonics 

--~ Retroactive 

reading 

Based on this model_ the interpretation of a poem 

is accomplished in two steps: initial reading and retro-

active reading. In the initial readins_ the reader goes 

from the beginning to the end of the text_ following the 

syntagmatic un£olding. While trying to interpret the 

text literallYI he is frustrated by problems_ such as 

incompatibilities_ ungrammaticalities_ etc._ which may be 

in pragmatics_ semantics_ syntactics_ or phonics_ or in 

some or all of these areas. The puzzles that surface at 

thjs stage become keys to the retroactive reading. At 

the second stage, the reader may begin anywhere he can find 
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a heuristic point. He may deal with pragmatics, semantics, 

syntactics, or phonies £irst, and not necessarily in the 

same order. He can commence £rom the beginning, the 

aiddle, or the end o£ the text. And he may move £orward, 

backward, or back and £orth. At any rate, in the process 

o£ this reading, he remembers what he has Just read and 

modi£ies his understanding o£ the text in the light o£ his 

new discoveries. By reviewing and revising the interpreta

tions o£ the elements which appeared to be incongruous in 

the £irst reading, based on the clues Just £ound in the 

secon-d 'i:stagQ, he £inally obtains a coherent sense of the 

poem. 

In this chapter I have established a semiotic model 

of poetic interpretation. Later on I shall apply this 

Model to the interpretation o£ Chinese poetry, using Tu 

Mu's works as example. But before doing that, I shall 

present a brie£ biography of Tu Mu in the next chapter, 

which will be help£ul in the understanding o£ the poems 

from a semiotic point of view. 



CHAPTER 2 

TU MU'S LIFE AND TIMES 

Certain critics- such as Rene Wellek and Austin 

Warren <1956:77>- argue that the literary work should be 

divorced fro• its creator. But for semioticians. a 

literary piece is an elliptical text. open to interpreta-

tion. If the reader wishes to approach full understanding 

of the text. he must fill in the gaps with appropriate 

in£ormation, including the knowledge o£ the poet#s life and 

tiaea <Scholes 1982:30. 34. 38). The study of biography is 

also valued by some other scholars. As Leon Edel <1973:64> 

observes- biography can o££er us a clear understanding of 

the creator_ and such understanding in turn can make the 

creator's works more intelligible. Guerin <1966:3> also 

suggests: 

Any piece o£ literature will always be more 
Meaningful to knowledgeable people than to 
unin£oraed ones. The greatness of the work 
coaes fro• the fact that when the wisest. most 
cultivated_ aoat sensitive ainds bring all of 
their information- experience. and feeling to 
conteaplate it_ they are aoved and impressed by 
ita beauty_ by its unique kinds of knowledge, 
and even by ita nonaesthetical value. 

In studying a poet- however. one may be easily 

tempted to use the poet's life and works interchangeably 

to illuminate each other. deriving biographical data fro~ 

36 
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his poems and then read his poems in the light of the 

supposed biography, or deducing the poet's personality from 

his poetry and then basing interpretation of his poetry on 

the assumed personality (Rogerson 1974:169; J. Liu 

1969:2S). To eschew such hazards, in discussing the life 

and times of Tu Mu, I have tried to avoid, whenever 

possible, using those poems of his that can only lead to 

pure speculation. Instead, I have attempted to rely mainly 

on the data contained in external sources, such as his 

letters and other prose writings, poems or letters 

addressed to him by other people, as well as his two 

biographies in the official histories of the T'ang Dynasty, 

the Chiu T'ang-shu and Hsin T'ang-shu. 

The Times 

Tu Mu was a literatus of the T'ang Dynasty 

(618-906), which was culturally one of the most glorious 

periods of Chinese history. Unfortunately, however, he 

lived in a time when the empire was starting to crumble. 

In 7SS, about a half century prior to Tu Mu's birth, when 

the empire was at the apex of its glory under the reign 

of the emperor Hsuan-tsung (r.712-75S), An Lu-shan,Military 
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Comaissioner <chieh-tu-shih>l of P'ing-lu. Fan-yang. and 

Ho-tung provinces <covering the maJor portions of modern 

Liaoning. Jehol, Hopeh, Shansi, and Shantung provinces> 

rebelled and plunged the empire into chaos. Although the 

rebellion was eventually suppressed, the empire never fully 

recovered ita former strength and vitality <Pulleyblank 

1955:1>. Instead, it continued to disintegrate, and by Tu 

Mu'a tiaes <the beginning of the ninth century> the central 

governaent had lost e££ective control over aany parts of 

the empire. The crumbling of the empire may be attributed 

to several factors--political, military. social, and 

economical <Somers 1979:682>. However, they are not all 

particularly pertinent to Tu Mu~a poet~y. In the £ollowing 

I shall only point out those--provincial warlords. alien 

invader&. unscrupulous eunuchs. and rival !actions--that 

had a significant iapact on Tu Mu's life and poetic 

creation. Since a thorough discussion of these factors 

would require a great deal of time and space, here I shall 

only give a concise account. leaving further relevant 

details for the next section .. The Poet' a Life, •• or as 

coaaenta accoapanying the interpretations of specific 

poeas. 

1. The translations of T'ang official titles used 
in this dissertation are adopted from Charles 0. Hucher's ~ 
Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China. 
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Provincial Warlords 

In T'ang tiaes, the nation was divided into prefec-

tures (~),2 which 'in turn were further divided into a 

number of districts (hsi~). Each prefecture was governed 

by a prefect (tz'u-ahih),3 and each district by a magis-

trate (hsien-~). In addition to the civil administra-

tive systea, the frontier territories were also guarded by 

a military system. These territories were composed of 

circuits (~), each with a commander-in-chief called a 

ta-tu-tu. Under each circuit were a number of regions 

(chUn),4 each with a commanding officer called a shih. A 

circuit usually covered several prefectures. And its 

commander-in-chief's responsibility was only to defend 

the territories from foreign invasion and involved no civil 

administrative duties. Later during the reign of Hsuan-

taung the military defense system was expanded and the 

number of commanders-in-chief increased. Furthermore, each 

commander-in-chiaf was given the title of military commis-

2. The prefecture was called chou during the reign 
of Kao-tsung (650-683), and chUn during the reign of 
HsUan-tsung (712-755). The name was changed back to chou 
again during the reign of Su-tsung (756-762) (Shen Jen-yUan 
1977:163). 

3. The prefect was called tz'u-~ when the 
prefecture was called chou, and ~-~ when the 
prefecture was called ~ (Shen Jen-yUan 1977:163). 

4. ChUn is sometimes called shou-t'i, ch'eng, or 
chen (Li Chieh 1971 v. 1:226f; Chang Ch'Un 1978 v. 2:457-
462>. 
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sioner, bestowed with civil administrative authority, and 

allowed to recruit his own mercenaries. Gradually they 

became powerful warlords who defied the imperial orders. 

In addition, although military commissioners were normally 

appointed by the court, some of them obtained their titles 

by hereditary succession or by seizing power after their 

predecessor's death. To this, the court was unable to put 

an end <Peterson 1979:509>. Practically independent of the 

central government, the military commissioners often fought 

among themselves for power and territory and sometimes even 

attempted to topple the throne, An Lu-shan being a notable 

example <Pulleyblank 1955:61; Peterson 1979:487-90>. After 

the An Lu-shan rebellion, this system of military govern-

ance was extended to the inner territories. Thus,the court 

faced a growing threat to its continuance and the people 

suffered more and more from fractional strife. And finally 

it was a military commissioner named Chu Ch'Uan-chung who 

destroyed the empire and founded a new dynasty called 

Hou-liang <907-923).5 

5. For a history of the rebellions of the T'ang 
military commissioners see Li Chieh 1971 v. 1:132-134, 
166-168, 226f; Shan Jen-yUan 1977:163-172; Lin 1968:182-
185; Pulleyblank 1955:40-81; Peterson 1979. 
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Alien Invaders 

The T'ang empire was bordered by several tribal 

peoples who somet1mes 1nvaded or even temporarily occup1ed 

parts of China. During Tu Mu's times the Tibetans of 

the west and the Uighurs of the north espec1ally caused 

great trouble to the empire (Twitchett 1979a:33). 

Early in the seventh century the Tibetans grew into 

a powerful kingdom and embarked on a career of aggressive 

expansion. Then during Kao-tsung's reign (649-83) they 

destroyed the T'u-yU-hun kingdom in modern Tainghai 

province, which had previously formed a buffer between them 

and the Chinese territories in Kansu. From then on, the 

Tibetans constantly threatened the Chinese. During the 

rebellion of An Lu-shan, when the Chinese frontier troops 

were summoned to fight the insurgents, leaving the borders 

unguarded, the Tibetans crossed the nortwestern border and 

took over parts of modern Shensi, Kansu, Sink1ang, Tsing

hai. Suiyuan, and Ningsia provinces, where they remained 

until the 8406 (Twitchett 1979a:35). In 763 they even 

proceeded to occupy Ch'ang-an and caused tremendous 

destruction <Peterson 1979:490). Although departing two 

weeks later, they resumed their invasions from time to time 

and posed a serious threat to Ch1na. 

The Uighurs were originally not so troublesome as 

the Tibetans. As the T'ang emp1re was suffering from the 

An Lu-ahan rebellion, they even provided mercenary troops 
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who helped bring the rebellion to a close (Peterson 1979: 

490; Dalby 1979:567). In 841, however, because of losses of 

cattle to drought and attacks on their lands by the Kirghiz 

people, large advance parties of Uighurs moved south into 

modern Sui yuan province. And in 843 they forced themselves 

into modern Ta-t1ung, Shansi province. Although eventually 

pacified, they caused immense misery to the Chinese (Dalby 

1979:664-5; Li Chieh 1971 v. 1:236-239, 264-269). 

Unscrupulous Eunuchs 

Eunuchs were the personal servants of the emperor, 

and their access to the throne provided them with an 

opportunity to acquire political power and sometimes to 

manipUlate the succession to the throne, and subsequently 

to gain special favor from the new emperor. The emperor 

Hsuan-tsung (r. 712-755), for example, was crowned through 

the scheming of the eunuchs Yang Ssu-hsU and Kao Li-shih. 

Subsequently Yang and Kao became Hsuan-tsung1s confidants, 

and Kao, particularly, was even able to get his favorite, 

Li Lin-fu, appointed to the position of grand councilor 

(t§ai-hsiang) (Li Chieh 1971 v.1:205). The emperor 

Su-tsung's (r. 756-762) accession to the throne was also 

arranged by.the eunuch Li Fu-kuo. Later Li was given the 
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command of the Palace Armies <Chin-chUn>6 along with 

enormous power in the court <Li Chieh 1971 v.1: 205; Lin 

1968: 185>. At the same tiae. many other eunuchs were also 

made inspectors of the armies <kuan-chUnJung shih> or 

army-supervising commissioners <chien-chan> to watch over 

professional military leaders <Li Chieh 1971 v.1:205ff; Lin 

1968:298££; Peterson 1979:512>. Froa then on. the eunuchs 

became more and more powerful. They controlled the 

- succession to the throne and murdered anybody in their 

way. The emperor Wen-tsung <r. 827-840) tried to eliminate 

them. Helped by two ruthless officials Li HsUn and Cheng 

Chu. he liquidated several powerful eunuchs. However. a 

plot designed to eradicate the remaining eunuchs in 835 

backfired. and the eunuchs. led by Ch'iu Shih-liang. 

slaughtered all the grand councilors. and many other high 

officials. as well as the families of both. After this 

raassacre, which is known in Chinese history as the ··sweet 

Dew Incident .. <Kan-lu chih-pien> <Li Chieh 1971 v.1:260-

262>, no one could get rid of the eunuchs. and they 

continued to outrage the court. And when they were finally 

liquidated in 903 by Chu Ch'Uan-chung. the T'ang dynasty 

was already close to its end. because Chu usurped the 

6. The Palace Armies <Chin-chUn> included the units 
YU-lin chUn. Lung-wu chUn. Shan-~ chUn. Ying-~ chUn, and 
Shen-ts'e chUn <Chang Ch'Un 1978 v. 2:461-463>. 
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throne four years later and founded the new dynasty Hou-

liang. 

Rival Factions 

While the eunuchs were rampant at court, the civil 

court officials were not able to unite against them. 

Instead, they were divided into two rival groups, which 

intrigued against each other. The strife between these two 

groups, traditionally believed to have been led by Niu 

Seng-Ju (779-848) and Li Te-yU (787-850) respectively,7 

started in 808 (Ch'en Yin-k'o 1974:101). That year Niu 

Seng-Ju and Li Tsung-min, both having passed the examina-

tions for the degree of Presented Scholar (chin-shih-k'o) 

in 805, took the special test held by imperial decree (chih 

~) for the degree of Virtuous and Upright Men Capable of 

Outspoken Advice (hsien-liang fang-cheng chih-yen chi-chien 

k'o). At such examinations the candidates were supposed to 

answer questions posed by the emperor concerning contempo-

7. Some historians think these are misnomers. For 
example, Chao Vi (Kai-yU ts'ung-kao:20.383f) thinks that 
uNiu-Li" does not refer to Niu Seng-Ju and Li Te-yU as the 
respective leaders of two rival factions, but to Niu 
Seng-Ju and his friend Li Tsung-min. Ts'en Chung-mien 
(1960:142-145) argues that Niu certainly had a faction but 
Li Te~yU did not, and points out the unreliable nature of 
historical accounts written by pro-Niu men. However, even 
if Li Te-yU did not consciously form a faction, the fact 
remains that he and his friends acted against Niu and his 
friends, and the latter no doubt regarded the former as a 
rival clique. Therefore historians usually call the two 
groups the UNiu faction" and the fOLi faction, " and regard 
Niu Seng-Ju and Li Te-yU as the leaders of the Niu faction 
and Li faction respectively. 
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rary state affairs. Although this part of the examination 

had become a mere formality and the papers were usually 

graded on the basis of literary skill rather than political 

views _ both Niu and Li took the expression "outspoken 

advice" literally and criticized the Grand Councilor Li 

Chi-fu's (758-812) policy of using force to subJugate 

insubordinate military commissioners. Although they passed 

the examination_ the examiners were demoted and sent to the 

provinces and Niu and Li were kept in minor positions. 

Such a turn of events_ argued Niu and Li_ was Li Chi-fu's 

doing. Thus they started to scheme against Li Chi-fu and 

his son Li Te-yU_ an academician of the Hanlin Academy 

{Han-lin hsUeh-shl. After Li Chi-fu's death_ Niu Seng-Ju 

and Li Tsung-min rose to prominence. Then in 821_ a 

military commissioner accused Ch'ien Hui_ Chief Examiner 

for the degree of Presented Scholar_ of favoritism. When 

the emperor interviewed academicians of the Hanlin Academy 

in the investigation_ Li Te-yU supported the charge. Thus 

the emperor ordered a reexamination. This time Li Tsung

min's son-in-Iaw_ among some others who had passed the 

previous examinations_ failed. Subsequently Ch'ien Hui was 

banished for favoritism_ as was Li Tsung-min for allegedly 

influencing the examiner. Hence the enmity of Li Tsung-min 

and Niu Seng-Ju for Li Te-yU deepened. From then on until 

these three leading figures died some forty years later. 

the two groups struggled against each other. When one 



group dominated, members of the other group would be 

demoted, relegated to powerless positions, or banished 

(Chang Ch'Un 1978 v.1:211-223; Lin 1968:305-307). 

In addition to personal malice, the friction 

between the two groups, according to Ch'en Yin-k'o (1974: 

71-87), Miyazaki Ichisada- (1981:112), and Wolfgang Franke 

(1960:7), stemmed from the social backgrounds of the 

members of the group. In T'ang times the civil service 
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examination was reinstituted and eventually became the main 

avenue to officialdom. And yet, members of the aristocracy 

enJoyed the so-called ~ inheritance, i.e., the privilege 

of securing official position without examination (CTS: 

42.1805). As Ch'en has claimed, Li Te-yU and most of his 

followers came from the aristocracy and entered officialdom 

in this way. As a result of family traditions, they 

usually emphasized the Confucian classics over literary 

composition, and were politically more conservative. 

Members of the Niu group, on the other hand, got their 

positions through examinations. They emphasized literary 

composition over the Confucian classics and were generally 

~ore liberal in view. Also, the aristocratic clique 

differed from the Presented Scholar clique in their policy 

toward provincial governors and foreign tribes: while the 

former favored pacification of both by force, the latter 

opposed it. The argument that class differences were 

involved in these struggles might have been true in the 
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beginning, as Li Te-yU had come from aristocratic origins 

and entered of£icialdom without examination, while Niu 

Seng-Ju and Li Tsung-min had entered officialdom through 

the examination route. But as the struggle evolved, each 

clique, it would seem, absorbed new members from both 

sides. 8 And the members o£ both cliques did not always 

hold the same attitudes concerning of£icial policy toward 

the provincial governors and foreign tribes. For example, 

Tu Mu, as will be discussed later, was allegedly a member 

of Niu Seng-Ju~s group, but he supported Li Te-yU's policy 

and actually offered him advice. 

Ch'en Yin-k'o (1974:79-83) and Miyazaki Ichisada 

(1981:74, 114) also suggest that the frictions between the 

rival groups resulted from the examination system. 

Although the aristocrats could gain appointments through 

the ~ priviledge, those who entered officialdom through 

the examinations were more highly regarded by the imperial 

government and by society at large. Therefore most 

8. For example, both Tu Mu and his brother Tu Yi 
entered officialdom through the examination system. 
However, while Tu Mu sided with the Niu faction, Tu Yi was 
loyal to the Li faction. Tu Mu's involvement in the Niu 
£action will be discussed in the section "Political Strife 
and Family Burden." Tu Yi's loyalty to the Li £action is 
clearly revealed in the following event: He started his 
official career in 834 under Li Te-yU, then Military 
Commissioner of Chen-hai. When Li was banished to YUan
chou in 835, he was offered a Job by Niu Seng-Ju. But he 
turned it down, saying that he did not want to disappoint 
Li who was in trouble (See T'ang ~ Huai-~ ••• Tu-chUn 
~-chih-min9 [hereafter "Tu-chUn ~-chih-min9], FCWC:138-
140). 
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career-minded individuals sought to pass the civil-service 

examinations. As this situation developed, a personal 

master-disciple relationship arose between the examiner 

and the men he passed. much like the bond between a 

political leader and his henchmen; while men who passed the 

examination in the same year considered one another ciass

mates and helped one another much like comrades fighting 

together against the same enemy on the battlefield. 

Therefore, group loyalties depended on more than class 

standing alone. and were often formed in the examination 

process. In consequence, T'ang officials frequently acted 

according to personal feelings as much as they did out of 

concern for the general welfare of the country, and thus 

factional strife inevitably arose. This seems true 

especially with the Niu clique: its two leaders Niu Seng-Ju 

and Li Tsung-min passed the examinations for the degree of 

Presented Scholar together in 805 and the special examina

tions held by the imperial decree in 808. They both 

criticized Li Te-yU's father, then a grand councilor, in 

the 808 examination. And after that, they always stood 

together against Li Te-yU on all issues. 

Whatever the reasons, the two cliques were often 

engaged in mutual recrimination and retaliation. This was 

a key factor in weakening the central government. Further

more, both parties were not averse to seeking support from 

the eunuch faction, and as a result, neither side made any 
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determined effort to stop the eunuchs from abusing power, 

and, in a sense, collaborated with them in despoiling the 

nation. 9 

The Poet's Life 

Tu Mu, courtesy name Mu-chih, is also known as Fan-

ch'uan, or "Fan River" (after the name o£ a river near 

Chu-p'o, some thirty-five ~ to the south of Ch'ang-an, 

where part of his life was spent). As a maJor poet of the 

T'ang dynasty, he is often differentiated from Tu Fu (712-

770), or the "Greater Tu" (Ta Tu), as the "Lesser Tu" 

(Hsiao Tu). While some sources10 indicate that Tu Mu was 

a native of Wan-nien district (Wan-nien hsien, to the 

northeast of modern Lin-t'ung district of Shensi province), 

Superior Prefecture af Ching-chao (Ching-chao fu, roughly 

covering modern Lin-t'ung and Ch'ang-an districts of Shensi 

province), the dates of his birth and death have not yet 

been clearly established. His biographies in the Chiu 

T'ang-shu (147.3986-3987) and the Hsin T'ang-shu (166.5093-

-5097) indicate that he died at the age of fifty. More-

over, the epitaph he wrote for his younger brother Tu Yi 

(807-851) in 852 indicates that he was himself fifty years 

9. For more detailed accounts of this factional 
strife, see Chang Ch/ttn 1978 v. 2:330ff and Li Chieh 1971 
v. 1:271ff. 

10. See Tu Mu's biography in CTS:147.3986-3987 and 
HTS:166.5093-5097; "Tung-chlh-J..!.h. Ah-Yi shih" [here-
after "Ah-tl shih"], FCSCC:GO. 
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old at that time, and it would seem to follow that he 

must have died in the same year. And by Chinese reckoning 

which considers a person one year old as soon as he is 

born, we may argue with some assurance that Tu Mu was born 

in 803. 11 

Family Background and Formative Years 

Tu Mu was a grandson of Tu Yu (735-812), a 

prominent statesman who served under the emperors Te-tsung 

(r. 780-805), Shun-tsung (r. 805), and Hsien-tsung (r. 805-

820), as well as a great scholar who had complied the 

T'ung-tien, a masterful encyclopedic compilation of data on 

political and social history from the earliest time to 

about 755. In the year Tu Mu was born (803), Tu Yu was 

promoted to the position of Grand Councilor, which office 

he continued to hold for about ten years. And when Tu Mu 

was three years old, Tu Yu was enfeoffed as the Duke of 

Ch'i (~-kuo kung). Tu Yu's sons were also court 

11. Kuraishi Takeehiro (1925), basing his argument on 
information drawn from Tu Mu's "Shang Ch'ih-ChOU Li-shih
chOn shu" [hereafter "Shang Li-shih-chOn shu] (FCWC:190-
193), liT' ang ••• b1.-chOn !!ll!.-~-mi!l9.11 [hereafter IILi-chOn 
g-chih-!!.!.n.9.], (FCWC:130-132), "Shang ••• ch'iu Hu-chou 
t.:J.-erh-~, hereafter "I.L-~-ch'i] (FCWC:244-246), 
and IITu-~ !!ll!.-chih-ming ll reaches the same conclusion that 
Tu Mu was born in 803. Ch'ien Ta-hsin (Yi-nien lu:1.17b) 
claims that Tu Mu was born in 803 (the nineteenth year of 
the Chen-yOan era and died in 852 (the sixth year of the 
Ta-chung era). Miao VUeh (1962:413££) refuting Ts'en 
Chung-mien's argument that Tu Mu died no earlier than 852, 
also claims the dates of Tu Mu's birth and death to be 803 
and 852 respectively. 
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officials. When he died in 812. his oldest son was serving 

as the Vice Minister of the Court of the National Granaries 

(Ssu-nung shao-ch'ing); his second son as the Magistrate of 

Chao-ying district (Chao-ying hsien-ling); and his third 

son, Tu Mu's father, Tu Ts'ung-yU, as the Vice Director of 

the Bureau of Equipment (Chia-~ ~-wai-lang), the 

Ministry of War (Ping-~).12 

Tu Yu occupied a magnificent mansion in An-Jen li. 

a ward situated in the center of Ch'ang-an. 13 During h~e 

tenure as Grand Councilor, the family was very prosperous 

and large. Three generations occupied the household. In 

the huge mansion, the young Tu Mu seeMS to have enJoyed 

most the large collection of books which included a copy of 

his grandfather's monumental work, the T'ung-tien. as well 

as the Confucian classics, the histories. and literature. 14 

In addition to the mansion, the Tus owned a family 

temple nearby, and an estate at Chu-p'0.15 On the latter 

there wera beautiful creeks, trees, birds, pavilions, and 

ancient relics. Tu Yu often invited dignitaries and 

12. See Tu Mu's biography in CTS:147.3987 and HTS: 
166.5090. 

13. See Tu Mu"s OITi-arh-ch'i," OISh~ tsai-hsiang 
ch'iu-Hang-chou ch' i 01 [hereafter "Ch' iu Hanq-chou ch' 1] , 

(FCWC:284), and OIAh-n shih." 

14. Ibid. 

15. See Feng Chi-wu'e annotation in FCSCC:25 and Tu 
Mu's biography in HTS:166.5090. 
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celebrities there to hunt or to enJoy the pleasure o£ wine, 

~usic, and dancing. Tu Mu must have enJoyed the scenery 

and parties at the estate, £or in his later years he wrote 

many poems £ondly recalling his experiences there. 16 

The death of Tu Yu in 812, however, had serious 

repercussions on his descendants~ standard o£ living. As 

indicated above, at that time Tu Mu's father, Tu Ts'ung-yU, 

was Vice Director o£ the Bureau o£ Equipment, the Ministry 

of War. In terms of actual power and influence, the 

position was not an important one; it is also unlikely it 

could have paid very well, either. ,In T'ang times, 

official positions were graded into nine ranks <p'in) and 

subdivided into thirty classes (tang) (Hucker 1985:35; Ta 

t'ang liu tien 2.10a-18a). A vice director~s position 

usually carried the class of 6b1 (Sun Kuo-tung 1978:53),17 

sixteenth on a scale of thirty. Thus, the level of 

pay was not large, at least by comparison with that his 

fftther had enJoyed. And since Tu Ts'ung-yU was a sickly 

16. See uYi n gny,-P.:2. !!!!!!,-yUn U (FCSCC:168), "Chu-P..::Q. 
chUeh-chU Y!l-shou (FCSCC:168-170), and "Chll-~" (FCSCC: 
156-158). 

17. According to Hucker, the T~ang o££icials were 
graded into nine ranks and subdivided into thirty classes. 
The highest ranks, from one through three, were each 
divided into two classes, ~ (cheng) and ~ (ts'ung), from 
1a (cheng-l ~) down to 3b (ts'ung-3 ~>. In ranks 
four through nine, each class was further subdivided into 
an upper (shang> and a lower (hsia) grade, yielding, for 
example, 5a2 (cheng-5 ~ hsia-teng) and 8b1 (ts'ung-8 
~ shang-teng>. 
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man~18 it is also likely his medical expenses were he~vy. 

In any caae~ Tu Ta'ung-yU died when Tu Mu was in his middle 

or late teens~19 and he seems to have left rather little 

for his children except a thirty-room residence~ which 

Might have been inherited from his father. 20 And according 

to a letter Tu Mu wrote in 850 seeking an official appoint-

ment~21 after Tu Ts'ung-yU's death. the family was in such 

financial straits that even the thirty-room residence had 

to be given up to pay their debts. 22 Thereafter~ Tu Mu 

explained, the family moved ten time&~ and~ during the 

three years prior to his first appointment in 828, he and 

his younger brother Tu Yi were compelled to exist on weeds 

and lacked candles to burn at night. Although protesting 

one's poverty is conventional in requests for political 

preferment by traditional Chinese literati~ where their 

18. See the biography of Tu Shih-fang (Tu Ts'ung-yU's 
older brother) in ~:147.3984 and ~:lGG.5090. 

19. According to '"ll-erh-ch'i," Tu Mu's father had 
passed away before the family's residence in Ch'ang-an was 
sold toward the end of the YUan-ho era. The YUan-ho era 
started in 80G and ended in 820. "Toward the end of the 
YUan-ho era" is about the year 819, when Tu Mu was 
seventeen years old. 

20. See ··Ti-!lD:!.-~" and "Ch'iu Hang-chou ch'i." 

21. See "Ti-erh-ch'i.'" 

22. It seems that later on~ most likely after 
entering his official career~ Tu Mu redeemed this thirty
room residence. According to the essay "Ch'iu Hang-chou 
ch'i" written in 850, this residence seems to have come 
into his possession again. 
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financial difficulties were usually exaggerated (Davis 

1971:28f), we still can assume that Tu Mu's adolescent 

years were not very comfortable. 

Tu Mu studied the Book of Rites (bi-chi) when he 

was a child, and learned that court officials should be 

fa.iliar with military tactics and affairs, so that they 

could participate in military campaigns involving more than 

the pass~ve defense of walled cities. 23 In his sixteenth 

year (fifteen years old by Western reckoning) (818), Li 

Shih-tao, Military Commissioner of Tzu-ch'ing <part of 

modern Shantung province), rebelled. 24 The turbulence of 

military conflict lasted until the next year, and many 

people were killed in this conflict. But during the 

turmoil, many court officials continued to pass their days 

as though the war was of no concern to them. Tu Mu was 

infuriated at their seeming indifference to the situation 

and their apparent inability to effectively pacify the 

rebels. 25 

In Tu Mu'a nineteenth year (eighteen years old by 

Western reckoning) (821), tha Military Commissioner of 

Lu-lung (the northern pa~t of modern Hopeh province and the 

23. See .. ~ Sun-tzu hsf1,~:151. 

24. According to "Chu-Sun-tzu h§!!," civil wars were 
in progress in the Shantung area when he was sixteen. And 
according to the OIT'ang-chi 57" of TCTC (241.7761-7762), 
these civil wars refer to Li Shih-tao's revolt. 

25. See "Chu Sun-~ !l§!!. I. 
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southern part o£ modern Jehol province) was killed by his 

own troops and his title assumed by a sta££ member, Chu 

K'o-Jung. Meanwhile, the Military Commissioner o£ 

Ch'eng-te (the central part o£ modern Hopeh province) was 

also killed by a sta££ member, Wang T'ing-ts'ou. The court 

ordered the military comm~asioners o£ other provinces to 

launch a punitive campaign against both Chu K'o-Jung and 

Wang T'ing-ts'ou, but they £ailed to quell the. revolts. 

Finally, it bestowed a military commissionership on Chu 

K'o-Jung, and concentrated the £ull £orce o£ the campaign 

against Wang T'ing-ts'ou. In the following year (822), 

Shih Hsien-ch'eng killed the Military Commissioner o£ 

Wei-po (the southern part o£ modern Hopeh province and the 

western part o£ modern Shantung province) and collaborated 

with Chu and Wang in a Joint attack on the £orces o£ the 

central government. Unable to paci£y the rebellion 

militarily, the court adopted other means and named Wang 

and Shih Military Commissioners o£ their respective 

regions. As a result, it gave up e££ect1ve political 

control o£ Lu-lung, Ch'eng-te, and Wei-po (TCTC:242.7794-

7823). During this troubled time, Tu Mu witnessed the 

weakness o£ the central government and the acute lack of 

military knowledge and skills on the part of court 

o££icials. He later voiced his indignation at that state 

o£ a££sirs in such essays as "Guilty Words" (Tsui-yen), "A 

Discourse on War" (Chan-lun), "A Discourse on De£ense" 
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(Shou-lun), and lOA Letter to Grand Councilor Chou" (Shang 

Chou hSiang-kung shu).26 

In his twentieth year (nineteen years old in 

Western reckoning) (822), Tu Mu began to read the Book o£ 

History (Shang-shu), the Book of Odes, the Commentary of 

Tso (Tso-chuan), the Discourses o£ the States (Kuo-vq>, and 

histories of the previous dynasties. In this way, he came 

to realize that military power was a key factor in the rise 

and £all of dynasties, and that the person placed in charge 

o£ military a££airs must be versed in tactics and 

strategy. Therefore, he researched works on military 

affairs which might be helpful in training later genera-

tions. One tangible result of his efforts was his commen-

tary on the classic Sun-tzu, which he considered the best 

book available on military strategy at his time. 27 

In 825, at the age of twenty-three (twenty-two 

years old by Western reckoning), Tu Mu wrote his first 

datable literary work, a iY. or "rhymed prose," entitled OIA 

E.!:!. on the Ah-fang Palace" (Ah-fang-kung fu).28 In this fu 

we encounter an elegant style, as well as a strong criti-

cism of the extravagance a~d debauchery of the emperor 

26. See "Tsui-yen'" (FCWC:86-89), '"Chan-lun" (FCWC: 
91-92), "Shou-lun" (~:93-95), and "Shang Chou hSiang
kung ~ .. (FCWC:177-178). 

27. See "Chu Sun-tzu hstt (FCWC:151-152). 

28. See Tu Mu's "Shang chih-chi ~-chang-ch'iOl 
(~:141), and Miao 1941:139b. 



Ching-tsung (r. 824-826), as shown in the passages quoted 

below: 

[The six kings had been liquidated; all the 
States had been united. The trees on the mountains 
of Shu were gone; Ah-fang Palace emerged.] It 
covered an area extending over 300 Ll; it towered 
up Sl~03t to the vault of heaven and blocked out 
the sun's rays. The northern wings overlooked 
Mount Li; thence the body of the palace stretched 
straight westward towards HSien-yang. Two rivers 
ran peacefully into the garden of the palace. At 
every five paces there was a tower; at every ten 
paces, a pavilion •••• A long bridge spanned a 
stream--a dragon bred not from clouds. A balcony 
hung in the aky--a rainbow after no rain. High and 
low were confused, east and west were lost. On the 
singing terrace the voices sounded warmly, and the 
spring aun shone mildly. • • 

[Alas! Those who destroyed the six States were 
the six States themselves, not the State of Ch'in; 
those who wiped out the clan of Ch'in were the clan 
of Ch'in themselves, not any other people. Indeed, 
if the kings of the six States had loved their own 
people, they would have been able to resist the 
State of Ch'in; if the clan of Ch'in had loved the 
people of the six States, they would have been able 
to extend their ruling from three to thousand 
reigns--who would have been able to ruin 
them? •• ]29 
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Adopting the common device of historical displacement, his 

criticism was directed against the Ch'in emperor Shih-huang 

(Ch'in Shih-huang, r.221-210 B.C')7 but undoubtedly his 

real meaning did not go unnoticed at court. He warned that 

an emperor's indulgence in extravagance and pleasure would 

lead to the fall of the dynasty. Unfortunately, Ching-

29. The Chinese text is available in FCWC:l-
2; the English translation is quoted from Kung 
1976:8, except the parts in brackets which are my 
own. 
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tsung failed to heed his admonition and the following year 

(826) was assassinated by eunuchs. It is said that this fu 

was admired for its literary elegance and was recited 

throughout the capital. thus later helping Tu Mu obtain the 

degree of Presented Scholar (Wang Ting-pao 1978:63). (We 

shall touch upon the details of this anecdote later.) In 

any case. "A E.Y.. on the Ah-fang Palace" is considered to be 

a masterpiece of ita kind. and it has been included in 

several standard anthologiee. 30 It is also regarded 

as the precursor of the ~-fu" or "prose fu,," which was to 

be perfected later by Ou-yang Hsiu (1007-1072) and Su Shih 

(1037-1101) (T'an-Li 1972:461). 

In the same year (825). Tu Mu also wrote an essay 

entitled lOA Letter to Minister Liu of Chao-i u (Shang 

Chao-~ Liu ssu-t'u shu) (FCWC:173-17S). In this letter Tu 

Mu censured the addressee Liu Wu" Military Commissioner of 

Chao-i (parts of modern Honan and Shansi provinces)" who 

held the prestigious title of Minister of Education 

(~-t'u)" for refusing imperial instructions to attack the 

insurgents" and urged him to cooperate with the court. 

Here Tu Mu showed the vigor and subtlety that characterize 

hie prose style. His Confucian views regarding the proper 

30. For example" Ku-wen kuan-ch1h" ed. by Wu Ch'u
ts'ai (born ca. 1662); and Wen-chang kuei-fan" ed. by Hsieh 
Fang-te (1226-1289). 
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relationships between official and court is also evident in 

this particular work. 

Early Career 

As mentioned earlier, members of aristocratic 

families in the T'ang dynasty had the privilege of securing 

official position without taking the civil service examina-

tions. According to the "Records of Officials" (Chlh-kuan-

chih) of the Chiu T'ang-shu (42.1805), if an official held 

the first rank, his sons were eligible for appointment to 

office of the class' of 7a1, and his grandsons to positions 

of the class of 7a2; if an official held the full third 

rank, his sons had the privilege of obtaining a position of 

the class of 7b1. According to these rules, Tu Mu could 

have obtained, without taking part in any examination, a 

position of the class of 7a2, because he was a grandson of 

Tu Yu, who had been posthumously awarded the title of Grand 

Mentor (T'ai-fu, normally having the capacity as an advisor 

to the emperor),31 which carried the first rank. 32 However, 

probably because those who gained office through the civil 

service examinations were more highly regarded by both the 

31. See Tu Yu's biography in CTS:147.3982 and HTS: 
166.5089. 

32. Unless indicated otherwise, the ranks and duties 
of the various official positions mentioned 1n this 
dissertation may be found in the "Pai-~ chih" of HTS: 
46.1181-1322. 
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imperial government and society, or because he simply 

wanted to prove himself, Tu Mu chose to enter officialdom 

through the examination system. He took the examinations 

for the degree of Presented Scholar at Lo-yang in the first 

month of the second year of the Ta-ho era <February, 828) 

and received the degree the following month <Miao 1941: 

131>. His success allegedly had something to do with his 

rhymed prose .. A Fu on the Ah-fang Palace'" as was noted 

earlier. In the T'ang dynasty, candidates for the degreee 

of Presented Scholar often presented their writings to high 

officials, who, if impresed with their work, could speak to 

the exaainera on their behalf <Wang Ting-pao 1978:82; 

Jung-chai ssu-pi 5.44>. In Tu Mu's case, the chief 

exa•iner was Ts'ui Yen, then Vice Minister of Rites <Li-~ 

~-lang>. The story goes that before Ts'ui left to 

administer the examinations, one of Tu Mu's patrons, Wu 

Wu-ling, Erudite of the National University <T'ai-hsUeh 

~-shih>, showed him this particular composition, which he 

said was so beautiful as to have been widely circulated 

among the students at the National University. Wu Wu-ling 

observed that Tu Mu, author of the fu, was a rare literary 

talent and would be a great asset to the emperor. There

fore, he recommended that Tu Mu be awarded first place in 

the examinations. Ts'ui replied that first place had 

already been promised to someone else, but finally agreed 
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to place Tu Mu~s name in fifth position, which was the 

ranking he actually received when the final results were 

posted (Wang Ting-pao 1978:63). 

In the third month of the same year (April, 828), 

Tu Mu returned from Lo-yang to Ch~ang-an to participate in 

the special examinations convened by imperial decree (Miao 

1941:131). Serving as an expression of the emperor~s eager 

desire to seek men of outstanding talents and to elicit 

their advice, such examinations, which were given at 

irregular intervals, involved the candidates being tested 

in one of several designated categories. Tu Mu took the 

test for "Virtuous and Upright Men Capable of Outspoken 

Advice" and passed. Among others who also earned this 

degree was L.i Kan, an "upright and outspoken man" who later 

became one of Tu Mu's closest friends. 33 

In the intercalary third month of this year (Mayp 

828), Tu Mu was appointed Editor, Institute for the 

Advancement of Literature (Hung-~-kuan chiao-shu-lang, 

9bl)34 in the Department of Chancellery (Men-hsia-sheng) 

with a concurrent probationary title of AdJutant, Military 

Service Section, Left Guard (Shih Tso-Wu-wei ~-ts~ao 

33. See "L! Kan shih" (FCWC:10-11) and "Shang Li 
sh!h-chUn shu) (FCWC:190-193). 

34. "9bl" represents the of£icial class carried by 
the position. This approach will be used throughout this 
dissertation. 
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ts'an-chUn, 8a2).35 As an Editor, Tu Mu collated and 

corrected literary texts; as an AdJutant, he was in 

charge of the registration of officers for guard duties 

(HTS:49A.1280). Nevertheless, he continued to be concerned 

about contemporary state affairs. At that time the 

imperial troops were engaged in suppressing a rebellion in 

Hang-hai province (parts of modern Hopeh and Shantung 

provinces) where Li T'ung-chieh had without official 

authorization succeeded to his father's position as 

Military Commissioner after the latter's death, then defied 

imperial orders assigning him to another province. In an 

attempt to find a solution to the problem, Tu Mu made a 

personal call upon a general, Tung Chung-chih,36 who had 

been previously involved in a campaign against a rebellious 

general, Wu Yuan-chi. In the conversation, Tu Mu rather 

bluntly asked Tung why, in the aforementioned campaign, the 

numerically superior imperial troops were unable to secure 

a quick victory. This anecdote is indicative of Tu Mu's 

35. See Miao 1941:132-133 for information on dates. 
About Tu Mu's official titles, it should be noticed that 
"shih" refers to a probationary title granted as an 
imperial favor (Tseng 1969 v. 4:380). Another thing that 
should be noticed is that Tso ~-wei (Left Guard) was one 
of the Sixteen Guards units (Shih-liu wei) of the T'ang 
national army, Garrison Militia (Fu-~). The Sixteen 
Guards served to protect the capital area and should not 
be confused with the Palace Armies, which were under a 
separate Jurisdiction and originally intended to protect 
the palace (Sun Chin-ming 1960:98). 

36. See "Shang Li ~-t' u lun :l..!:!!!S..-~ shu" 
[hereafter "Lun ~-I2..!.ns. shu"], FCWC:164-168. 
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courage in risking the displeasure of a senior official. 

Though prompted by his concern for the country's problems, 

it could have been easily interpreted as casting doubt upon 

the general's competence. In any case, Tung's answer was 

helpful to Tu Mu in his forming ideas on the pacifying of 

insubordinate military commissioners. 37 In the same year, 

he may have proposed some strategy for bringing the war in 

Heng-hai province to an end. This was apparently reJected 

by the court, as indicated by the poem "Expressing My 

Thoughts: A Poem" (Kan-huai shih) (FCWC:4-5), which may be 

assigned to this period,38 where he states in part: 

The distant trails on T'ai-hang Mountain, 

narrow and thorny. 

37. Tu Mu indicated that he had benefited from this 
conversation when he sent a memorial to Grand Councilor Li 
Te-yU in 843 proposing a strategy for quelling the 
rebellion (See "Lun ~-12i.!!9. shu) • 

38. See "Kan-huai shih" (FCSCC:25). Tu Mu noted 
under the title of this poem that the poem was written when 
the imperial troops were campaigning in Ts'ang-chou. 
According to the "T'ang-chi 59" of TCTC (243.7854-7869), 
the campaign took place from September, 827 to May. 829. 
Thus Tu Mu's poem was written during this period. possibly 
in 828, because in 827 the war had Just started and Tu Mu 
was probably unware of the details of the situation, and in 
829 the rebels already appeared to be losing. Miao 
(1977:21) claims that because Tu Mu called himsel:f "chien 
ru!!!.,-tzu" in the poem, the poem must have been written 
before he entered public service, i.e., in 827. But, in my 
opinion, "chien tl~-tzu" was a rather common way of 
addressing oneself 1n a polite manner; it did not 
necessarily suggest the status of the individual. 
Ichinosawa Torao (1972:343) also claims that the "Kan-huai 
shih" poem was written in 828. 



I crave to present my strategy for pacifying 

the rebels, 

But who would care to listen? 

. . . . 
Whenever I think of this, 

I have to get drunk and hate to wake up. 

Keeping silent would insult my ambition; 

Yet raising my voice would not stir any echo. 

. . . . 
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After only seven months as an editor, in the tenth 

month (December, 828) Tu Mu accepted an appointment as 

Inspector of Militia (t'uan-lien hsUn-kuan) with the 

probationary title of Case Reviewer in the Court of 

Judicial Review (Shih Ta-Ll p'ing-shih, 8b2), when it was 

offered to him by Shen Ch'uan-shih, who had Just been 

appointed Surveillance Commissioner of Kiangsi (Chiang-hs! 

kuan-ch'a-shih), with his headquarters at Nan-ch'ang 

(in modern Kiangsi province>.39 Officials usually 

preferred working in the capital to the provinces. The 

position of Editor in the Institute for the Advancement of 

Literature was a very prestigious appointment, and one 

~hich offered the incumbent excellent opportunities for 

career advancement, especially for promotion to the 

position of Investigating Censor (chien-ch'a ~-shih), 

39. See Miao 1941:135. 
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Investigation Bureau (Ch'a-yUan), Censorate <YU-shih-

t'ai) (Sun Kuo-tung 1978:7). Furthermore, the position o£ 

AdJutant in the Le£t Guard carried a class o£ 8a2, higher 

than that o£ Case Reviewer (8b2). Why then did Tu Mu 

decide to seek a provincial post in N~n-ch'ang? This 

action may have been prompted by a sense o£ £rustration, 

because his recommendations £or dealing with rebellious 

military commissioners had gone without support. On the 

other hand, the new position which involved military 

matters seems to be the kind o£ work he was interested 

in. It may also have had to do with his personal £ondness 

£or the new supervisor. Shen, a close relative who had 

been very kind to him,40 was a man o£ letters himsel£ and 

respected literary talent in others. He was also known as 

a "conscientious o££icial who valued oapable people." 41 

Thus Tu Mu may have reckoned that he would be better 

appreciated working with Shen at Nan-oh'ang. 

In Nan-ch'ang, Tu Ku was treated well. Besides 

Shen, Lu Hung-ohih, a oolleague and son o£ the poet Lu Lun 

(£1.700), was also very help£ul to him. When Tu Mu started 

his new assignment, Lu instruoted him in his new duties, 

how to conduct himsel£ with his supervisor and oolleagues, 

40. See "T'ang ••• Shen-kung hSing-chuang" [hereafter 
"Shen-kung hsing-chuang] (FCWC:212-214). 

41. See Shen Ch'uan-ahih's biography 1n HTS~ 
132.4540£'. 
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and the procedures and protocol related to his new 

position. 42 

In the ninth month of the fourth year of Ta-ho 

(October, 830), Tu Mu followed Shen to HsUan-ch'eng (in 

modern Anhwei province), when the latter was named Surveil-

lance Commissioner (HsUan-she kuan-ch'a-shih) of that 

Jurisdiction. 43 At HsUan-ch'eng Tu Mu became acquainted 

with the supervisor's younger brother, Shen Shu-shih, who 

was a good friend of Li Ho (791-817), a short-lived poet 

famed for his use of shamanistic imagery, mystical allu-

sions, and mythological themes in his verses. One night in 

the tenth month of the fifth year of Ta-ho (November, 831), 

Tu Mu received a letter from Shen Shu-shih, saying that Li 

Ho had given all his works to him before passing away, and 

asking Tu Mu to write a preface for the collection. Tu Mu 

had never met Li Ho in person, but he was sufficently im-

pressed with Li Ho's poetry to accept this request. In his 

preface (~:148-149) Tu Mu states in part: 

Clouds and mist gently intermingling cannot 
describe his [i.e., Li Ho's] manner; illimitable 
waters cannot describe his feelings; the verdure of 
spring cannot describe his warmth; the clarity of 
autumn cannot describe his style ••• seasonal 
blossoms and lovely girls cannot describe his 

42. See "YU Chs-hs! Lu ta-fu shu" (FCWC:186-187). 

43. See Miao 1941:136. 



ardour •••• 44 His poetry is in the tradition of the 
Li Sao. Even though it does not come up to the 
latter in reasoning, it sometimes surpasses the 
latter in expression. The Li Sao is informed with 
deep feelings of indignation, subtle admonition, 
and a clear sense of the proper relationship 
between ruler and official. These elements provoke 
serious reflection in the reader, but are lacking 
in Li's poetry •••• 
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From these comments we can see that although Tu Mu 

praised the beauty of Li Ho's diction and style g he placed 

substance above language in poetry. The concepts expressed 

here on the function and value of poetry are consistent 

with those conveyed in other places. For example, in an 

epitaph written in 837 for Li K'an's tomb, he quoted the 

latter's criticism of the poetry of Yuan Chen (779-831) and 

Po ChU-yi (772-846): 

The richness or poverty of a nation's culture 
depends largely on poetry, which affects it with 
the swiftness of the wind. I grieve over the fact 
that since the YUan-ho reign the poetry of YUan 
Chen and Po ChU-yi, which is both trivial and 
extravagant, and lacking in restraint, has 
prevailed. With the exception of those who were 
steadfast, serious scholars with innate moral 
principles, everyone has been exposed to their 
destructive influences. Their poems have been 
widely circulated among the common people; they 
were even copied on walls and screens and were 
taught by word of mouth from father to son, mother 
to daughter. Their lascivious and wanton 
expressions are like the winter cold and summer 
heat that penetr~te one's flesh and bones; once 

44. The English translation of this passage is 
borrowed from Frodsham 1970:2. The addition in the 
brackets is mine. 



subJugated to their influences it becomes 
irremediable. 45 
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The comments are not Tu Mu's own; however, his quoting them 

implies his support of the criticism. In another article 

entitled lOA Letter for Presenting Poems" (Hsien-shi.h ch'i) 

(FCWC:242), Tu Mu claimed that he took great pains in 

striving for excellence in his poetry, that he did not seek 

beauty as such, that he did not identify himself with 

prevailing fashions, and that he aimed for a common ground 

between the contemporary and the archaic. According to 

Miao YUeh (1959:362), what Tu Mu describes as lOext.raordi-

nary beauty" refers to the exotic language in Li Ho's 

poetry, and what he calls "prevailing fashions lO refers to 

the so-called "erotic style and obscene languagelO of Yuan 

Chen and Po Chu-i, which were widely imitated in his times 

(Ch'en Yin-k'o 1958:338). Therefore the ideas enunciated 

in "A Letter for Presenting Poems" reaffirm his placement 

of substance over language in the writing of poetry. 

During his service at HsUan-ch'eng, Tu Mu was 

asked. in 830, by his superior to take a trip to Ch'ang-an. 

where he consulted Wang Vi-chien about the method of making 

the clepsydra. 46 He also paid a courtesy visit in 833 on 

45. The Chinese text of this epitaph, entitled 
IOTar:!.9. ••• Li fu-~ !!llt-~-ming" [hereafter IOLi 
~-chUnJ. is in ~:137. The English translation 
is quoted from Palandri 1977:70. 

46. See "Ch'ih-chou tsao k'o-lou chilO (FCWC:156). 
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his superior~s behalx to Niu Seng-Ju at Yangchow (in modern 

Kiangsu province).47 Niu was, according to some 

historians, the leader ox one ox two rival political 

xactions ox the time. In 830, when Niu was recalled xrom 

Wu-ch~ang (in modern Hupeh province) to assume the position 

ox grand councilor at the capital, Tu Mu sent him a poem 

expressing admiration xor his accomplishments during his 

military commissionership.48 In 833, when Li Te-yU, 

allegedly the leader ox the opposing xaction, became grand 

councilor. Niu was banished to Yangchow as Military 

Commissioner ox Huai-nan (part ox modern Kiangsu and Anhwei 

provinces). It was at this time that Shen Ch~uan-shih sent 

Tu Mu to visit hiM. 

On his way to Yangchow, Tu Mu stopped over at 

Ching-k'ou (modern Chen-chiang, Kiangsu province) to see 

Hsing ChUn, who was then on the staxx ox the Surveillance 

Commissioner ox Che-hsi (the western part ox modern 

Chekiang province). He had xirst met Hsing Ch~Un when 

taking the examinations xor the degree ox Presented Scholar 

at Lo-yang in 828, and he immediately sensed that he was 

worthy ox being a xriend. Now he was glad to hear that the 

latter was well liked by his supervisor as a virtuous, 

47. See UT'ang HSing-chUn m.!:!.-chih-ming U (FCWC: 
132), 

48. See uChi Niu hSiang-kung U with Feng Chi-wu's 
annotation in FCSCC:313-314. 
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truth£ul advisor. Therea£ter, the two became li£e-long 

£riends. 49 

He also passed through Chin-ling (~odern Tan-t'u, 

Kiangsu province), where he heard the story o£ Lady Tu 

Ch'iu (Tu Ch'iu-niang). Once a charming and talented 

sing-song girl, Tu Ch'iu was now deserted, old and poor. 

Feeling strongly about the mis£ortunes she had undergone 

and the vicissitudes o£ human li£e, Tu Mu wrote the £amous 

"Lady Tu Ch'iu: A Poem" (Tu Ch'iu-niang shih) (FCWC:5-6), 

wherein he states in part: 

Ching River's water chaste end smooth; 

Girls born there white like cream. 

Among them the one naMed Tu Ch'iu 

Never has to use beauty powder. 

She stands in line to meet the emperor; 

On her alone his maJesty's eyes linger. 

Embroidered curtains hang on the pepper-powdered walla; 

Hornless dragons coil on the dressing box. 

Wearing a low chignon to receive the new £avor, 

She is grace£ul and blithe. 

And Ch'iu is ordered to return to her native place. 

The palace ridge touches the Dipper and Polaris; 

49. See "T'ang ••• Hsing-chUn !!!.!:!-chih-ming" (FCWC: 
132-134). 



She keeps looking back6 loath to leave. 

The four reigns totaling three decades 

Are like a dream but also seem real • 

. . . 
She arrives home 6 the neighbors have changed; 

Her lush garden is overgrown with weeds. 

Her tears flow without stopping; 

Looking up at heaven 6 who can she implore? 

Yesterday I passed by Chin-ling; 

Hearing this storY6 I sobbed and sighed. 

It's been the same since antiquity: 

Things change 6 how can one predict? 

. . . 
Women's fate is uncertain indeed! 

Men's lot is also hard to foretell. 

71 

Tu Mu served in HsUan-ch'eng for about two and half 

years. During his service there 6 Just as in Nan-ch'ang, he 

often attended banquets and Journeyed to various places of 

interest with his supervisor or colleagues. 50 He was 

apparently Just as happy as in Nan-ch'ang. for he later 

50. See "Shang ••• Ts'ui shang-shu chuang" (FCWC: 
239> • 
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wrote several poems recalling his Joyful days there as well 

as the beautiful scenery at both places. 51 

In 833, Shen Ch'uan-shih was recalled to the 

capital to fill the post of Vice Minister of Personnal 

(Li-~ shih-lang), and Tu Mu was offered a position as 

Judge (t'ui-kuan), with the probationary title of Investi-

gating Censor (Chien-ch'a ~-shih li-hsing, 8al), by Niu 

Seng-Ju, who was then serving as Military Commissioner of 

Huai-nan with his headquarters at Yangchow. 52 Shen's 

replacement arrived prior to Tu Mu'e departure. On the 

new staff was one Li Fang-hsttan, Administrative Assistant 

of Militia (T'uan-lien p'an-kuan). Li and Tu had been good 

friends since their days in Ch'ang-an, and they were very 

glad to see each other again. Both were straightforward in 

~anner and expression, and they soon became immersed in 

discussions of current issues, which sometimes became 

heated, but they always ended up in good spirits. 53 

Joining Niu at Yangchow in the fourth month of the 

seventh year of the Ta-ho era (May, 833), Tu Mu soon gained 

the respect of the latter, and was promoted to the position 

51. See "1:I.Y1!.!. Chung-ling ..... (FCSCC:255-259), "Pa 
Chung-ling (FCSCC:262), and "Tzu Hsttan-chou fu-kuan J.!,!.-chin 

.. (FCSCC: 103-105) . 

"Chi 

52. See Mico 1941:139 for information on dates. 

53. See uLi chan !!!.!!-chih-ming" (FCWC:130-132) and 
Li ~-chU wen" (FCWC:204-205). 
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of Chief Secretary (Chang-shu-chi). an important pos't 

requiring great literary skill. 

Yangchow in T'ang times was a metropolis famed for 

its pleasure houses and many beautiful sing-song girls. 

According to YU Yeh's Records of Yangchow Dreams (Yang-chou 

meng-chi), Tu Mu. while serving there. often enJoyed the 

pleasures of the gay quarters. Learning of this. Niu was 

concerned for his safety; therefore. without Tu's knowl-

edge, he assigned agents to protect him. Each time after 

returning from the gay quarters. the agents submitted 

written reports stating times and places visited and 

that Tu had returned safely. Niu kept all these memos. 

which ultimately filled a large wooden box. Later when Tu 

Mu was about to leave Yangchow for a new appointment at the 

capital. Niu said to him candidly. "As an open-minded 

person, you will have a bright future. But I am concerned 

that your indulgence in the romantic life might ruin your 

health." Tu Mu told Niu not to worry about him because he 

always restrained himself. Thereupon. Niu showed him the 

aforementioned memos. YU's Records of Yangchow Dreams is a 

fictitious work. 54 and it need not be taken too seriously. 

We should notice. however. that several of Tu Mu's own 

poems referring to this period do evince romantiC, if 

54. YU Yeh's Yang-chou meng-chi is included in 
section four of Lung-wei mi-shu. This section is subtitled 
"Chin T"ang hsiao-shuo ch'ang-kuan," suggesting the 
fictitious nature of the Yang-chou meng-chi. 
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not erotic, overtones.55 Living a romantic life as he may 

have, we could hardly agree with Professor James Liu 

<1975:572-573) and Miao YUeh <1962a:3> that that kind of 

life developed from his disappointment in his official 

career, because at this tiae he was enJoying his supervi-

sor~s trust and looking forward to a promising future. 

His pleasure-seeking with sing-song girls notwith-

standing, Tu Mu continued to be concerned about the great 

issues of the day. In 834 he wrote ""Guilty Words, •• in which 

he recommended strategies for suppressing the rebellious 

military commissioners of Lu-lung, Ch~eng-te, and Wei-po. 

This essay and other undatable essays, such as .. Reinsti-

tuting the Sixteen Guards .. <YUan shih-liu-wei> <FCWC:89-91> 

which deals with the T~ang military system in relation to 

the control of the provinces; ••A Discourse on War, •• which 

reviews past military actions against rebellious military 

co11missioners; and .. A Discourse on Defense, •• which urges 

the use of military force against the rebellious military 

coa•issioners, are considered i11portant contributions to 

the studies of central versus local power. These essays 

exhibit Tu Mu~s courage and forthright manner, for in 

addition to recommending the adoption of specific military 

strategies, he criticized 11ismanagement in the central 

55. See ""TsenQ pieh"" <FCSCC:311-312>, ""Ch'ien-huai'" 
<FCSCC:369), and ""Nien hsi-~ .. <FCSCC:133>. 
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government and urged it to correct its faults in order to 

restore the country to its former peaceful state. 

Political Strife and Family Burden 

In 835, Tu Mu was summoned to Ch'ang-an to assume 

the position of Investigating Censor. 56 Responsible for 

the maintenance of high standards of public behavior by the 

bureaucracy and the properiety of the court, the inspection 

of local government, and review of criminal cases, the role 

of the Investigating Censor was one of importance and 

prestige. However, Tu Mu soon requested transfer to the 

eastern capital, Lo-yang, where he held the same title but 

was largely exempt from any real duties. 57 His request was 

Made on the grounds of ill health,58 but poems he wrote 

later suggest that political circumstances were involved. 

For example, in '"A Poem in Rememberance of Li Kan '" (Li Kan 

~) (FCWC:10-11) which recalls the political calamities 

of this time, Tu Mu noted how even officials known for 

their candor and courage were frightened by the two 

ruthless officials Li HsUn and Cheng Chu, who had risen to 

56. For references on dates, see Tu Mu' s IOLi fu-!;:hUn 
!!!..!:!.-chih-ming'· (FCWC: 136) • It should be noted that a cenSlor 
in the Bureau of Investigation had Jurisdiction not only 
over the provinces but also over the central government 
(See Sun Kuo-tung 1978:127). 

57. Lo-yang and Ch'ang-an had several parallel 
positions but the incumbents of the positions in Lo-yang 
did not have any actual duties (See Huang Pen-chi 1965:20). 

58. See Tu Mu's biography in HTS:1G6.5093. 
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prominence by collaborating with the eunuch faction. And 

in "Thirty-two RhyJRes on My Previous Service to Emperor 

Wen-tsung" (Hsi shih Wen huang-ti rum.-shih-erh yUn) 

(FCWC:37-38)_ Tu Mu further indicates that he always feared 

assassination and_ hence_ was unable to carry out his 

duties. 

In Lo-yang Tu Mu was among friends. One of them 

was the upright_ outspoken Li Chung-min_ who had been a 

Vice Director of the Bureau of Merit Titles (Ssu-hsUn 

yUan-wai-lang> in the Ministry of Personnel (Li-~) until 

his resignation in 832 following his failure to bring the 

unscrupulous Cheng Chu to Justice. 59 Another friend was Li 

K'an_ a man of principle_ integrity_ courage_ and literary 

talent_ for whom Tu Mu had the highest respect and 

admiration. GO There. he also met a woman_ Chang Hao-hao. 

Chang had been a famous professional entertainer at Shen 

Ch'uan-shih's headqu6rters at Nan-ch'ang and UsUan-

ch'eng. Later she was married to Shen Shu-shih. who 

subsequently deserted her. When Tu Mu saw her again in 

Lo-yang. she had become a haggard barmaid. Recalling her 

glorious past and lamenting the misfortunes that had 

befallen her_ Tu Mu wrote the famous "Chang Hao Hao: A 

Poem" (Chang Hao-hao shih) (FCWC:8-9) of which the original 

59. See Feng Ch1-wu's annotations in FCSCC:172-174 
and Miao 1977:4G. 

GO. See "Li fu-chUn mu-chih-ming" (FCWC:13G-138). 
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handwritten manuscript is still preserved in the Palace 

Museum (Ku-kung po-wu-yUan), Peking, and serves as evidence 

of his exquisite calligraphy (Miao 1977:49). 

Meanwhile Tu Mu's younger brother, Tu Vi, had 

passed the examinations for the degree of Presented Scholar 

in 832. In 834 he was named Inspector of Militia at Jun-

chou (with headquarters at modern Chen-chiang district of 

Kiangsu province), where Li Te-yU was posted as Military 

Commissioner of Chen-hai <part of modern Kiangsu prov-

ince). When Li was banished to YUan-chou (in modern 

Kiangsi province), Tu Yi retired partly to avoid becoming 

embroiled in political strife61 and partly as a result of 

an eye ailment, which was growing steadily worse. In the 

spring of the second year of the K'ai-ch'eng era (837), Tu 

Mu learned of his brother's deteriorating vision and 

brought a doctor from T'ung-chou (modern Ta-li district, 

Shensi province) to see him at Yangchow. G2 

According to the doctor's diagnOSiS, Tu Yi needed 

an operation, which could not be performed until the 

following year. To take care of his ailing brother, Tu Mu 

took up residence at a Buddhist temple with his brother. 

During his previous sOJourn in Yangchow from 833 to 835, he 

62. For the development o£ Tu Yi's eye ailment and Tu 
Mu's efforts to help him, see ooTu-!:.h.Y.!:!. !!!.!!-chih-ming" 
(FCWC:138-140), ooCh'iu Hang-chou ch'i oo (FCWC:248-249), and 
"Ch'iu Hu-chou" ti 1-3 ch'i (FCWC:242-248. 
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had indulged his sensual passions. But now~ as suggested 

by the poems written at this time, he seemed to be 

oblivious to the pleasures and luxuries surrounding him, 

and was instead melancholic and homesick. 63 

Probably because civil service regulations 

prohibited an official1s absence from his post for more 

than one hundred days,64 Tu Mu relinquished his post at 

Lo-yang at the beginning of summer and began to look for a 

position in the provinces. 65 Later he was offered the 

position of Supervisor of Militia (Tluan-lien p~an-kuan) at 

HsUan-ch'eng, with the temporary title of Auxiliary Palace 

Censor (Tien-chung shih-~-shih nei-kung-feng, 7b2), by 

Ts'ui Tan, Surveillance Commissioner of Hsttan-she. In the 

fall, he left for his new post with his brother and an 

attending physician. 

In Hsttan-ch'eng Tu Mu was able to enJoy the 

companionship of a poet-friend, Chao Ku (810-ca. 856), 

whose poems he greatly admired (T'ang-shih chi-shih 

56.858). He also made some new friends. Among them were a 

certain Mr. Shen, a gentlemen living in retirement,66 and 

63. See uT'i Yang-chou Ch'an-chih ssu" (FCSCC:198-
199) and "Chiang fu ••• Ch'an-chih ssu" (FCSCC:202-202). 

64. For this regulation, see T'ang hui-yao: 82.1519. 

65. See UTzu-chuan !!!..!:!.-chih-ming" (FCWC:160) • 

.. (FCSCC: 
74-77). 
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Lu P'ei,67 both of whom shared his profound indignation at 

the rebellious conditions in the provinces and his anxiety 

for a solution to the problem. 

Tu Mu had previously worked in HsUan-ch'eng from 

830-833. At that time he was an able, ambitious young ffian 

enJoying the confidence of his superiors and looking 

forward to a promising future. Now, although only four 

years had passed, his hair had already turned gray,68 and 

he had become somewhat withdrawn. Instead of engaging 

himself in exciting activities, he frequented various 

scenic spots and historical sites which sometimes evoked 

melancholic feelings that inspired poetic expressions. 59 

In the winter of the third year of the K'ai-ch'eng 

era (838/839), Tu Mu was recalled to the capital to assume 

the position of Left Rectifier of Omissions (Tso ~-ch'Ueh, 

7bl) in the Department of Chancellery, with a concurrent 

appointment as Senior Complier at the Historiography 

Institute in the Department of Secretariat (Miao 1942:1). 

But because his salary was insufficient to cover his 

brother's expenses at Ch'ang-an, he decided to accompany 

his brother and his doctor to HsUn-yang (modern Chiu-chiang 

67. See nT'ang 
144-145). 

Lu hsiu-ts'ai !!!J!.-chih mingn (FCIIJC: 

68. See nTzu HsUan-chou fu-kuan J..!!.-ching" (FCSCC: 
105) • 

69. See, for example, nT'i ••• K'U-yUan-ru:!.!:!, shui-ko" 
(FCSCC:202-203). 
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of Kiangsu province> to stay with Tu Ts'ao~ one o£ his 

cousins~ then Prefect of Chiang-chou <part o£ modern 

Kiangsi province>. Their JOurney began the following 

spring. On the way~ Tu Mu came across P'ei T'an~ a 

close colleague during his previous service at HsUan-chou. 

As revealed in the two poems presented to the latter~ Tu Mu 

seems to have become haggard~ pessemistic, and uncertain of 

his own future.70 Their Journey then took them through 

Ho-chou and Wu-hu <both in modern Anhwei province>. In 

Ho-chou Tu Mu visited the nearby Pavilion of the Wu-chiang 

River <Wu-chiang T'ing>~ which recalled the death of an 

ancient warlord. In the third century B.C.~ Hsiang YU and 

Liu Pang fought for the throne after the overthrow of the 

Ch'in dynasty <249-207 B.C.>. Finally~ Hsiang YU was 

pursued to the Wu-chiang River by Liu Pang where the 

constable of the Pavilion of the Wu-chiang River asked him 

to escape so as to later stage a comeback. But Hsiang YU, 

thinking he was doomed to destruction~ killed himself. The 

common interpretation of this event was that Hsiang YU had 

no real chance to alter the situation--his failure was~ 

apparently~ due to an irreversible fate. However~ in Tu 

Mu's opinion~ there were still many talented youths in his 

native place who could help him win final victory. Had he 

escaped and launched a counter-attack~ the ending could 

70. See .. Tzu HsUan-chou fu-kuan J..Y_-ching ..... <FCWC: 
103-104) and .. HsUan-chou sung P'ei T'an .. <FCSCC:203). 
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have been different. 71 Here,Just as in other similar 

cases,72 Tu Mu adopted a perspective quite independent of 

tradit.ion. 

In the spring of the fourth year of t.he K'ai-ch'eng 

era (839), Tu Mu set.t.led his brot.her at. HsUn-yang and left 

for Ch'ang-an. 73 He traveled through Hsiang-yang (in 

modern Hupeh province), Nan-yang (in modern Honan 

province). In the late spring he arrived at. the capital 

(Miao 1942:3), where he was supposed to take on such new 

duties as convening meetings in the court, forwarding 

officials' report.s, and present.ing advice or admonit.ions to 

t.he e~peror. Congenial to his talent as the new post would 

seem t.o have been, he was not able t.o discharge his duties 

in the way he want.ed. As ~entioned earlier, when Tu 

Mu was t.ransferred from t.he capit.al to Lo-yang, t.he court 

was controlled by Cheng Chu and Li HsUn, who seemed to be 

in league wit.h the eunuchs. In November of t.hat year, 

Cheng and Li, as the emperor wished, staged a palace coup 

in an at.t.empt. t.o dest.roy t.he eunuchs' power. But the coup 

failed and the eunuchs ret.aliated by slaughtering many high 

officials and t.heir families. As a r.esult of t.his outrage, 

71. See "T'i Wu-chiang t'ing" and Feng Chi-wu's 
annotat.ion in FCSCC:279-280. 

72. See "Ch'ih-Qi.·· (FCSCC:271) and IOT'i Shang-shan 
Ssu-hao miao" (FCSCC:308). 

73. See "Ti-erh-ch'i" (FCWC:245). 
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court officials felt even more insecure. Under such 

circumstances. Tu Ku naturally was reluctant to express 

himself openly.74 

In the following year (840). Tu Mu was promoted to 

the position of Vice Director of the Catering Bureau 

(Shan-~ yUan-~-lang. 6b1) in the Ministery of Rites 

(Li-~). while still retaining the same concurrent position 

of Senior Complier in the Historiography Institute (Miao 

1942: 4-5). In the winter. he went to see his brother at 

HsUn-yang_ Originally he considered bringing him to 

Ch'ang-an. but the latter. knowing his financial difficul-

ties. insisted on staying with his cousin Tu Ts'ao in 

HsUn-yang. In the fourth month of the first year of the 

Hui-ch'ang era (May. 841). Tu Ts'ao was appointed Perfect 

of Ch'i-chou (part of Hupeh province). Tu Mu followed the 

family to the headquarters in Ch'i-ch'un (in modern Hupeh 

province). whence he returned to the capital in July. Soon 

afterward he was appointed Vice Director of the Bureau of 

Review (Pi-~ yUan-wai-lang. 6b1) in the Ministry of 

Justice (Hsing-~). but was banished to Huang-kang (in 

~odern Hupeh province) to be Prefect of Huang-chou (modern 

Huang-keng. Huang-p'o. and Ma-ch'eng of Hupeh province) in 

the spring of the following year (Miao 1942:4-6). 

74. See eeLi Ken shih" and Feng Chi-wu's annotation in 
FCSCC:64-70. 
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Years in Banishment 

The reasons for Tu Mu's demotion are not clear. 

According to the eulogy and epitaph Tu Mu wrote for Chou 

Ch'ih,75 a patron and former grand councilor, and an 

epitaph written for Niu Seng-Ju,76 Li Te-yU, who was then 

in power, was responsible for his disgrace. But why would 

Li have been so hostile to Tu Mu? To qoute Ch'Uan Tsu-wang 

(1705-1755), "In view of his aristocratic family background 

and his early [literary] fame, it should have been easy for 

Tu Mu to rise in his official career •••• Unfortunately, 

due to his close association with Niu, he was not welcomed 

by Li ...... (Chi-ch'i-t'ing chi, wai-pien, 37.897). Judging 

by Tu Mu's strong partiality for the Niu faction, as shown 

in the aformentioned writings, Ch'Uan's observation seems 

to be quite plausible. 

Questions of political allegiance aSide, Tu Mu's 

demotion could also be attributed to his personality.77 In 

"A Letter to Vice Censor-in-chief Li" (Shang Li chung-

ch'eng shu) (FCWC:183) which he sent from Huang-chou, Tu Mu 

indicated that when he was previously serving at the 

capital, he was often absent due to illness or drunkenness 

75. See IIChi Chou hSiang-kung wen" (FCWC:205-206) and 
"T'ang ••• Chou-kung !!ll!.-chih-ming" (FCWC:119~120). 

76. See IIT'ang ••• Niu-kung !!ll!.-chih-ming" (FCWC:114-
119). 

77. This is also indicated in Ch'en Yin-k'o 1974:92. 
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and frequently neglected various official as well as social 

duties. In "A Letter to Official Li of Ch'ih-chou" <Shang 

Ch'ih-chou Li shih-chUn shu> <FCWC:l90-92> written about 

the same time~ Tu Mu also attributed his political setbacks 

to faults of personality: he was too straightforward and 

did not care~ in a manner of speaking~ to .. lick his 

superiors' boots.•• Although we should not take all Tu Mu's 

words as the unvarnished truth~ what he says in these 

letters~ however~ would seem to support Ch'en Yin-k'o's 

assertion <1974:92> that Li Te-yU disliked Tu Mu partly 

because of his ••fr i vol i ty and decadence. •• 

Whatever the reason~ Tu Mu arrived in Huang-kong in 

the spring of the second year of the Hui-ch'ang era <842>. 

Meanwhile his brother in Ch'i-ch'un was still plagued by 

problems with his sight. Tu Mu arranged to have another 

doctor visit him there~ but without avail. In the fall of 

the same year~ assuming that there was a better chance of 

finding a doctor in a metropolis to cure his illness~ his 

brother moved to Yang-chou to stay with another cousin~ Tu 

Ts'ung. Like Tu Ku~ Tu Ts'ung was a descendant of a 

meritorious high official. But unlike Tu Mu~ he exercised 

the ~ previlege of entering public service without taking 

the examinations. And by marrying the emperor Hsien

tsung's daughter in 814, Tu Ts'ung launched a brilliant 

official career. He was now Military Commissioner of 

Huai-nan and would later rise to the position of grand 
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councilor. Thus~ he was much more succesful politically 

than Tu Mu~ who~ according to the Hsin T'ang-shu, was 

throughout his life very Jealous of Tu Ts'ung's fame and 

position. 78 We cannot~ however~ find any other evidence 

to confirm this allegation. 

In Huang-kang, Tu Mu proved to be a conscientious 

local official. Huang-chou Prefecture~ inhabited by 20,000 

poor familie8~ had previously been governed by military 

officials~ who tended to impose heavy taxes and other 

burdens on the people. During Tu Mu's administration, the 

people were relieved from such exploitation and allowed to 

file grievances with the prefect. 79 

Meanwhile, he had never ceased to be concerned 

about developments on the frontier. In 842 the Uighurs 

invaded Yan-chou <modern Ta-t'ung~ Shansi province), 

bringing great misery to the people in the area. 80 

Knowledgeable in military affairs~ Tu Mu hoped that the 

cour~ would call him back to the capital and consult him on 

this matter. 81 But such thing did not happen. Thus, in 

such poems as "Expressing My Thoughts as it Snows" (HaUeh-

7S. See Tu Mu's biography in HTS:166.5097. 

79. See "Huang-chou tz' u-sn,ih hsieh-shang piao" 
(FCWC:217-218) and Miao 1977:71. 

SO. See CTS:1SA.591. 

Sl. See "Shang Li chung-ch'eng shu" (FCIIJC:183) and 
"Shang •.• Ta'ui hSiang-kung 2.h!!." (~:171-173). 
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chung shu-huai} (~:13) and "Drinking Alone in the 

Prefectural Study'" (ChUn-chai-tu-cho (FCWC:7-8), which were 

written sometime during this year, the poet expresses a 

burning desire to save the nation and is tormented by his 

separation from the court. 

Tu Mu was also worried about the situation in the 

provinces. In 843 Liu Chen seized the military commis-

sionership of Chao-yi when the previous military commis-

sioner, his uncle Liu TS'ung-chien, died. The court, 

unwilling to recognize him as a legitimate successor, tried 

to separate him from his soldiers by ordering him to escort 

his uncle's remains to Lo-yang. When the latter refused, 

the court launched a punitive expedition against him. Tu 

Mu, who had all along been deeply concerned about the 

growing disobedience of provincial leaders, sent a memorial 

to the Grand Councilor Li Te-yU, proposing a plan of action 

for suppressing the revolt. 82 With Tu Mu's advice, Li 

finally brought the war to an end in 844. 83 Tu Mu was so 

excited that he sent a memorial to Li congratulating him 

upon this success. Nevertheless,Tu Mu was still left to 

languish in the provinces. 

Although this period in Huang-kang was a setback in 

Tu Mu's official career, it was one of his most productive 

82. See Tu Mu's uLun ~-12..!.!!.9.. shu" (FCWC:164-168) 
and the '"T'ang-chi 63" of TCTC:247.7982-7983. 

83. See "Ho p'ing Tse-lu ch'i'" (FCWC:234-235). 
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periods as a writer. In the poems he wrote at this time he 

treated a wide gamut of themes and explored a variety of 

poetic forms. 84 

In the ninth month of the fourth year of the 

Hui-ch'ang era (October/November, 844), Tu Mu was trans-

fered to Ch'ih-chou (in modern Anhwei province) as 

Prefect, with his headquarters located at Ch'iu-pu (modern 

Kuei-ch'ih, Anhwei province), which was to the east of 

Huang-chou and still more remote from his homeland of 

Ch'ang-an. 85 He arrived at Ch'iu-p'u before the old 

prefect Li Fang-hsUan had left for a new post in HsUan-

ch'eng. As has been noted earlier, Tu and Li were good 

friends who had last seen each other in 833 in HsUan-

ch'eng. When Tu was languishing in banishment at Huang-

chou, Li's letters offered great comfort. On this 

occasion, they visited together for ten days. Besides 

taking care of some official business, they talked and 

drank, and Li even promised to marry his daughter to Tu's 

son. 86 

84. See the poems written in Huang-chou, such as 
"ChUn-chai tJ.!.-cho," "Ah-n shih," "HsUah-chung !!!ll!-huai," 
Tzu-ch'ien, .... Tungping ch'ang-s.h.Y.," "Chi-shih Huang-chou," 
"HsUeh-chung tso," "Huang-chou chu-ching," "Ch'i-!!!l chUn 
~-ch' iu," "Ch' i-~ chUn-chung Ql!.-t' i," "Ch' i-~ chUn 
hou-ch'ih chUeh-chU," "T'i ~-~ ch'eng-lou," etc., all 
in FCWC. 

85. For references on dates, see Miao 1942:11-12. 

86. See "Chi Li shih-chUn wen" (FCWC:204-205). 
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Ch'ih-chou was populated by approximately 17~600 

faailies.87 which had benefited from the old administra

tion. And Tu Mu tried to continue to improve their 

welfare. For example. the local population was often 

plundered by river pirates who moved about on the Yangtze 

and Huai Rivers <Twitchett 1970:96; Somers 1979:685). 

Because these disturbances also occurred in many other 

prefectures not under his JUrisdiction, in 845 Tu Mu sent a 

mermorial to Grand Councilor Li Te-yU suggesting ways to 

bring the trouble to an end.88 Unfortunately, we do not 

know if his ideas were used or not. 

At the saae ti•e, Tu Mu continued to follow the 

conduct of national military affairs. In 844~ when the 

Uighur tribes renewed their attacks on the northern 

borders, Tu Mu drafted a mermorial recommending specific 

military plans for dealing with the situation.89 And it is 

said that his ideas, though they did not materialize, were 

praised by Li Te-yU.90 But, as before, Tu Mu's talent for 

tactical military operations did not bring him any 

87. See YUan-ho chUn-hsien t'u-chih:28.762. 

88. See .. Shang ••• lun chiang-tse shu .. <FCWC:168-
171>. 

89. See .. Shang 
232-234) 

90. See Tu Mu's biography in HTS:166.5097. 
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advancement. As a result, his sense of frustration and 

despair deepened. 91 

One source of personal gratification to Tu Mu at 

this time was his meetings with two contemporary poets--

Meng Ch'ih (d. ca. 859) and Chang Hu (d.853).92 Meng 

Ch'ih and Tu Mu had first met in the summer of the third 

year of the K'ai-ch'eng era (838) at Hsttan-ch'eng. Meng 

later failed the examinations for the degree of Presented 

Scholar while Tu Mu was serving as Left Rectifier of 

Omissions in the Chancellery Department and, concurrently. 

Senior Complier in the Historiography Institute, Department 

of Secretariat. The two, sharing a common bond of frustra-

tion, visited each other frequently and became closer than 

before. When Tu Mu was transfered to Ch'ih-chou, Meng 

Ch'ih went to see him and remained there until the former 

recommended him in 845 for another examination for the 

degree of Presented Scholar at the capital, which he 

finally passed. 

Chang Hu, famous for his folk poetry and pal~ce 

lyrics (kung-tz'u), was much esteemed by Tu Mu. A great 

talent, he had not been able to obtain an official appoint-

ment: he first failed to qualify for the Presented Scholar 

91. See "Ch'ih-c~ou sung "'eng Ch'ih hsien-pei" 
(FCSCC:89-9G) and "Chiu-JJJl Ch'i-shan teng-keo" (FCSCC:209-
-210). 

92. See T'ang-shih chi-shih:52.793-79G, 54.820 and 
Miao 1942:13, 15. 
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examination. The chief examiner was the Prefect of 

Hang-chou, the renowned poet Po Chtl-yi; and later, when 

recommended for a position by Ling-hu Ch'u <766-837>, a 

literary talent faaous for his prose and grand councilor 

for a time, he was slandered by YUan Chen, a noted 

literatus and intimate friend of Po ChU-yi.93 Chang Hu was 

an admirer of Tu Mu. When the latter moved to Ch'ih-chou. 

Chang traveled froa Tan-yang <in aodern Kiangsu province>, 

where he had been residing, to see him. Perhaps owing to a 

shared sense of disenchantaent and mutual admiration, the 

two men immediately formed a close attachment for each 

other. They spent soae tiae together and presented each 

other with some charming poeas.94 

In 846, Pai Min-chung, a aember of the Niu faction. 

became grand councilor, and Li Te-yU, who was alledgedly 

responsible for Tu Mu's banishment, was exiled from the 

capital. Yet, soaehow, Tu Mu, rather than returning to the 

capital, was transfered to Chien-te <in modern Chekiang 

province> to be Prefect of Mu-chou <governing Chien-te, 

Shou-ch'ang, T'ung-lu, Fen-shui, Sui-an, and Huan-ch'un of 

93. See Hsin Wen-fang 1965:107f. 

94. See, for exaaple, Tu Mu's "Ch'ou Chanq Hu 
<FCSCC:286>, "Teng ••• chi Chang Hu .. <FCWC:46>. etc., and 
Chang Hu's .. Chiang ••• Tu vtlan-wai, .. '"Tu ••• Tu Ch'iu-niang 
shih, ~· 1"Ho Tu Mu-chih •••• II I"Ho Tu shih-chtl 
n. ••. , .. <Ch'tlan T'ang-shih:511.5828-5847). 
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modern Chekiang province).95 At this time, Hsing Ch~Un, a 

friend whom Tu Mu had last seen in 833 at Ching-k~ou, was 

serving as Prefect of She-chou, which was only tree hundred 

~ from Chien-teo The two--Tu from Ch~ang-an, Hsing from 

Lo~yang--were both homesick and frequently exchanged 

poems expressing longing for their native abodes. 

Despite its scenic splendors, Mu-chou was a rather 

desolate area. It was inhabited by about one thousand odd 

families, and plagued by miasmal vapors. Surrounded by 

such a pestilential environMent, Tu Mu became even more 

disheartened. In 848, he wrote a letter to Kao YUan-yU, 

then Minister of Personnel, expressing his bitterness about 

being long stationed in remote areas. Kao had once been Tu 

Mu~a supervisor and vary kind. But he soon left the 

capital for the provinces to become a military commis

sioner. Tu Mu~s letter, naturally. did not produce any 

immediate results. 

Later Years 

In the eighth month of 'the second year of the 

Ta-chung era (September. 848). Tu Hu wes finally recalled 

to the capital to be Vice Director, Bureau of Merit Titles 

(Ssu-h,Un ~-wai-~. Gbl) in the Ministry of Personnel 

and. concurrently, Senior Complier of the Historiography 

Institute in the Department of Secretariat CHiao YUeh 

95. For time reference, see Miao 1942:17£. 
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1942:17f). He apparently owed this promotion to a long-

tiae patron, Chou Ch'ih, who was now Grand Councilor.96 He 

left Mu-chou for Ch'ang-an in the twelfth month of the same 

year. 

At the capital, Tu Mu'e duty was the maintenance of 

personnel files for the state bureaucracy. However, his 

aain concern was still the problem of national security. 

In the spring of the third year of the Ta-chung era (849>, 

he submitted his annotations and commentary on the Sun-tzu 

text to Chou-ch'ih, hoping that this would be of help in 

promoting national aecurity.97 

At the capital Tu Mu got the chance to meet with 

the famous poet, Li Shang-yin <813-858>, another victim o£ 

the political strife between the two rival factions, who 

had been shuffled from one post to another in the provinces 

and who finally returned to Ch'ang-an in the autumn of 848, 

where he later was made a sheriff. Before assuming his 

JOb, Li helped the Superior Prefect of Ching-chao <Ching-

chao~> to draft memorials to the throne <Liu 1969:23>. 

It was at this tiae that Tu Mu and Li Shang-yin saw each 

other, probably for the first tiae. Li wrote two poems for 

Tu Mu. In ••Presented to Tu Shih-san, Vice Director of the 

Bureau of Merit Titles .. <Tseng asu-hsUn Tu §.h.!h_-~ 

96. See .. Chi Chou hsiang-kung wen .. <FCWC:205-206) 
and .. Shang Chou hsiang-kung ch'i" <FCWC:236>. 

97. See .. Shang Chou hsiang-kung shu .. <FCWC:177-178>. 
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yUan-wail (Li Shang-yin 1980:93) Li praised Tu Mu's 

'"Lady Tu Ch'iu: A Poem_II whioh lament.s the vioissitudes o:f 

Lady Tu Ch'iu's li:fe and human oircumstances in general_ 

and the epitaph Tu Mu composed in 849 for Wei Tan_ 98 a 

meritorious ex-surveillance commissioner o:f Kiangsi 

(roughly today's Kiangsi provinoe). Probably having read 

Tu Mu's poems_ such as '"Inscribed at the Zen Temple" (T'i 

ch'an-~) (FCWC:60) and '"Expressing My Thoughts about 

Returning to and Going away :from the Court'" (Shu huai chi 

chung ch'ao wang huan) (FCWC:71) wherein Tu Mu regretted 

his aging_ Li_ in '"Presented to Shih-san ••• _'" com:forted the 

latter with the observation that having a strong will he 

should not worry about the white hairs on his temple. It 

should be noticed that although Li was known :for his 

sensuous_ flamboyant_ and ornate poetry, he had great 

admiration for Tu Mu's poems which were straight:forward, 

rustic_ and virile in tone. 99 In the poem written £or Tu 

Mu entitled '"Tu of the Bureau of Merit Titles'" (Tu ~-

hsUn) (Li Shang-yin 1980:157)_ Li oomplimented him :for his 

powerful and touohing poems in an ags of darkness and 

con:fusion, and added that Tu Mu was the only man o:f his 

98. See '"T'ang ••• Wei-kung y'!'-ai pei'" (FCWC:113-
114). 

99. Yamauchi observes (1968:466) that Li appreciated 
"Lady Tu Ch'iu'" because it is, like his own poetry, 
sensuous and ornate. This conclusion does not hold up 
under close scrutiny. 
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times to lament the parting of friends and the passage of 

youth. Here again one notices that Li not only appreciated 

such poems as "Presented at Parting" (Tseng piehl (FCWC:82) 

"Expressing My Thoughts" (Ch'ien-huai) (WC:321), "Inscribed 

at the Zen Temple,," and "Expressing Thoughts about Re

turning to and Going Away from the Court," that grieve :for 

separation :from friends and the advance o:f old age, he also 

admired those poems o:f his that addressed topical issues in 

a sincere, urgent tone. 

Having seen Li's poems written :for Tu Mu, one is 

inclined to think that Tu Mu, as a common courtesy, might 

have also written some poems :for Li, but no such poems have 

been :found. Nevertheless, an interesting anecdote is 

worth noting: when Niu Seng-Ju died and was postumously 

given the title o:f Grand Guardian (~-wei) in the tenth 

month o:f the second year o:f the Ta-chung era (November, 

848), Tu Mu wrote an epitaph :for his tomb, and Li Shang-yin 

composed an eulogy :for his :funeral. Later the Superior 

Prefect o:f Ching-chao reportedly remarked to Li, "The 

epitaph :for our Grand Guardian by Tu of the Bureau o:f Merit 

Titles and the eulogy you have written will both last 

:forever!" While the text o:f Li's eulogy is no longer 

extant, Tu's piece has survied (Liu, James 1969:23). 



Tu Mu had been excited when he received notice to 

return to the capital in 848. 100 Suprisingly enough, 

however, in the intercalary eleventh month of the third 

year of the Ta-chung era (January, 850), he requested a 

transfer to Hangchow (in modern Chekiang province) as a 

prefect. In a letter to the grand councilor101 he listed 

the following reasons for this action:1) he could not 

provide living quarters for both his own family and 

95 

that of Tu Ts'ao, who had been without a Job for some time 

and who needed his help; 2) he also had to support his 

blind brother and widowed sister as well as their families 

in Yangchow; 3) Hangchow was a rich and large prefecture 

and the prefect could have a better income. 

Tu Mu's request was not granted. Instead, he was 

appointed to be a Vice Director, Bureau of Appointments 

(Li-~ yUan-wai-lang, 6b1) in the Minist~y of Personnel in 

the summer of 850 (Miao 1942:22). Although holding an 

important position, Tu Mu continued to press for a post in 

the provinces. He petitioned the court three times on this 

~atter, each time citing the same reasons, but now asking 

to be named Prefect of Hu-chou (part of modern Chekiang 

province).102 Finally his request was approved. Before 

100. See "Shang Chou hsiang-kung ch'i" (FCWC:236). 

101. See "Ch'iu Hang-chou ch'i" (FCWC:2(~C-249). 

102. See "Ch'iu Hu-chou" ti 1-3 ch'i (FCWC:242-247). 
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leaving Ch~ang-an for his new post in the autumn of 850, he 

visited the tomb of the emperor T~ai-tsung (r. 626-49), and 

wrote the poem ··Ascending Lo-yang Plain Before Leaving for 

Wu-hsing: A Quatrain" (Chiang fu Wu-hsing teng Lo-y'!!-yUan 

~-chUeh) (FCWC:39), which seems to voice disappointment in 

the current situation at the court. At this time the grand 

councilors were Pai Min-chung, Ts'ui HsUan, and Wei Fu, who 

belonged to the Niu faction (Miao 1942:21). Perhaps this 

is the reason why James Liu asserts (1975:572) that Tu Mu 

was never happy with either the Li clique or that of Niu 

Seng-Ju. 

In Hu-chou, a rich and prosperous region. Tu Mu 

seems to have found some personal solace. He was enchanted 

by the beautiful scenery, which became the inspiration for 

many of his most charming poems. He also made the ac-

quaintance of two other poets, Li Ying (fl. ca. 844) and 

Yen YUn (fl. ca. 844). Their friendship is evident from 

the poems they exchanged. 103 

According to Records of Yangchow Dreams. in Hu-chou 

Tu Mu also visited a woman who had been promised to him 

fourteen years earlier. But when he saw her again. the 

woman had already been married to someone else. as Tu Mu 

had failed to return to complete the ceremonies at the 

103. See, for example, Tu Mu's '"Hu-chou ••• chao Li 
Ying ...... (FCSCC:248-249), ··Ho Yen YUn ...... (WC:352). Li 
Ying's '"Ho ••• Tu yUan-wai" (Ch'Uan T'ang-shih:590.6850), 
and Yen YUn's "Lo-hua'" <ibid:546.6308). 
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agreed-upon time. This anecdote is not verified by other 

sources, and has therefore not been taken seriously by 

modern scholars. 

In the fall of 851, Tu Mu was again called back to 

the capital to become Director, Bureau of Evaluations 

<K'ao-kung lang-chung, 5bl> in the Ministry of Personnel, 

and, concurrently, Participant in the Drafting of Proclama-

tiona <Chih-chih-kao> in the Department of Secretariat 

<Miao 1941:26f>. These new positions, which involved the 

review and rating of imperial officials, as well as the 

drafting of decrees for the emperor, were important ones. 

However, Tu Mu, declining in physical vigor and used to the 

easy atmosphere of the provinces, was not excited by these 

new opportunities, as we can see from the poems he wrote 

Just before assuming these posta.104 

During the first year at his new post, Tu Mu used 

his savings from Hu-chou to renovate his grandfather's 

estate at Chu-p'o. In view of Tu Mu's previous claim that 

his family only inherited a thirty-room residence from Tu 

Yu and in view of his earlier complaint about his poverty, 

both have been mentioned in the section ••The Poet's Life .. 

in this chapter, we would wonder if Tu Mu really owned this 

piece of valuable property: and if he did, how can we 

104. See .. Pa-yUeh ••• te-t'i-hou .. <FCWC:232>, 
.. T'u-chunq u-chtleh .. <FCSCC:298>, and .. Sui-t'i liu .. 
<FCSCC:236>. 
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account for his alleged financial hardships? One possible 

explanation may be that_ after Tu Yu's,death_ his proper

ties were divided among his children_ but the estate at 

Chu-p'o remained intact and eventually became a Joint 

property of his descendants. Therefore_ on the one hand_ 

although Tu Mu had access to the estate_ he could not make 

use of it to ease the financial difficulties of his own 

family. On the other, although Tu Mu's cousins may also 

have had rights of access to the estate_ perhaps none of 

them lived there regularly, possibly because the mainte

nance of such a place was very expensive and because they 

also moved about a good deal because of their official 

careers. Thus. it would be reasonable to assume that Tu Mu. 

a Joint owner of the estate who now had money to spend_ 

would attend to the long-neglected place (Yen 1978:109). 

Whatever the true circumstances of ownership, he had the 

place renovated. and afterward started to entertain friends 

there. One day over wine he said to his nephew P'ei 

Yen-han ...... soon I'll be old •••• I don't expect to be 

rich and powerful, but at least I have several hundred 

works. I hope some day you will write a preface to my 

collected works and entitle it Fan-ch'uan wen chi (Col

lected Works of F6n-ch'uan). If this is done. I won't feel 

that I've brought shame on the fish and trees here. because 
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thousands of years later the fish and trees here will have 

died, but my works will still be in existence.l05 

In 852, Tu Mu seems to have met another famous 

contemporary, Wen T'ing-yUn <813-870>, a poet especially 

known for his tz'u. A literary genius, Wen had never had 

any luck in the Presented Scholar examinations, and, hence, 

only minor success as an o££icial <Wu Tun-sheng 1973:2-3>. 

At this time he sent a letter to Tu Mu, asking the latter's 

help in obtaining a position.106 Judging £rom Wen's 

remarks, Tu Mu had read and liked his poems, and might even 

have met him before receiving the letter. We do not know 

the outcome of Wen's request for pre£erment. 

Tu Mu was promoted again in 852, this time to the 

position of Secretariat Dra£ter <Chung-shu-she-Jen, Sal> in 

the Secretariat Department <Miao 1942:28>. The incumbent 

in this position was responsible £or dra£ting imperial 

decrees, advising the emperor on merits and rewards, and 

writing reports or aemorials on behal£ o£ court officials 

<Shan Jan-yUan 1977:114>. In addition, he served as 

advisor to the head of the Secretariat Department, who was 

responsible for transmitting imperial decrees and giving 

administrative orders <Sun Kuo-tung 1978:30) and often 

105. See P'ei Yen-han's preface in FCWC. 

106. See Wen T'ing-yUn's .. Shang Tu she-Jan ch'i .. 
<Ch'in-ting ch'Uan T'ang-wen:786.10384b>. 
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functioned as grand councilor. 107 Such a position required 

talent for literary composition and state affairs. It 

would appear to have been an ideal situation for Tu Mu_ 

considering his literary skills and long study of state-

craft. Furthermore_ since the Job involved the making of 

decisions on state affairs_ it constituted a great opportu-

nity for him to influence policy on national defense 

matters. But that opportunity seems to have arrived too 

late. 

As noted earlier_ when Tu Mu was banished to 

Huang-kang in 842_ his brother moved to Yangchow in the 

hopes of finding medical treatment for his failing vision, 

which_ however_ proved to be incurable. In 851_ he died in 

Yangchow. In a52 Tu Mu reburied him at the family burial 

ground in Ch'ang-an. In the epitaph written for his 

funeral_ Tu Mu indicated that he himself_ at the age of 

fifty_ had already become feeble and sickly. lOa In 

the winter of the same year_ after some dreams that he 

would die soon, he wrote an epitaph for himself. 109 Toward 

107. In T'ang times_ the Secretariat Department was 
originally headed by two Directors (Chung-shu-ling)_ who 
also functioned as Grand Councilors. However_ from 767 
on, the positions of Directors often remained vacant. 
Thus the persons in the next positions_ Vice Directors 
(Chung-shu shih-lang) became the department heads and also 
served as Grand Councilors. 

108. See uTu chUn !!U:!,.-chih-ming" (FCWC:139). 

109. See nTzu-chuan mu-chih-ming" (FCWC:161). 
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the end of that year. his dreams came to pass. Tu Mu's 

wife, a daughter of P'ei Yen, once prefect of Lang-chou 

<modern Tsun-yi district, Kweichow province). had died 

sometime before him.110 He was survived by four sons and 

one daughter. lll The first two were then sixteen and 

seemed to have been borne by another woman. 112 And 

according to the "Geneology of Grand Councilors" (Tsai-

hsiang shih-hsi piao) in the Hsin T'ang-shu (72A.2430-2431) 

the second child, Chu-ni later attained the position of 

Left Rectifier of Omissions, and the third, Lan, that of 

Vice Minister of Rites (Li-~ shih-lang). Before his 

death, Tu Mu composed a poem for his children,l13 reminding 

them to honor their family by thorough study, honesty, 

filial behavior, and fraternal support and love. He also 

110. Ibid. 

111. This is the number of children Tu Mu mentioned 
in his epitaph. And since there is no evidence to 
indicate that any of them died after the writing of the 
epitaph and before Tu Mu's own death. we may assume that 
all these children were still living when Tu Mu died. Chi 
Yu-kung (T'ang-shih chi-shih:65e980) has claimed that Tu 
Mu had another son, the poet Tu HsHn-ho (846-904), born to 
him ,by a concubine who lived with him in Ch'ih-chou g but 
who later married someone else. However, the Ssu-k'u 
t'i-yao refutes this (Miao 1957:116). 

112. In reference to the number of his children, Tu Mu 
in his epitaph mentions, "Chang-rum. ••• tz'u ytJeh .••• 
Pieh-sheng erh-~ ••• Y.!. ntJ ...... This seems to mean 
that, in addition to the first two sons, another woman had 
borne him two sons and one daughter. 

113. "Liu-hui Shih-ts'ao teng shih" (WC:362). 
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left a poem for the grand councilor,114 which expressed his 

appreciation for the opportunity of working under his 

direction, his regret at being unable to continue to serve 

his country, and his abiding concern for the welfare of the 

people. Thus, he died holding to the ideals and ambitions 

that had guided him throughout his life. 

114. See uJen-!!,!!Y. liu-pieh .. (WC:366). 



CHAPTER 3 

INTERPREThTION OF TU MU'S POETRY: PART ONE 

In this and the following chapter I shall use Tu 

Mu's poetry to demonstrate the application of the semiotic 

model established in Chapter 1 for the interpretation of 

Chinese poetry. It goes without saying that his poems 

cannot be understood without our knowing something of their 

context (pragmatiCS). Therefore p in order to avoid 

belaboring the obvious--that part of the problem with our 

initial reading is contextual--I shall often provide what 

is necessary at the beginning of each interpretation, then 

proceed to other kinds of problems in pragmatics, seman

tics, syntactics, and phonics. The poems selected will be 

'classified into four groups: social concern, historical 

contemplation, parting, landscape and nature. The first 

two groups will be dealt with here, and the last two groups 

in Chapter 4. These four categories do not exhaust the 

entire thematic range of Tu Mu's poetry; they only repre

sent those themes which are most significant and which best 

exemplify the characteristic qualities of his verse. It 

should also be noted that this classification is only used 

for convenience of discussion, and that some of the poems 

103 



chosen may be simultaneously informed by two or more of 

these themes. 

Poems of Social Concern 

104 

One assumption of the semiotic mode of interpreta

tion is that our understanding of a poem depends on our 

£irst understanding the poetic tradition in which it is 

written. In China the elite tradition was heavily 

influenced by Confucian values and beliefs. Confucius, the 

supposed compiler of the Book of Odes, the first anthology 

of Chinese poetry, urged his disciples to study the Ode~, 

which. he said, might "help you to express your grievances" 

(Lun yO:17.174). And Tzu-hsia. one of Confucius's 

disciples, is believed to have written the "Preface" to the 

Book of Odes, where it is stated that poetry serves .. to 

make permanent the tie between husband and wife, to perfect 

filial piety, to deepen human relationships, to beautify 

moral instruction, and to improve the customs of the 

people" (Mao-shih chu-su:l.5b). Thus poetry was expected 

to serve a didactic function. Subsequently, poets of later 

times often employed eloquent and moving utterances to 

attack misrule and inJustice, or to bring the people's 

suffering to the ruler's attention. Tu Mu, as has been 

shown in Chapter 2. was a literotus satureted with Confu

cian learning who aspired to serve his country in an 

official capacity. It was therefore only natural for him 
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to use poetry as a means o£ achieving political, social, or 

moral ends. Thus, many o£ his poems £811 into this 

category. In the £ollowing, we shall discuss some o£ his 

poems which speak to contemporary social problems and 

issues. 

"Expressing my Thoughts as It Snows" 

(HsUeh-chung shu-huai) 

(Form: ku-shih pentasyllabic meter) 

Winter snows one £oot thick; 

Clouds £rozen, cold air bleak. 

A lone city by the vast lake; 

Humans £ew, kitchen smoke scarce. 

Angered, to whom can I talk? 

Distress, how can I bear it? 

The emperor's noted £or kindness and wisdom; 

He uses sages, treating them like masters. 

He seeks e££ective systems, and 

Adopts both maJor and minor measures. 

The door o£ his bright court is wide open; 

All talents are welcome! 

Like the rising sun and moon, the country prospers; 

Like a £ull-£ledged phoenix, it thrives! 

A useless man, by nature as I amp 

Should certainly be ignored. 

The northern barbarians ruin our de£ensive walls; 

Our troops, it's said, are spreading on all £ronts. 



If the entanglement remains unsolved too long, 

Other thieves, too, might plot against us. 

I surely have good strategies 

That could punish the barbarians! 

Were I summoned for advice, 

I'd eat their flesh, sleep on their skins. 

"But this is the Court's business; 

You, small man, know nothing of it ... 

Words from a transgressing official 

Often become traps for persecution. 

The winter festival is about to pass; 

Wine should be made in time. 

Thus, when the spring is warm, 

A cup from the Jar may be poured. (FCWC:13) 

106 

This is a pentasyllabic "ancient-style" poem 

characterized by a simple, straightforward form, which is 

commonly used for autobiography or reminiscence (Davis 

1971:108-112). In our initial reading, the text seems to 

unfold clearly except for a few points. First,"A lone 

city" in line three and "Humans few" in line four suggest 

the particular place where Tu Mu wrote this poem. Where 

was the place? In lines five and six the poet indicated 

that he was angered and distressed. What was the reason? 

According to the semiotic model, in order to get a full 

understanding of this poem, we need to construct a prag

matic situation for it. But before doing that, the 
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questions Just raised have to be answered. In syntactics~ 

there are also these questions: In lines seven to £ourteen 

the poet praises the emperor as a wise ruler who valued 

talented o££icials. However, in lines seventeen to 

twenty-eight he indicates that the emperor would not listen 

to him even i£ he had good ways to defeat the "barba

rians." What did the poet try to express by the 

conflicting syntax? Furthermore, entitled "Expressing my 

Thoughts as It Snows," begins with a cold, bleak picture, 

but ends with references to wine and warm spring. What is 

the reason for this syntactic movement? 

The problems in pragmatics and syntactics Just en

countered are keys to our retroactive reading. For the 

pragmatic situation, lOA lone city by the vast lake / Humans 

few, kitchen smoke scarce" suggests an isolated, rural 

environment, one that can be associated with Tu Mu's 

banishment to the provinces £rom 842-848. There£ore, we 

may assume that this poem was written sometime between 842 

and 848. L.ines seventeen ~md eighteen, "The northern 

barbarians ruin our defensive walls / Our troops, it's 

said, are spreading on all fronts," suggest alien invasion 

from the north of China. According to the "Wu-tsung chi" 

of the Chiu T'ang-shu (18A.S88-S98), such an event occurred 

in 842, when the Uighurs invaded YUn-chou, bringing great 

misery to the people in that area. Thus we may further 

assume that this poem was composed sometime during the 
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first year of Tu Mu's banishment to Huang-chou. From here 

we can also find reason for the poet's anger. When the 

Uighur invasion occurred. Tu Mu, a serious student of 

military affairs, was anxious to recommend a strategy 

to adopt against the enemy. But, as mentioned in lines 

twenty-five to twenty-eight, no one would listen to him. 

In fact, he was banished from court. 

As for syntactics, the inconsistency between lines 

seven to fourteen and lines seventeen to twenty-eight seems 

to be intended for the expression of intensified personal 

despair: lines seven to fourteen present the poet's fantasy 

of an ideal administration (wise and Just); lines seventeen 

to twenty-eight reveal the actual situation, which was to 

the contrary. This discrepancy between actual circum

stances and the ideal deepens the poet's despair. Espec

ially, the direct address lodged in lines twenty-five 

and twenty-six couches in a sarcastic tone the reJection of 

Tu Mu's proposal for a solution to the military problems of 

the time, thus lending his situation a certain poignancy. 

It may even be stressed that the conflicting syntax of this 

poem rightly symbolizes the contrast between the ideal and 

the real situation; and that the contrast results in the 

poet's despair, which is what he tried to express in the 

total poem. 

His despair notWithstanding, Tu Mu did not totally 

give up; apparently he was still awaiting a chance to 
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return to court. Perhaps this could explain why this poem 

begins with a cold, bleak picture of heavy snows and ends 

with a more pleasant image of spring. In the last section 

<lines twenty-nine to thirty-two), "The winter festival is 

about to pass," in addition to the passing of winter, seems 

to suggest the departure of a dreadful situation; "wine," 

although something that a disappointed person may be 

submerged in, invokes a warm feeling; '"spring'" not only is 

associated with warmth, but also stands for hope. Thus, we 

grasp the coherent sense of this poem: it expresses the 

poet's anxiety over the national peril and his despair of 

strengthening his country, but also conveys his hope for a 

more favorable time to come. 

"Ho Huang'" 

(Form: ~-shih heptasyllabic meter) 

Premier YUan Tsa! once offered advice; 

Emperor Hsien-tsung was also concerned. 

Soon gown and cap were seen hung at the eastern market; 

Suddenly, when bow and arrows were put aside, the 

western expedition stopped. 

Those pasturing sheep and horses wear alien clothes, 

But remain loyal Han subJects even when old. 

Alas, only the songs and dance music from Liang-chou 

Have become popular diversions for the gentry. 

(FCWC:24> 
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In the first reading of this poem, we encounter 

some questions about the general situation of the 

discourse: What does the title "Ho Huang" refer to? How 

are "Premier YUan Tsai", "Emperor Hsien-tsung", "sheep" and 

"horses", and "Liang-chou" related to the title? In 

semantics, there are also some dif:ficulties: "Gown" and 

"cap," and "eastern market" do not make any sense i:f 

considered on the basis of their ordinary meaning. Nor 

can we understand what the phrase "bow and arrows were put 

aside" means if we have in mind only the regular meaning of 

"bow" and "arrows." One problem occurs in the syntax, 

too. This poem is a "regulated verse." According to the 

prosodic code, a "regulated verse'" consists of four 

couplets. Among them, the second and the third are 

obligatorily formed of antithetical lines,l the first and 

1. I agree with Professor James Liu (1962:146-147) 
in opposing the use of the English word "parallelism'" as 
equivlaent to the Chinese term tui-chang, whose better 
translation is "anthithesis." As Professor Liu points out, 
antithesis is different from parallelism: while parallel
ism allows for the repetition of words, antithesis does 
not. He quotes for example a verse from the Song of 
Solomon: 

Thy teeth are like a flock of sheep •••• 
Thy lips are like a thread of scarlet •••• 
Thy neck is like the tower of David •••• 
Thy two breasts are like two young doves that ••.. 

Here the obJects enumerated are meant to show the various 
charms of the beloved, not to draw attention to any 
contrasting or complementing qualities; and the repetition 
of the words '"thy'" and "like'" are not permissible in the 
antithesis of Chinese regulated verse. 
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the last, of nonantithetical lines. Antithesis means 

character-for-character contrast, wherein contrasted 

characters or words are required to differ in meaning, but 

usually both characters or words belong to the same 

category of things or concepts. For example, color is 

contrasted with color, flower is contrasted with flower, 

number is contrasted with number, etc. Furthermore, the 

contrasted characters must grammatically belong to the same 

category: noun against noun, verb against verb, adJective 

against adJective, etc. However, in our initial reading, 

these rules for antithesis do not seem to have been 

followed in the third couplet of the Chinese text. Here, 

the first four words, Mu-~ ~-~ (pasture sheep and 

tend horses> of line five is a verbal phrase, whereas the 

first four words, p-ai-fa tan-hsin (white hairs and red 

hearts), of line six are a noun phrase. Apparently, these 

two phrases do not belong to the same grammatical cate

gory. How can they be allowed, then, in this couplet? 

When we found it hard to construct a pragmatic 

situ~tion for this poem in the initial reading, we started 

to search for additional information to fill in the gaps in 

the text. Based on our knowledge of Chinese geography, "Ho 

Huang" refers to the region where the Yellow and Huang

shui rivers merge, including parts of modern Shensi, Kansu, 

and Sui yUan provinces. According to another poem by Tu Mu, 

"General Shih" (Shih chiang-chUn) (FCWC:20), this area was 
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seized by the Turfans soon after the An Lu-shan Rebellion 

erupted, and the local Chinese residents suffered under 

foreign domination. The loss of the Ho Huang region had 

caused concern for two T'ang authorities. As shown in "The 

Biography of YUan Tsai" (YtJan Tsai chuan) in the Hsin 

T'ang-shu (145.4711-4715), YUan Tsai, a premier during 

T'ang Tai-tsung's reign (763-779>, had a good knowledge of 

the Ho Huang region, and had submitted plans in 773 to 

regain control of that territory. The first line of our 

poem, "Premier YUan Tsai once offered advice," is an 

allusiol) to this historical fact. However, the "Biography" 

continues to state that, because of his abuse of power and 

corruption, he was soon ordered to commit suicide in 777, 

hence his plan was left unmaterialized. Another authority 

who had been concerned about Ho Huang was the emperor 

Hsien-tsung Cr. 805-820). From "The Biography of the 

Turfans" (T'u-fan chuan) in the Hsin T'ang-shu (216A.6100-

6101) we learn that HSien-tsung once planned to recover the 

Ho Huang area by force of arms. The second line of our 

poem, "Emperor Hsien-tsung was also concerned," is a 

reference to this fact. Y~t, unfortunately, the emperor 

was later murdered in 820 by a eunuch, and hence was unable 

to carry out his plans. With this additional information, 

we can conclude what "sheep" and "horses" and "Liang-chou" 

stand for: "Sheep" and "horses," invoking images of 

nomadic life, aptly depict the environment of Ho Huang; 
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"Liang-chou, •• a prefecture in the Ho Huang region, located 

in modern Kansu province between Yung-ch'ang and T'ien-chu, 

is also an element related to the title of the poem "'Ho 

Huang."" Therefore, it becomes clear that this poem centers 

on the loss of a northern frontier region and the hopes for 

its recovery. 

In semantics, we were unable, in the initial 

reading, to explain literally the terms "Gown and cap,'" 

""eastern market, •• and ""bow and arrows"" in connection with 

the poem. This difficulty compelled us to contemplate 

these terms at a higher level. Originally the utterance 

""gown and cap were seen hung at the eastern market" was a 

reference to the capital punishment imposed on Ts'ao Ts'o, 

an imperial clerk grandee <~-shih ta-fu> during the Han 

emperor Ching-ti's reign <156-141 B.C.>, who, having 

offered advice which backfired, was hanged in his official 

gown and cap at a market. In our present poem, YUan Tsai, 

like Ts'ao Ts'o, was also a court official. Therefore, we 

may assume that the expression .. gown and cap were seen hung 

at the eastern market,"" which originally alluded to Ts'ao 

Ts'o's death, is borrowed to represent YUan Tsai's death by 

hanging. As for ""bow and arrows, •• it had been used in "bow 

and arrows were put aside"" to allude to the death o£ the 

legendary Chinese emperor Huang-ti, who was said to have 

left his bow and arrows behind and ridden away on the back 

of a dragon. Because Hsien-tsung in our present poem was 



also an emperor like Huang-ti, it is logical to surmise 

that "bow and arrows were put aside" is adopted here to 

signi£y Hsien-tsung's death. 
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The syntactic problem encountered in our initial 

reading can also be solved. Previously we had suspected 

that Mu-~ ch'tl-!!!.A o£ line £ive and Pai-£a tan-hsin o£ 

line six do not constitute an antithesis. But upon closer 

examination, we discover that Mu-~ ch'tl-~ (pasture 

sheep and tend horses), which has the sur£ace structure o£ 

a verbal phrase, is actually a noun phrase derived £rom 

"those who pasture sheep and tend horses." Moreover, 

~-£a tan-hsin (white hairs and red hearts), which appears 

to be a regular noun phrase, is also a truncated noun 

phrase originally reading .. those who have white hairs 

and red hearts" (those old and loyal people). In other 

words, £urther investigation determined that Mu-~ 

ch'U-~ and Pai-£a tan-hsin both £unction as noun phrases 

and are an appropriate pair as antithetical components. 

With all these duplicities sorted out, we can 

understand the poem better in the retroactive reading. All 

the elements that we thought were trivial now appear to be 

uni£ied in expressing the poetic theme: indignation 

against the T'ang government's apathy toward the su££ering 

people in the lost £rontier region, Ho Huang. The £irst 

couplet o£ the text introduces the two T'ang authorities 

most concerned historically with the recovery o£ the Ho 
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and the abandonment of their respective plans to recover 
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the ragion. In a "regulated verse," each couplet is a more 

or less autonomous unit, and there is usually some sort of 

stasis between the couplets in terms of flow of thought. 

In the present poem. however. the stasis between the first 

two couplets is replaced by a conspicuous progression. 

Line three. "Soon gown and cap were seen hung at the 

eastern market," refers back to line one. "Premier YUan 

Tsai once offered advice"; line four, "Suddenly. when bow 

and arrows were put aside. the western expedition stopped." 

harks back to line two. "Emperor Hsien-tsung was also 

concerned." The peculiar fluidity between the first two 

couplets seems to have some special meanings: First. it 

signifies the abruptness of the deaths of the concerned 

T'ang authorities. as well as the sudden loss of hope for 

relie£ £rom alien control; secondly. it tightens the first 

two couplets. separating them from the rest of the poem, 

and hence creating a discontinuity between the first and 

the second halves of the poem. This discontinuity suggests 

the end o£ of£icial T'ang concern for the suffering in Ho 

Huang_ Thus. there follows resentment in the rest of the 

poem: The third couplet indicates that the people of Ho 

Huang were loyal to the T'ang government. but continued to 

suffer under alion control; the fourth couplet pOints out 

that Ho Huang had been forgotten, except £or its music 
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which was rapidly spreading into the Chinese heartland as 

an amusement for the gentry. 

ness that the poem ends • 

It is with a tone of bitter-

.. The Early Wild Geese·· 

<Tsao yen> 

<Form: 16-shih heptasyllabic meter> 

At Chin-ho in mid-autumn barbarians' bows are drawn; 

The wild geese. frightened. wail and scatter in the 

sky. 

Solitary shadows pass the Immortal's Palms on moon-lit 

nights 

At Ch'ang-men Palace. lights dim. several cries arise-

Beware: hordes of barbarians' horses are still around. 

How dare you ride home on the spring wind? 

Hate not the little-populated Hsiao-hsiang region; 

Aquatic grass £ills the rivers. berries crowd the 

banks. <FCWC:57> 

Wild geese are migratory birds that fly north 

in the spring and return south in late autumn. In an 

ordinary sense. ''The early wild geese•• in the title of this 

poem would refer to the first flocks of geese in the annual 

migration. Ostensibly. then. this would be a poem 

describing wild geese that have been frightened away from 

their resting place by hunters. Questions that arise in 

our initial reading, however, cast some doubt about 

this interpretation. If wild geese were actually what this 
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poem is about_ why does the discourse carry a tone so 

sympathetic to them and so hostile to the hunters? The two 

Chinese words lu (line one) and hu (line five), meaning 

"barbarian (s)," are derogat.ory terms for the alien tribal 

peoples who occupied the northern. northwestern, and 

northeastern border areas. How are they associated with 

the "wild geese" in this poem? What does "Chin-ho" (line 

1) have to do with them? These questions_ unless answered_ 

bar us from comprehending the conditions surrounding this 

poetic discourse. 

On the level of syntax we also have a problem. 

While couplets one and two contain utterances describing 

the "wild geese," couplets three and four embody direct 

speech addressed to the "wild geese." Does this change in 

speech have any particular meaning? 

The initial reading is also frustrated by a 

duplicitous feature in the phonic structure. This is a 

"regulated verse." And such a verse is required to have one 

single category of rhyme, which occurs at the end of 

even-numbered lines and, sometimes, at the end of the first 

line. Therefore, in such a poem we would normally expect 

only the even-numbered lines and_ perhaps, the first line 

to employ rhyme. That is, we would anticipate only four, 

or at most five rhyme words altogether. In the piece under 

study, however, the end of the fifth line also rhymes. 

Thus there are six rhyme words in total. Does this 
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so. what is its purpose? 
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If 

Since our literal reading of the poem did not 

result in a fuller understanding of the poem. we have to 

attempt a figurative interpretation. As we noted before, 

lu and hu are references to the alien tribal peoples 

occupying the northern. northwestern. or northeastern 

border regions. In addition. we also learned that 

"Chin-ho" <line one) is a place located in modern Sui yUan 

province. And according to the "Wu-tsung chi" section of 

the Chiu T'ang-shu (18A.591-594). it was invaded in 842 by 

the Uighurs. Therefore, we may reckon that the "wild 

geese" in this poem symbolize Chinese refugees fleeing from 

invading Uighur forces. Further. the "Immortal's Palms" 

(line 3). a statue shaped like the legendary immortal's 

palms. built to catch "sweet dew" for the Han emperor Wu-ti 

(r. 148-87 B. C.), who allegedly drank it to obtain 

longevity. was located in ancient Ch'ang-an. Ch'ang-men 

Palace (line 4), one of the palaces built during Han 

Wu-ti's reign, was also situated in Ch'ang-an. And 

"Hsiao-hsiang" (line 7) refers to the area in modern Hunan 

province. where the Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers flow. In 

contrast to Chin-ho. a frontier region occupied by invading 

barbarians. the Immortal's Palms. Ch'ang-men Palace. and 

Hsiao-hsiang were all located in the hinterland. There

fore. it is logical to further surmise that the "wild 
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refugees fleeing southward to the safety of the Chinese 

heart-land. 
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Basing a retroactive reading on this assumption, we 

are able to find answers to several previously confusing 

questions. While the wild geese represent the fleeing 

Chinese refugees, the hunters are an apt metaphor for the 

invading Uighurs. And since they were inflicting misery on 

the geese, or the poet's countrymen, the poem harbors a 

tone hostile toward them and sympathetic toward the 

latter. 

syntax. 

This tone also JUstifies a change of speech in the 

On the one hand, the first half of the discourse 

depicts the barbaric northern march lands as well as 

the terror and anguish of the fleeing refugees. These two 

couplets are expressed in indicative statements. On the 

other hand, the second half of the poem shifts to direct 

speech addressed to the ''wild geese,·· or the Chinese 

refugees. The third couplet invests the addressees with 

sympathetic concern, asking them not to return to the 

dangerous northern region of Chin-ho; the fourth couplet, 

continuing the tone of personal concern, invites the geese 

or the refugees to remain in the temperate and fruitful 

world of the heartland, which is represented by 

Hsiao-hsiang. 

The special phonic features of this poem may 

represent an attempt to depict in auditory terms the 
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psychology of the refugees. This poem is written in the 

genre of "regulated verse," which usually has four or at 

most five line-end rhymes. But our present poem has six 

such rhymes. Of these, five occur in the first six lines, 

which describe the plight of the wild geese/refugees. This 

seems to point up the ubiquitousness of horror in their 

world. Furthermore, the additional rhyme at the end of the 

fifth line, which is not normally expected, quickens 

the pace of the poem, thus symbolizing the pursuing 

barbarian armies and the desperate flight of the geese/ 

refugees. Two other sound features contribute to the 

advance of the poetic theme: The three words, fei, ~, 

and ~, in line two of the Chinese text, were pronounced 

in Tu Mu's times as /fJu~ei/, /sJei/, and Isan/. 2 The 

three successive fricatives /f- /, /s- I, and /s- I in a 

row create an audial image of the flight of the frightened 

geese/refugees. The reduplicative fen fen in line five, 

which is followed by an unexpected end rhyme, accelerates 

the rhythm, and, thus, also astutely signifies the mul-

titude of the hunters/enemies. 

2. The phonetic transcription of Tu Mu's poems into 
T'ang pronunciation is obtained by using first Kuang-wen 
pien-yi so's Kuo-yin chung-ku-yin tui-chao piao to de
termine the initials and finals in traditional nomen
clature, and then Tung T'ung-ho's system of reconstruction 
to convert them into T'ang pronunciation in Internation~l 
Phonetic Alphabet. 



"Passing by Hua-ch'ing Palace" 

(Kuo Hua-ch'ing kung chUeh-chU) 

(Form: chUeh-chU heptasyllabic meter) 

(I) 

Looking back from Ch'ang-an: embroidery piles up; 

Atop the mountain a thousand gates open one by one; 

A steed fallen in the red dust, the consort smiles: 

No one knows lichees have Just arrived. 

(II) 
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From the green woods of Hsin-feng rises yellow dust; 

Several steeds return with the emissary from VU-yang. 

"The Tune of the Rainbow Skirt" sounds atop a thousand 

peaks--

The dance continues until the Central Plain is 

shattered. 

(III) 

Music and songs from everywhere, peace intoxicating; 

Lit bright by the moon, the palace soars up to the sky. 

Midst the clouds Lu-shan's dance confuses others' 

steps; 

Whistling through a thousand peaks, the wind brings the 

sound of laughter. (FCWC:28) 

Hua-ch'ing Palace in the title of this cycle of 

poems was a favorite resort of the T'ang emperor HsUan

tsung. Located on Li-shan Mountain, to the east of the 

capital Ch'ang-an, it was noted for its hot springs 



and many other luxurious facilities. It is said that 

HsUan-tsung spent so much time there with his favorite 

consort p Yang Kuei-fei, one of the most £~mous femmes 

fatales in Chinese history, that he lost his empire. 
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In the first poem, we have difficulty understanding 

some items in the initial reading. The word "embroidery" 

(line 1) does not seem to be limited to its literal sense: 

it means more than what we can find in the dictionary. But 

what is the additional meaning? The word "gates" (line 2) 

may refer to the gates of the Palace or the gates of the 

pass on Li-shan Mountain leading to the Palace. Which 

interpretation should we choose? In addition to these 

semantic problems, there is also a pragmatic hurdle: 

"Lichees" (line 4) is a small, tender fruit, but here it 

concurs with such words as "mountain" (line 1), "thousand 

gates," and "steed" (line 3), that invoke large or heroic 

images. Does the difference in imagery signify anything at 

all? 

From the semiotic view, a poetic discourse is a 

truncated text which needs to be completed with appropriate 

information. In this poem, the word '"embroidery" appears 

to be associated with the East and West Embroidered Ridges p 

which, according to our knowledge of Chinese historical 

geography, were part of Li-shan Mountain, covered with 

beautiful flowers and trees. Thus, we may reckon that 

"embroidery piles up" in line one represents the East 
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and West Embroidery Ridges. wherein "embroidery" refers to 

the ridges' names and colorfulness and "piles up" depicts 

the physical shape of the ridges. This reading fits our 

interpretation of the first line. The phrase '"Looking back 

from Ch'ang-an" in this line. corroborated by the title 

"Passing by Hua-ch'ing Palace.·· clearly indicates that what 

w~ have in this poem is a description of what the poet 

imagined he would see on looking back from Ch'ang-an 

toward Hua-ch'ing Palace. - In such case. the obJect that 

first caught the poet's eyes was very likely the con

spicuous. colorful East and West Embroidered Ridges 

surrounding the palace. 

This reading is based on the assumption that the 

picture unveiled in this poem is an exterior view. Thus, 

the "gates" in line 2 are the gates of the pass leading to 

the palace. Besides, Judging from the third line, "A steed 

fallen in the red dust ...... the .. thousand gates" were 

apparently opened for the steed to pass. It is very 

unlikely these were those of the palace itself. for the 

steed would not be allowed to run through the magnificent 

building. 

In the retroactive reading. the problem of the 

"lichees" also becomes clearer once we assume the poem 

involves imagined exterior views. Besides, the word 
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""lichees"" 8lso rec8lls 8 story in Li Ch'8o's Kuo-shih pu.3 

Following this 8Ccount, Yang Kuei-£ei was born in modern 

Szechw8n 8nd liked to e8t lichees grown there. When she 

became the ""honorable consort•• Ckuei-£ei >, lichees were not 

8V8il8ble in Ch'8ng-8n. Therefore, the court h8d to import 

them for her pleasure. But because they rot quickly, 

they were tr8nsported 8t gre8t expense by relay horses. 

And bec8use the horses were £orced to gallop long dis-

tances, m8ny foundered 8long the ro8d. Integrated in the 

poem, this story helps evoke 8 vivid picture. Confronted 

with the im8ge of 8 ""steed"" galloping through a ""thousand 

gates"" on high ••mountains·· JUst to deliver this small rare 

fruit to the ••consort, •• the contemporary reader could not 

fail to resent the great costs o£ the imperial £amily's 

ple8sure-seeking W8ys. Furthermore, in this poem, public 

<Ch'ang-an> 8nd private (""embroidery•• representing the 

resort, lichees> 8ff8irs; the heroic <the steed> and the 

intim8te <the consort>; the large <thousand gates, the 

steed> and the small <lichees> are given equal weight. 

While in a well-organized empire the two aspects o£ each of 

these p8irs 8re normally assigned different priorities, 

their undif£erentiated treatment in this poem suggests a 

st8te of mism8nagement. This interpret8tion renders a 

solution to the pragm8tic problem we faced before. 

3. Quoted by Chou Hsi-£u in his commentary in TMSH 
II:6 
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In our initial reading of this poem, we were 

frustrated when attempting to interpret the text at the 

literal level. But once we filled in the gape ~ith 

relevant information, a complete picture immediately 

emerged, wherein relay horses are employed to deliver 

lichees for the selfish consort's personal enJoyment. This 

conJunction of elements implies a strong protest against 

the emperor's mismanagement of state affairs and the 

consort's apathy for the people's suffering. 

The meaning of the second poem is hard to grip 

completely in our initial reading. What is "yellow dust"? 

Why is it used in concurrence with "green woods"? Should 

we take the phrase 0015 thousand peaks" in its literal 

meaning? If not, what is its actual sense? Besides these 

semantic queries, we also need to know, in pragmatics, what 

"The Tune of the Rainbow Skirt" reppresents and how it is 

linked, if at all, to Hsin-feng and VU-yang. Finally, we 

have some problems with the last line in the Chinese text, 

Wu-~ Chung-yUan shih hsia-lai, specifically the first 

part: 

Wu 

(Dance) 

~ 

(broken) 

Chung-yUan 

(Central Plain) 

Normally a phrase constructed on the same pattern as this 

can be analyzed as: 

Transitive Verb AdJective Noun 

(as Complement) (as ObJect) 
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In such a construction_ the word in the first position has 

to be a transitive verb. For example, chi in the phrase 

pao-lei Chi 

(hit) (broken) (fortress) 

is a transitive verb. But in the phrase Wu-~ Chung-yUan_ 

the first word ~ is not a transitive verb; rather_ it is 

an intransitive verb_ which often occurs in such phrases as 

Shou-~ 

(Hands move) 

tsu-tao. 

(feet dance) 

This means that_ in our poem_ Tu Mu has used an intran

sitive verb in place of a transitive verb. In other words_ 

he has violated the expectations of the reader. There is 

also a problem between ~-e:£ and Chung-yUan. As shown in 

the above analysis_ the word in the third position of such 

a construction needs to be a concrete noun_ as, for 

example_ pao-lei in the phrase Chi-e:£ pao-lei. Yet in the 

phrase Wu-~ Chung-yUan, the noun Chung-yUan, which stands 

for China as a nation_ is not a concrete noun like pao

~. Therefore, here Tu Mu has placed together two 

linguistic units whose collocation is not normally 

permitted. Do this deviation and the one Just mentioned 

have any particualr meaning in relation to the poem? 

As for the "yellow dust_" we may find clues to its 

meaning in the second line and in a note following it 

provided by the poet himself. As Tu Mu explained, before 

An Lu-shan's revolt, HsUan-tsung had been informed of the 
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possible conspiracy. Reluctant to credit the report. he 

sent an emissary to see An at his headquarters in YU-yang 

(located northeast of modern Peking>, hoping to find out 

the truth. Unfortunately, he w~s fooled by the emissary, 

who, bribed by An, came back to report that the rumor was 

unfounded. Considered in association with this account, 

the "yellow dust" appears to be dust rising from a dirt 

road, suggesting the return of the emissary. But its 

occurrence after "green woods," which has a connotation o:f 

growth, is ominous of an impending change :from prosperity 

to turmoil. 

To approach full understanding of "a thousand 

peaks," it would be almost impossible simply to contemplate 

the linguistic elements of the words. Instead, we need to 

remember that sometimes a poem is related to another or 

other poems; and, therefore, in order to arrive at a :full 

understanding of the poem in question, we need to ~ove from 

ita text to other related texts. In the present case, the 

full meaning of the line "'The Tune of the Rainbow Skirt' 

sounds atop a thousand peaks" can be found by reviewing a 

related poem by Tu Mu's contemporary Po ChU-yi. In the 

one-hundred-and-twenty-line "Song of Ever-lasting Sorrow" 

(Ch'ang-hen ko), which centers on the romance of HsUan

taung and Yang Kuei-fei~ lines twenty-seven to thirty-four 

reveal: 
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Li Palace's high towers rose into the blue sky; 

Heavenly music £loated in the air, could be heard 

everywhere. 

Slow songs and gentle dances r stringed instruments' 

sound, all melted into one; 

All day long the emperor watched, never tiring o£ them. 

From YU-yang began the war drum, vibrating across the 

land, 

Shattering liThe Tune o£ the Rainbow Skirt and the 

£eathered Jacket." 

The multilayered city walls and watchtowers enveloped 

in smoke and dust; 

Thousands o£ chariots and horses moved toward 

the southwest. 4 

Li Palace re£ers to Hua-ch'ing Palace as it was 

located at Li-shan Mountain. These lines allude to 

HsUan-tsung's extravagant li£e in the palace, which "rose 

into the blue sky." They particularly point up his 

indulgence in music and dance, and his later being £orced 

to £lee to the southwest when his anemies attacked £rom 

YU-yang. Viewed in connection with these lines, the 

phrase "a thousand peaks" becomes clear: it actually 

re£ers to the palace which was so grand that Po ChU-yi 

described it as rising "into the blue sky." 

4. The Chinese text o£ the poem is ~vailable in 
Ch'iu 1976:110-112. 
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From Po's poem we further learn that "The Tune of 

the Rainbow Skirt" was a tune that HsUan-tsung was fond of 

listening to. But at a deeper level, it seems also to be 

reminiscent of all the "heavenly music," "slow songs," 

"gentle dances," and "stringed instruments' sound," that 

represent the emperor's life at the palace. In Po's poem, 

music, dance, etc. are mentioned before the war drums from 

YU-yang, thus implying the actual consequences of the 

emperor~s decadent life. In Tu Mu's poem, however, the 

emperor's decadent life style is signified by "The Tune of 

the Rainbow Skirt" follot<#ing "Hsj.n-feng" and "YU-yang," 

which both foretell the impending disaster. This sequence 

suggests the emperor's blindness to his actual condition 

and the inevitability of his fall. 

The deviations from the norm in the phrase Wu-~ 

Chung-yUan should be re-examined in this same light. As 

Po's poem indicates, HsUan-tsung spent all his time in 

pleasurable pursuits. Therefore, the ungrammaticality of 

the word ~ (dance), normally an intransitive verb but used 

here as ~ transitive one may be regarded as a device to 

emphasize the excessive degree to which the emperor 

indulged himself in pleasure. As for the linguistic 

relationship between ~-~ and Chung-yUan, the nonconcrete 

noun Chung-yUan is used in a position which normally 

requires a concrete noun. This ungrammaticality engenders 



a strong reaction in the reader and makes the threatened 

collapse of the dynasty seem even more pathetic. 
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While a mimetic explanation of the poem is virtual

ly impossible, our retroactive reading by situating 

the poem with the related text sheds light on the kernel 

idea: the emperor's blindness to the approaching turmoil 

and his decadent life at Hua-ch'ing Palace led to the near 

ruin of the dynasty. Once this idea is disclosed, the 

elements which appeared puzzling in the initial reading all 

fall into their appropriate places in the total structure 

of meaning. 

The text of the third poem opens with the line 

Wan-kuo sheng-ko tsui t'ai-p'ing, which could be taken to 

mean "Music and songs everywhere in the country, peace 

intoxicating." This interpretation, however, is not 

congruous with the next line, Vi-t'ien Jou-tie~ yUeh 

fen-mins. "Lit bright by the moon, the palace soars up to 

the sky," which seems to relate to Hua-ch'ing Palace only, 

not "everywhere in the country." In view of Po Chtl-yi's 

utterances quoted before, the first two lines should now 

be considered as a description of Hstlan-tsung's indulgence 

in decadence and the palace where the entertainment took 

place. Thus, the first line of the Chinese text should be 

interpreted as "Music and songs from everywhere, peace 

intoxicating." Here, the interpretation "muaic and songs 

from everywhere" may be supported by the fact that some of 
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the music and songs used in the palace were imported from 

abroad. 5 "The Tune of the Rainbow Skirt and the Feathered 

Jacket," for example, is stated in the YfJeh-yfJan to 

have been imported from Hsi-liang (northwest of modern 

Kansu province).6 With Wan-kuo sheng-ko explicated as 

"Music and songs from everywhere," tsui t'ai-p'ing may be 

taken to mean "peace intoxicating," referring to the 

emperor's indulgence in pleasure and his being handicapped 

by false reports of political realities. 

Our mimetic explanation in the initial reading of 

this poem also faltered on the line "Midst the clouds 

Lu-shan's dance confuses others' steps": What does 

"Lu-shan's dance" mean? The phrase "Midst the clouds" 

does not make any sense if considered to be linguistically 

representational. But what does it actually mean? 

To comprehend the phrase "Midst the clouds," we 

should be aware that in this poem there are two other 

celestial terms "sky" and "moon" besides "clouds." Since 

we already know that "sky" and "moon" signify the soaring 

palace, "clouds" may be also taken, in the retroactive 

reading, as a reference to the palace. This consideration 

is feasible in view of the fact that the latter part of the 

line touches upon "dance," which takes place in the 

5. As Glen W. Baxter (1953) indicates, much of 
that music was foreign. 

6. See Tz'u-hai v. 2:337. 
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palace. As for DlLu-shan's dance," we have to supply 

additional information which is lacking because of the 

elliptical nature o~ the poetic utterance. As noted in the 

"T'ang-chi, 31" of the Tzu-chih t'ung-chien (215.6876-

6877>, An Lu-shan was very good at pleasing the emperor and 

Yang Kuei-:fei. And due to his ostentatious display of 

loyalty, HsUan-tsung ~nd the consort o:ften invited him to 

Join them at their parties, never suspecting his treach

ery. "Lu-shan's dance" in this peom re:fers to a special 

dance called "Hu-hsUan-~." It is said that An was so good 

at this dance that the emperor enJoyed watching him perform 

it.7 Our knowldge o:f this account helps us situate the 

poem in its total perspective, through which we see the 

emperor neglecting his o:f:ficial business and retreating to 

the con:fines o:f the palace to enJoy the pleasures that 

eventually brought his empire to the edge o:f collapse. 

After this interpretation of the individual poems, 

some general observations o:f the whole cycle are in order. 

These poems belong to the quatrain (chUeh-chU> genre. In 

the Chinese poetic tradition, the term "quatrain" usually 

refers to a :form of poetry which contains :four penta

syllabic or heptasyllabic lines. A quatrain, in addition 

to the requirement o:f :following certain tonal patterning 

and rhyme restrictions, may be :formed of either two 

7. See Chou Hsi-:fu's notes in TMSH, II:8. 
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antithetical couplets, two nonantithetical couplets, or one 

antithetical and one nonantithetical couplet. The com

ponents in the corresponding positions in the two lines of 

the antithetical couplet usually complement or oppose each 

other, thus creating a sense of stability. On the other 

hand, the nonantithetical couplet is composed of two lines, 

one leading to the other, thus giving an impression of 

temporal movement. For the poems we have Just analyzed, 

the poet could have used both antithetical and non

antithetical couplets. Nevertheless, he chose nonanti

thetical couplets for all three pieces. The temporal 

movement of the lines may be surmised to signal a loss of 

stability and a movement toward destruction. Moreover, the 

quatrain is said to be constructed on a formula involving 

ch'i "start," ch'eng "receive," chuan .. turn," and ho 

"close." According to this formula, the first line of the 

poem should establish the theme; the second continue it; 

the third introduce a "turn," a new element; and the fourth 

resolve all into a harmonious whole <Yang Tsai 1973b:19, 

1973c:92; Hightower 1953:70). In the quatrain, it is also 

said, the most important line is the third one. In this 

line, the poet must communicate his tenor through incidents 

or obJects; only then will the .. turn" possess strength and 

inexhaustible meaning. 8 If this rule is taken seriously in 

8. A statement made by Chou Po-pi cited in Wu Na 
1965:57. 
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appraising the quatrain. these three poems should be valued 

very highly: In the third line o£ each o£ these poems the 

poet lodges an important element that strikes the reader as 

the evil that led to Hs6an-tsung's £all. 

Poems o£ Historical Contemplation 

As indicated above in Chapter 2, the study o£ 

history constituted a signi£icant part o£ Tu Mu's scholar

ship. He was imbued with a strong sense o£ history. This 

£act also £inds re£lection in his poetry. Furthermore. 

his poems o£ historical contemplation o£ten reveal somewhat 

unorthodox opinions and statements. The £ollowing piece is 

one example: 

URed Cli£:f" 

(Ch'ih-pj,) 

(Form: ch6eh-chtl heptasyllabic meter) 

A broken halberd sunk in the sand. its iron 

not yet dissolved; 

I polish it, and recognize it belongs 

to a :former reign. 

Had an easterly wind not £avored Chou-lang. 

In deep spring the two Ch'iaos would have been 

immured in Bronze Peacock Tower. (FCWC:69) 

URed Cli:f:f" (Ch' ih-Pl,) could be anyone o£ the £our 

mountains in modern Hupeh province (located in Chia-ya 

district, Huang-kang district, Wu-ch'ang district. and 
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Han-yang district. respectively>. which are all named Red 

Cliff. Among the four, the first one is the best known. 

According to Ch'en Shou's (233-297) San-kuo chih (54.1262-

1263>, after the Han dynasty collapsed, China was torn into 

three parts--the states of Wei, Shu, and Wu. In 208. Ts'ao 

Ts'ao, founder of the Wei, launched a naval attack against 

Wu. Fearing that his ~oldiers might be disabled by 

seasickness. he ordered all the ships chained together to 

reduce their pitching and tossing. The commanding general 

of the united forces of Wu and Shu. Chou YU, acting on the 

advice of Huang Kai, ordered ten ships filled with dry wood 

and drenched in oil. When a southeast wind (tunq-~ 

tunq)9 arose, he had his soldiers set fire to the ships and 

set them adrift. The fire spread to Ts'so's ships and 

finally destroyed his whole army. This famous battle took 

place at Red Cliff in Chia-yU district. In the poem we are 

studying, "broken halberd," "iron," "easterly Wind." and 

"Chou-lang" are all reminiscent of this famous battle, and 

therefore, we car. determine that "Red Cliff," the title of 

the poem, alludes to this place. 

In the initial reading of this poem, equipped with 

linguistic competence, we attempt a literal interpretation 

9. Perhaps due to length restrictions of the poetic 
line, Tu Mu used "easterly wind" (tung-feng> in the third 
line of "Red Cliff." In San-kuo chih, however, Ch'en Shou 
claimed the wind to be from the "southeast ... 
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and find that it actually presents no referential diffi

culty from line one to line three. Yet semantic and 

pragmatic problems arise when we get to the fourth line, 

"In deep spring the two Ch'iaos would have been immured in 

Bronze Peacock Tower." This line presents a conclusion in 

response to a hypothesis put out in the preceding one, "Had 

an easterly wind not favored Chou-lang." It is clear that 

"easterly wind" and "Chou-ltlng" in the third line are 

allusions to the battle at Red Cliff. But who are "the 

two Ch'iaos" and what is "Bronze Peacock Tower" in the 

fourth line, and what do they have to do with this battle? 

Their occurrence in the poem do not seem to make any 

sense. We have a syntactic problem with the third line, 

too. The easterly wind is a nonhuman obJect. How can it 

have such a human attribute as "favor"? In other words, 

"Had an easterly wind not favored Chou-lang" is an ungram

matical utterance, resulting from the deviant collocation 

of the nonhuman "easterly wind" and the human attribute 0-£ 

"favor." What does such an ungrammaticality mean? 

By taking the language of the text as literally 

representational, we cannot make any sense out of the last 

line. Therefore we know that if we are to comprehend this 

line we must abandon attempts at mimetic interpretations in 

favor of semioais; we have to look for a higher level of 

meaning where the aforementioned elements may be unified 

with others to signify a single kernel concept. Thus our 
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difficulty with mimesis urges us to conduct a retroactive 

reading, and our problems with the interpretation of ''the 

two Ch' iaos'" and ''Bronze Peacock Tower, •• and of '"easterly 

wind'" and "favor•• become keys to the significance of the 

poem. 

While we were perplexed by the last line in our 

initial reading, we recall the account in the San-kuo 

chih. According to Ch'en Shou, an important factor in Chou 

YU's victory was the southeast wind <or easterly wind, as 

indicated in Tu Mu'a poem>, which came in time and blew the 

fire in the direction that Chou YU desired. Based on this 

story, we may set up the hypothesis: '"I£ the wind had not 

risen and blown in the desired direction, Chou YU would 

have lost the battle, and Ts'ao Ts'ao would have become the 

victor. •• This is the hypothesis Tu Mu poses in the third 

line of his poem. Therefore, we may assume that the fourth 

line of' the poem is congruent with this hypothesis. 

Based on this assumption, in our retroactive 

reading we conclude that "'the two Ch' iaos·· who would have 

been immured belonged to the hypothetical vanquished side, 

i.e., Chou YU's side; and "Bronze Peacock Tower," where the 

two Ch'iaoa would have been immured, belonged to the 

hypothetical victors, i.e., Ts'ao Ts'ao's side. Once 

linked to Chou YU, the referents of the ••two Ch' iaos .. 

become obvious: they are two beautiful sisters of a Ch'iao 

family, who were, respectively, married to the Wu general 
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Chou YU and to Sun Ts'e, the founder of the state of Wu . 

.. Bronze Peacock Tower, .. now that it has been connected with 

Ts'ao Ts'ao, reminds us of a palace that was built on his 

orders at Yen, his famous base in modern Lin-ch'ang, Honan 

province. Containing more than one hundred rooms to house 

his concubines and sing-song girls, it was surmounted by a 

large bronze peacock on ita roof, and thus called Bronze 

Peacock Tower. Before his death, Ts'ao Ts'ao asked his 

sons to erect his funeral mound on Yen's western slopes, 

facing the palace. He also ordered that after his death, 

his concubines and singsong girls would have to remain in 

the palace, and that a special couch had to be set aside 

for his spirit so that it could continue to enJOY their 

services. With these pieces of historical information, we 

approach a better understanding of the fourth line: if an 

easterly wind had not helped Chou YU, the states of Shu and 

Wu would have lost the battle, and the wives of Chou YU and 

Sun Ts'e would have been captured by Ts'ao and immured in 

Bronze Peacock Tower as another concubine in his service. 

The ""easterly wind"" is a critical element in the 

ungrammaticality of the third line: ""Had an easter 1 y wind 

not favored Chou-lang. •• The easterly wind has the capa-

bility to determine the outcome of the battle. 

point is made: nature controls human destiny. 

Thus the 

The victory 

is purely accidental, for it does not result from human 

efforts. Thus, even though Chou-lang won the battle, 



because of his reliance on the easterly wind, his own 

success becomes very trivial. 
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Through the perspective of this kernel concept, the 

first couplet of this poem can be brought into better focus 

in the retroactive reading. As disclosed in its first 

line, "A broken halberd sunk in the sand, its iron not yet 

dissolved," hundreds of years after the Battle of Red 

Cliff, only the broken halberd remains. The historical 

personalities involved in the war, both victors and 

vanquished, have all perished. This understanding in 

turn leads to a deeper meaning of the second couplet: Even 

if Ts'ao Ts'ao had won the battle and captured the two 

Ch'iao sisters, eventually he, too, and his opponents would 

have returned to dust. This is a natural law, from which 

no one, however powerful, can escape. 

This poem touches upon the Battle of Red Cliff, 

wherein Chou YU defeated Ts'ao Ts'ao. It is a well-known 

historical episode. But Tu Mu poses a revisionist view, 

through which we see human achievement trivialized in the 

presence of nature. 

"Garden of the Golden Valley" 

(Chin-ku yUan) 

(Form: chUeh-chU heptasyllabic meter) 
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Splendor and glory vanish along with fragrant dust: 

The flowing stream has no passion, grass by itself 

grows in the spring. 

The sun sets. the easterly wind brings the crying 

birds' plaint; 

The fallen flowers resemble the beauty that Jumped 

from the tower. (FCPC:345) 

This poem names a famous estate, the Garden of the 

Golden Valley, which recalls a sad story. Once located 

northwest of modern Lo-yang, Honan province, the Garden was 

owned by Shih Ch'ung (249-300), a marquis of the Chin 

dynasty (265-420). An extremely wealthy and ostentatious 

official, Shih Ch'ung enJoyed the display of luxury and 

conspicuous consumption. For example, sometimes he would 

amuse himself by instructing his concubines to walk on a 

bed sprinkled with expensive, fragrant dust, and he 

would reward those who did not leave any footprints in the 

dust (Wilhelm 1959; Wang Tzu-nien shih-vi chi:9.9b-10a). 

He was later executed, because of his refusal to surrender 

Green Pearl (LU-chu), a beautiful concubine, to a more 

powerful official, Sun Hsiu. Just before his arrest, Green 

Pearl killed herself by Jumping from a tower (Chin-shu:33. 

1004-1008). 

Several features, syntactic as well as phonic. 

strike us in our initial reading of this poem. In the 

phrase "The flowing stream has no passion" of line two, the 
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nonhuman entity (the flowing stream) is credited with a 

human trait (passion). The phrase "grass by itself grows 

in the spring" of the same line is translated from the 

Chinese utterance ts'ao tzu-ch'un. This original 

phraseology also embodies a pathetic fallacy, where the 

nonhuman ts'ao "grass" is endowed with a human trait 

signified by the adverb tzu "by itself." A peculiar 

feature also exists in the last line, "The fallen flowers 

resemble the beauty that Jumped from the tower." Here the 

nonhuman flowers are compared to a woman. There may be 

certain purposes for the poet to use the syntactic ungram

maticalities noted above, but what are they? 

Another kind of syntactic peculiarity is found in 

the third line. Although translated "The sun sets, the 

easterly wind brings the crying birds' plaint," this line 

originally reads in the Chinese Jih-~ tung-feng yUan 

t'i-~. In normal speech, the phrase tung-feng yUan 

t'i-niao "the easterly wind brings the crying birds' 

plaint" would have the word order tung-feng t'i-nlao yUan, 

where the word yUan "complain" or "lament" follows the 

phrase t'i-niao. In the utterance we actually have, 

however, the word yUan precedes the phrase t'i-niao. In 

other words, the utterance used in our poem contains an 

inverted word order. 

This syntactic abnormality is also fused with an 

irregular tonal pattern. For the purposes of versifica-
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tion, Chinese ch~racters were divided into four tonal 

categories, namely, the level tone (~'ing-sheng), the 

rising tone (sh~ng-sheng), the p~rting tone (ch'U-sheng), 

~nd the entering tone (~-sheng). The latter three 

categories of tones were assigned to a single "oblique 

tone" (tse-sheng) class, representing words with pitch 

modulation and shorter dur~tion, ~s opposed to the first 

c~tegory, the "level tone" cl~ss for words with level pitch 

and rel~tively longer dur~tion. Characters belonging to 

the oblique tone cl~ss were ~lternated with those belonging 

to the level tone class ~ccording to prescribed patterns. 

For ex~mple, the present poem is a heptasyllabic quatrain. 

The second ch~r~cter of the first line is in the level 

tone; the fin~l ch~r~cters of the first, second, and fourth 

lines are all in the level tone ~nd rhyme. Such a oOlevel

tone starting, level-tone rhyme, first line rhyming" 

qu~train is supposed to follow the ton~l pattern indicated 

below (+ st~nds for ~ level-tone character, - an oblique

tone ch~racter, () an optional-tone character, and R a 

rhyme ch~racter ~t the end of ~ line): 

(+) 

(-) 

(-) 

(+) 

+ (-) 

+ 

(+ ) 

(-) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

(-) 

+ 

+ 

+R 

+R 

+R 

However, the actual tonal distribution of this poem is as 

follows: 
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+ + + +R 

+ + + +R 

+ + -* 

+ + + +R 

Checking the actual tonal pattern of the poem against the 

prescribed one, we find two irregularities in line three. 

These are marked with asterisks. According to the pre-

scribed pattern, the character in the fifth position, line 

three, should be in the level tone, not the oblique tone as 

in this case; the character in the sixth position of the 

same line should be in the oblique tone, not the level 

tone. Such prosodic irregularities in the same line are 

called "single irregularities g " or tan-~. However, 

because a level tone word has been substituted for an 

oblique tone one in the fifth position, and vice versa in 

the sixth position, these substitutions actually compensate 

for each other, and thus this kind of variation is per-

missible. Nevertheless~ we have a question to ask. For 

the third line of this poem, Tu Mu could have used exactly 

the same words arranged in the pattern '?Jet muo tU9 fJun 
j 

d'iii titu ?Ju~n/, which would have conformed to the 

prescribed tonal pattern - - + + + - -. But he chose to 

put them in the pattern /~Jet muo tU9 fJuj ?Juun d'i~i 

titu/, which involves the transposition of tonal values. 

What did Tu Mu seek to accomplish by this intentional 

departure from the prosodical norm? 
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With these riddles in mind_ w~ discover in the 

retroactive reading that this poem opens with a line 

expressing a tragic sense o£ destruction and evanes

cence--splendor and glory, like £ragrant dust, easily pass 

into nothingness. In stark contrast with the human 

situation depicted in the £irst line, the second line 

reminds us o£ the constancy o£ nature represented by the 

passionless stream and grass: the stream, indi££erent to 

changes in the human world_ £lows on without interruption; 

the grass_ growing and withering at regular intervals_ 

comes back to li£e every spring. Here the £lowing stream 

is turned into a poignant image by the stative verbal 

phrase "has no passion." The pathetic £allacy_ crediting 

the nonhuman "£lowing stream" with human "passion" 

enhances the sense o£ the cruelty o£ nature. Also_ the 

"grass" in the same line is said to "grow by itsel£ in the 

spring." This phraseology seems to underscore nature's 

unconcern £or the human world. 

The second hal£ o£ the poem is invested with a 

pervasive £eeling o£ sorrow. In line three_ the phrase 

"The sun sets" signi£ies a decline o£ splendor and glory. 

"The easterly wind," like the £lowing stream and the grass, 

depicts the spring scenery_ but it also imparts a chilly, 

sad £eeling through its thermal and tactile imagery. 

crying birds' plaint·· also enhances the beauty of the 

natural scene, which one is loath to leave. On a deeper 
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level, however, it £unctions as a symbol o£ the lament o£ 

Green Pearl who died in the garden. Line £our presents 

fallen £lowers, recalling the beautiful Green Pearl 

who Jumped £rom a tower in the garden. Here the simile, 

"The £allen £low$rs resemble the beauty that Jumped from 

the tower," seems to have such special e££ects: on the one 

hand, since the £allen £lowers are endowed with human 

traits, their withering becomes more pitiful; on the other, 

since the woman is being compared to the flowers, she 

becomes even more enchanting. 

Considered as a unit, the second couplet seems to 

£ocus on the human tragedy o£ Green Pearl's death: The 

£allen £lowers remind us o£ her beauty, and the crying 

birds lament her death; she had enJoyed a life of splendor 

and glory with Shih Ch'ung, and she chose death to li£e 

with another man. But, in view o£ what is said in the 

£irst couplet, toward such human fragility nature always 

remains apathetic. Just because of nature's unconcern, the 

crying birds' plaint becomes even more pathetic. This 

understanding sheds light on our previous question about 

the unexpected word order o£ the third line. Here the 

phrase yUan t'i-niao, which normally would be t'i-niao 

yUan, has the verb yUan in the £ront. This reversal makes 

the crying birds' plaint more pathetic. Likewise, in terms 

o£ tonal pattern, Tu Mu could have arranged the third line 

as I~et muo tU J £Ju~ d'i~i ti~u ?JuQnl to conform with 
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the prosodic norm. Howeve~, he adopted the pattern / ~Jet 

?Ju~n d'iii tifu/, which results in prosodic 

irregularities. These intentional deviances aptly serve to 

rein£orce the pathos Just mentioned. 

In the initial reading o£ this poem, several 

peculiarities caught our attention as violations o£ syntax 

or prosody. When we take the retroactive reading, we 

realize, however, that, on a super£icial level, this poem 

conveys various vivid images o£ spring (the stream, the 

grass, the wind, the birds' singing, the £lowers, etc.), 

which impart variety, color, and unity to the entire 

discourse. On a deeper level, nonetheless, this poem is 

permeated with a tragic sense. Line one suggests the 

vanishing o£ human glory; line two implies nature's 

indifference to the human condition; lines three and £our 

signi£y death and grie£. And this tragic sense is made all 

the more poignant by the abnormalities we encountered in 

the initial reading. 

"Mooring at Ch'in-huai II 

(Po Ch' in-hua!> 

(Form: chUeh-chU) 

Mist shrouds the cold water, moonlight shrouds 

the shore. 

Night-mooring at Ch'in-huai close to the wine 

store. 
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Singsong girls. not knowing a ruined nation's 

sorrow. 

Across the river still sing "Flowers in the Rear 

Court." (FCWC:70) 

The title of this poem recalls the Ch'in-huai 

Canal. so named because it was dredged at the order of the 

Ch'in emperor Shih-huang (r. 221-210 B. C.). It flows from 

modern Li-shui district. Kiangsu province. through Chin-

11ng (today's Nanking) into the Yangtse River. And. in 

ancient times. both banks of the canal in the city of 

Nanking were lined with pleasure houses. 

The poetic discourse first conJures up images of 

the canal and the nearby pleasure houses in the first 

couplet. But when we anticipate similar romantic scenes in 

the following couplet. we are surprisingly led instead into 

matters concerning a nation's fate. In the Chinese poetic 

convention. there is a so-called hsing mode. which opens a 

discourse with natural imagery and then expresses an 

emotion or idea associated with that imagery. In this 

poem. the hsing mode seems to have been employed. However. 

how can the imagery evoked in the first half be yoked to 

the second half of the poem? How can we overcome this 

pragmatic problem? 

In the initial reading we were also disappointed by 

a seeming lack of equilibrium of poeticity between the 

first and the second couplets. When we first read the 
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poem, we were impressed by the poeticity o£ the beginning 

couplet, particularly line one, "'Yen-lung han-shui yUeh 

lung sha ""Mist shrouds the cold water, moonlight shrouds 

the shore. •• This line employs a poetic device called 

hu-~ or .. reciprocal phrasing, .. which is a two-part 

statement with mutual relevance <Frankel 1976:14>. Here 

the line comprises two JUXtaposed sentences, Yen lung 

han-shui .. Mist shrouds the cold water .. and yUeh lung sha 

.. moonlight shrouds the shore. •• What is said about the mist 

also applies to the moonlight, and vice versa. That is, 

although the syntax o£ this line ostensibly reads Yen lung 

han-shui "'Mist shrouds the cold water"" and yUeh lung sha 

.. Jnoonlight shrouds the shore, .. in reality, mist also 

shrouds the shore, and the moonlight also shrouds the cold 

water. Here the rhetorical pattern o£ reciprocal phrasing 

contributes greatly to the enhancement o£ the poetic 

e££ect: First o£ all, although the two JUXtaposed sen

tences originally do not have any syntactic connection with 

each other, the repeated verb lung <""shroud""> bridges the 

distance between them and provides a structure £or the 

whole line; secondly, the repetition o£ the word lung in 

the corresponding positions o£ the two component sentences 

produces a sonorous euphony; £inally, while the subJects 

yen .. mist .. and vUeh .. moonlight"' both elicit a blurry, 

misty night scene, the obJects han-shui .. cold water .. and 

sha .. shore .. also combine to invoke an enchanting image o:f 
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the river. Thus~ the two Juxtaposed sentences together 

evoke an exotic view. Such poeticity, however, does not 

seem to be matched in the second couplet. Compared with 

lines one and two~ lines three and four, Shang-nU ~-chih 

wang-kuo hen "Singsong girls, not knowing a ruined nation's 

sorrow~" I Ko-chLeng ~-ch'ang Hou-t'ing hua "AcToss the 

river still sing 'Flowers in the Rear Court~ n. seem too 

prosaic; they do not contain any novelty in syntax. Then, 

how does the aecond couplet contribute to the poeticity of 

the whole text? 

The problems that we noticed in the initial reading 

all resulted from the fact that we looked at the poetic 

discourse as linguistically representational. In the 

initial reading, we did not notice any literal connection 

between the first and the second couplets; therefore, we 

suspected that these two couplets did not go well with each 

other. This suspicion is eliminated in the retroactive 

reading when we gain a better understanding of the poem 

through the clues embodied in the utterances Ch'in-huai 

(line two), wang-kuo "ruined nation" <line three) and 

Hou-t'ing hua "Flowers in the Rear Court .. <line four). As 

pointed out before, in ancient times many pleasure houses 

lined both sides of the Ch'in-huai Canal as it flowed 

through Nanking. Since the third line of our present poem 

adverts to "singsong girls" and .. the wine store," we may 

assume that the Ch'in-huai we have in line two concerns the 
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city of Nanking. From our knowledge of Chinese history we 

know that Nanking was the capital of several dynasties, 

among them Ch'en (557-588). Moreover~ the Hou-t'ing hua 

"Flowers in the Rear Court" of line four is the title of a 

song written by the Ch'en emperor Ch'en Shu-pao (r. 583-

588), who, according to the Ch'en-shu (7.132), took 

great delight in sensual pleasures. Even when his empire 

was collapsing, he continued to indulge himself in women 

and composed a cycle of poems entitled "The Jade Tree 

Flowers in the Rear Court." The people of the time 

regarded this song as an omen of the dynasty's impending 

fall. And the fact that Ch'en was soon destroyed led later 

generations to believe that sensual music and poetry are 

omens of a nation's end. With this historical data in 

mind~ in the retroactive reading we are able to establish 

connections between Ch'in-huai, wang-kuo, and Hou-t'ing 

hua. This in turn enables us to recognize that the two 

component couplets are a coherent whole. 

The cohesion of this poem is achieved through the 

poeticity of both couplets which we failed to recognize in 

the initial reading. After links between the first and the 

second couplets were established in the retroactive 

reading, it became apparent that the enchanting scenery 

induced in the first couplet is also tinged with a note of 

melancholy through such words ~s yen Umist," lung "shroud," 

han "cold," and yeh "night... This melancholic note is 
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further accentuated in the second couplet, Shang-nC ~-chih 

wang-kuo hen "Singsong girls, not knowing a ruined nation's 

sorrow," / Ko-chiang ~-ch'ang Hou-t'ing hua "Across the 

river still sing "Flowers in the Rear Court... Here 

several levels of meaning are compressed: first, the 

female vocalists are ignorant of the tragic end which the 

song originally portended; secondly, if the singers are 

ignorant of the ancient tragedy, they are also ignorant of 

the consequences of performing this song at this later 

date; third, the fact that a song which reputedly ruined 

the Ch'en dynasty is being sung again implies that the 

decadent life-style of the poet's own day might lead to a 

similar disaster. Special attention should be paid to the 

phrase ~-chih "not knowing": for one thing, saying that 

the singing girls did not know a ruined nation's grief 

implies that the speaker himself was aware of such grief: 

and knowing the factor which caused such grief, the poet is 

anxious that he might witness the disaster again. As a 

whole, the second couplet comprises sentences that are 

syntactically prosaic; yet it is charged with profound 

meaning. In addition, it makes the image of Ch'in-huai, 

which is introduced in the first couplet, much more 

intense. This is the pragmatic poeticity that counter

balances the syntactic poeticity in the first couplet. 

An understanding of the poeticity in the two 

component couplets and of the links that pull them together 
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helps us bring the whole poem into better focus: the 

discourse invokes a present scene in conJunction with a 

tragic past; the poet's mooring at Ch'in-huai reminds him 

of a fallen nation; by alluding to the music that led to a 

nation's fall, he attempts to suggest a moral lesson in the 

hope of saving his country from decay and destruction. 

''Inscribed at the Water Pavilion of 

K'ai-yUan Temple, HsUan-chou; There are Residents 

on Both Sides of the Wan River Which 

Flows Under the Pavilion .. 

<T'i HsUan-chou K'ai-yUan-m shui-ko 

ko-hsia Wan-hsi chia-hsi chU-Jen> 

<Form: ~-shih heptasyllabic meter> 

Six Dynasties' cultural treasures--grass 

merging with sky; 

Heaven placid, clouds calm--the same, 

present or past. 

Birds go, birds come, in the mountain scene; 

Humans sing, humans cry, midst the water's 

sound. 

Late autumn, curtains, a thousand houses, rain; 

Setting sun, balcony, a £lute, wind. 

Alas, no way to meet with Fan Li; 

Tall and short misty trees, east of Five Lakes. 

<FCWC:44) 
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The title of this poem tells us that what we have 

in the discourse is a verbal description of the view the 

poet caught in the distance from the water pavilion at 

K'ai-yUan Temple, HsUan-chou (today's HsUan-ch'eng, Anhwei 

province). Initially, nonetheless, the text appears to be 

incomprehensible at several points. In the pragmatic 

aspect: how could "Six Dynasties' cultural treasures" 

emerge in the picture? How could "grass" merge with "sky," 

literally? And how could the spatial elements "heaven" and 

"clouds" be related to the time elements "present" and 

··past .. ? 

Another pragmatic duplicity is embedded in the 

second couplet. Here the two component lines, Niao ch'C 

nlao lai shan-~ II "Birds go, birds come, in the mountain 

scene," / JEm ko Jen-k'u shui-sheng chung "Humans sing, 

humans cry, midst the water's sound," constitute a 

so-called "arched-Jade antithesis" (kung-Q!. tui), where the 

first word in each line is repeated in the third position. 

Both lines also have alliteration in the fifth and sixth 

words. With such a construction, this couplet possesses 

some sort of euphony and induces vivid visual as well as 

exotic audial images. But how does it help advance the 

poetic theme? 

In addition, Fan Li, mentioned in the seventh line, 

was a minister of the ancient state of YCeh (which embraced 

modern Chekiang and Kiangsu provinces and part of Shantung 
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province> during the Spring and Autumn period <722-481 

B.C.>. How can he be situated in this poem that is 

apparently addressed to HsUan-chou and Six Dynasties' 

treasures? 

Our initial reading is also frustrated by the 

syntax of the third couplet, Shen-ch'iu lien-mu ch'ien-chia 

Y.!!_ "'Late autumn, curtains, a thousand houses, rain, .. I 

Lo-Jih lou-t'ai ~-ti feng "'Setting sun, balcony, a flute, 

wind. •• Here the two constituent lines are composed o:f 

nouns or noun phrases in Juxtaposition. Because of the 

absence o:f grammatical elements, such as particles which 

serve to fix relationships between substantive words, 

multiple interpretations of these are possible. For 

instance, line five may be interpreted among other ways 

as: 1> The gloomy atmosphere o:f late autumn, like a huge 

curtain, descends upon a thousand houses in the rain; or 2> 

In late autumn a thousand curtained houses loom in the 

rain. By the same token, line six may be read in one or 

another of the following ways: 1> The setting sun shines 

on the balcony, a flute plays in the wind; 2> At sunset, 

somebody plays a flute on the balcony in the wind; 3> The 

setting sun lingers on the balcony, the wind brings 

the sound o:f a flute; or 4) At sunset, the wind brings the 

sound of a flute from the balcony. Among the various 

readings listed above, which is the appropriate one in 
• 

relation to the whole poem? 
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Due to the aforementioned problems, the various 

parts of this poem initially appear to be a string of 

trivial items which do not make any coherent sense. In 

order to make sense out of this poem, we have to look for 

clues that will lead us away from the purely linguistic 

signs of the text. 

The search for clues is facilitated by our 

knowledge of history, geography, and the poetic code. 

First of all, the Six Dynasties (220-588> in the first line 

of this poem refers to the states of Wu, Eastern Chin 

(Tung-chin), Sung, Ch'i, Liang, and Ch'en. all of which 

selected modern Nanking as their capital city. Since 

Nanking was in the vacinity of HsUan-chou, when Tu Mu 

ascended K'ai-yUan Temple, he could possibly recall that 

ancient city and ths six dynasties that were based there. 

Even though the old reigns could still be remembered, their 

cultural treasures had mostly vanished. And what the poet 

saw was a vast expanse of grass, so vast that it almost 

reached the horizon. In other words. all visible signs of 

the human accomplishments of the Six Dynasties had utterly 

vanished. This sense is made evident in the first line 

Liu-ch'ao ~-~ ts'ao lien k'ung '"Six Dynasties' cultural 

treasures--grass merging with sky.'" In this utterance the 

treasures resulting from human efforts are equated with 

ts'ao '"grass," which has the connotation of "worthless

ness,'" and with k'ung '"sky," which is associated with the 
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idea of' "void" or "nothingness." When grass is linked to 

the "sky" (or "heaven">, it also invokes the image of' 

"clouds." However, while human achievements do not remain 

f'orever, the sky and clouds seem to always appear the 

same. This concurs with what is said in the second line of' 

the poem, T/ien-tan yttn-hsien chin-ku t'ung "Heaven placid, 

clouds calm--the same, present or past... Thus, a polar 

opposition of' ideas is established in the f'irst couplet: 

whereas human endeavors are ephemeral, nature endures, 

indif'ferent to the transience of the human world. 

With this discovery, in the retroactive reading we 

are able to see the second couplet as reiteration of' the 

same polar concept in another shape: The utterance Niao 

ch'tt niao lai shan-~ Ll "Birds go, birds come, in the 

mountain scene" directly ref'ers to the visible world, but 

indirectly signifies the regularity of nature's cycle; 

Jen-ko Jen k'u shui-sheng chung "Humans sing, humans cry, 

midst the water's sound" literally describes different 

human moods, yet f'iguratively suggests changes in the human 

world. 

By this time, we can see how Fan Li can be situated 

in relationship to the poetic theme. The able minister 

helped Kou Chien, the king of ytteh, strengthen the state 

and conquer the kingdom of' Wu in 473 B.C. But soon 

af'terward he resigned his position and disappeared. 

According to the Wu-ytteh ch'un-ch'iu (The Spring and Autumn 
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o:f Wu and YtJeh 10 •• 62a-63a), "he traveled in a light boat 

in and out o:f the Three Rivers and the Five Lakes, and 

nobody knows where he went." And the Shih-chi <129.3256-

3257) indicates that he changed his name, settled in 

the state o:f Ch'i (parts o:f today's Shantung and Hopeh 

provinces), and became a wealthy merchant. "Five Lakes" is 

sometimes taken to be Just another name :for T'ai-hu Lake 

(in modern Kiangsu prOVince), or to mean T'ai-hu and :four 

other lakes, Ko-hu, Yao-hu, She-hu, and Kuei-hu, all 

located in Kiangsu province. In the 10urth couplet o:f our 

poem, "Fan Li" and "Five Lekes" are separately integrated 

in the two component lines, Ch'ou-ch'ang ~-yin chien Fan 

Li "Alas, no way to meet with Fan Li," / Ts'en-tz'u yen-shu 

Wu-hu tung "Tall and short misty trees, east o:f Five 

Lakes," which also convey an idea parallel to what has 

been established be:fore, but accompanied by a note o:f 

melancholy: it is a pity that the great statesman has long 

gone; only his old place still exists. 

Actually the melancholic note is already very 

conspicuous in the third couplet, Shen-ch'iu lien-mu 

ch'ien-chia v..Y. "Late autumn, curtains, a thousand houses, 

rain," / Lo-JJJl lou-t'ai tl-ti :feng It Setting sun, balcony, 

e :flute, wind." In our initial reading we found that this 

couplet may be explicated in various ways, but could not 

decide which interpretation to adopt. But as we review it 

in the light o:f what we have Just decoded in the retro-
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active reading. we realize that those interpretations 

all create an aura o£ sorrow and are all congruous with the 

~est o£ the poem. In addition. the multiplicity in meaning 

seems to £urther thicken such an aura. 

To sum up. when we £irst read it literally. this 

poem seemed to be composed o£ a string o£ items lacking 

any sensible relationship to each other. But when we 

considered it £rom a higher level in the retroactive 

reading. we gradually perceived that all its parts center 

on one single concept: human ephemerality ~-~-vis 

nature's permanence. This concept is manifest even in the 

syntactic progression. The poetic discourse begins 

with a polar opposition o£ human and natural worlds in the 

£irst couplet. and moves on in the same mode through the 

second and third couplets. But as it ends in the last 

couplet, the human world drops out completely: the two 

£inal utterances display the "tall and short misty trees, 

east o£ Five Lakes," but alas, "Fan Li," who represents the 

human world, can no longer be seen. 

"Ascending Lo-yu Plain Be£ore Leav,ing 

£or Wu-hsing: A Quatrain" 

(Chiang-£u Wu-hsing teng Lo-~ yUan ~-chUeh) 

(Form: chUeh-chU) 

At this peace£ul time. I'd like to serve 

the court, but I've no talent. 



I love the lone cloud's ease and the monk's 

quietude. 

Be£ore heading £or river and sea, a banner 

in hand, 
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I gaze at Chao-ling tomb £rom Lo-yu Plain. (FCWC:39) 

Wu-hsing in the title o£ this poem was also called 

Hu-chou. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Tu Mu spent several 

unhappy years in the provinces; and when.he received an 

appointment to return to the capital in 848, he was £ull o£ 

excitement. But by 850, he was requesting to be sent back 

to the provinces, because, according to a memo submitted to 

the court, his family was in financial need. Finally, he 

was granted the pre£ectship o£ Hu-chou. In early autumn of 

that year, he assumed the new post. This poem was 

apparently written before he le£t £or Hu-chou. 

In the heuristic reading, the third line, "Be£ore 

heading £or river and sea, a banner in hand" thwarts us by 

its obscurity. Since we are aware that poetry tends to 

express meaning indirectly, we must look for clues that 

will guide us through the maze. As the title suggests that 

this poem was composed prior to Tu Mu's departure £or 

Wu-hsing, where there were rivers and seas in the vicinity, 

"river and sea" may be assumed to be a metonym £or his 

destination. Next, the "banner" has been used in Chinese 

poetry as a symbol o£ the pre£ect, the local government 
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o££icial;10 there£ore, the third line £iguratively means 

"bef"ore leaving f"or Wu-hsing f"or the pref"ect's position." 

However, our trouble does not stop there. In the 

f"ourth line, "r gaze at Chao-lin9 tomb f"rom Lo-yu Plain," 

Chao-ling tomb was the grave of" the emperor T'ai-tsung 

Cr. 627-649), one of" the f"ounders of" the dynasty and a 

brilliant administrator. And Lo-yu Plain, situated on a 

high plateau south of" Ch'ang-an, was a f"amous recreational 

park. Here a pragmatic puzzle arises: why could the poet 

not enJ~y himself" at the park? Why was his mind occupied 

by a brilliant emperor's death (suggested by the phrase 

"gaze at Chao-ling tomb"? The answer could be that Tu Mu 

was ref"lecting on the f"ormer golden years of" dynastic vigor 

as against the deteriorating political situation of" his own 

times. But this explanation would contradict Tu Mu's 

description of" his era (in the f"irst line) as being 

peacef"ul. 

Another pragmatic question concerns the link 

between what is said in the second and the £ourth lines. 

In line two, "the lone cloud's ease" suggests purity and 

f"reedom of" the soul; and "the monk's quietude," solitude 

and detachment f"rom human af"f"airs. Thus this line conveys 

a sense of" longing f"or a rustic lif"e f"ree f"rom worldly 

10. See Miao YUeh's annotation in TMSH, 11:68. 
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political concern expressed in the £ourth line? 
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A characteristic £eature o£ poetry is the unity o£ 

the text. Unable to obtain such a unity £or our poem, we 

are £orced to abandon the mimetic interpretation o£ the 

text and seek a higher level in the retroactive reading. 

First o£ all, since poetry o£ten says one thing and means 

another, and since the £irst line is contradicted by the 

£ourth, we may hypothesize that what the £irst line says 

is contrary to the actual current situation. This hypothe

sis may be substantiated by some other poems Tu Mu wrote. 

For example, in "A£ter Just Bl3ing Appointed to the Post o£ 

Assistant Chie£, O££ice o£ Appointments, and Be£ore Going 

to Wu-hsing ...... (Hsin-chl1c!n ~-ch' ao •.• ch' u-shou 

Wu-hsing •.•• ), which was also composed at this time, lines 

seven and eight read, "It's better to await rabbits by a 

tree, like the rustic o£ ancient Sung; / The wine o£ Lu may 

incite attacks £rom all sides." "Await rabbits by a tree, 

like the rustic o£ ancient Sung" alludes to a stq~y in the 

"Wu-tu" section o£ Han Fei-tzu (19.1040). During the 

Warring States period (403-221 B. C.), a £armer in the 

state o£ Sung once £ound a dead rabbit lying by a tree. 

The rabbit had collided with the tree and broken its neck. 

Hoping to gain some easy pro£it, the £armer £rom then on 

stopped work and £oolishly waited by the tree for more 

rabbits to do the same. This £able originally aimed to 
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satirize human credulity. But here Tu Mu seems to associ-

ate it with his return to the province. "The wine o£ Lu 

may incite attacks £rom all sides" is in re£erence to a 

story in the "Ch'U-hsia"' section o£ Chuang-tzu. In the 

Warring States period. the £eudal lords o£ Lu and Chao 

brought wine as gi£ts £or the king o£ Ch'~ who had called 

them to a meeting. The wine £rom Lu was weak and that £rom 

Chao was strong. The Ch'u o££icial in charge o£ wine asked 

the lord o£ Chao £or some strong wine £or himsel£. but his 

request was not honored. Angered. he presented the king 

the wine £rom Lu as that £rom Chao and vice versa. 

Agitated by the weak wine. the king sent troops to attack 

Chao. Apparently Tu Mu's re£erence to this story was 

meant to express his concern that disaster would overtake 

him i£ he stayed in the capital. Thus. we have reason to 

believe that the political situation at court was not 

really as peace£ul as described in the £irst line. 

Inasmuch as the phrase "'at this peacef-ul time" is 

contrary to the real situation, Tu Mu's statement "'I've no 

talent"' may also be surmised, in the retx'oacti ve reGding, 

as meaning the opposite. In £act. Tu Mu. as mentioned in 

Chapter 2, had a pro£ound knowledge o£ state a££airs, and 

several times had proved to have the talent to deal with 

serious problems. Thus, "'I've no talent" was Just his 

pretext to get away £rom court. This is a reasonable 

interpretation in view o£ the £act that in 835 he also used 
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an excuse (illness) to ask for a transfer from the court to 

Lo-yang, where he was exempted from the actual duties of an 

investigating censor. In short, the insinuated meaning 

lying behind the first line is that Tu Mu did not want to 

stay in the court because it was not peaceful there, not 

because he did not have any talent. 

In Chapter 2 we also learned that Tu Mu longed to 

remain at court to help solve the several problems that 

were devastating the nation. But now that he was returning 

to the provinces, he would not be able to carry out his 

ambition. This must have disturbed him greatly, and may 

explain why he loved "the lone cloud's ease and the monk's 

quietude" in the second line. The word "love" in the 

pragmatic context we established in the retroactive reading 

may be taken to mean "envy." That is, tormented by a 

struggle in his own mind betweeen the dangers of political 

involvement and his concern for the nation's future, Tu 

Mu was not able to remain completely detached from the 

hurly-burly of national politics; therefore, he envied the 

lone cloud's ease and the monk's quietude. 

The discovery of the kernel concept of the poem-

the internal struggle--enables us to perceive the second 

couplet more clearly in the retroactive reading. In fact, 

the literally different utterances of this couplet now turn 

out to be manifestations of the same psychological conflict 

unveiled in the preceding couplet. Tu Mu might have gone 
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to the recreational park, Lo-yu Plain, intending to have a 

good time. Yet, instead of enJoying himself, he could not 

help gazing at the grave of the brilliant T'ai-tsung whose 

era was marked with peace and stability. His nostalgia for 

the glorious past was accompanied by a surging sense of 

responsibility to improve the current political state; but 

that feeling was immediately dampened by a fear of politi

cal turmoil at court and its ultimate consequences. 

Therefore, his visit to the recreational park aroused 

within him a profound psychological conflict, even more 

intense than before. 



CHAPTER 4 

INTERPRETATION OF TU MU'S POETRY: PART TWO 

In this chapter I shall continue the explication of 

Tu Mu's poems. these on parting as well as landscape and 

nature, based on the semiotic model. 

Poems of Parting 

~rnong Tu Mu's collected poems many touch on the 

theme o£ parting: some were written on £arewell occasions, 

some were inspired by chance meetings with £riends or 

acquaintances. some were sent to distant friends or kinsmen 

to express his longing £or a reunion, and some were sent as 

invitations to pay him a visit. 

Be£ore discussing this group o£ poems, we should 

take some note o£ the conventions o£ Chinese poems of 

parting. As Pro£essor Hans Frankel (1976:73) has pOinted 

out, the occasion o£ parting was originally a religious 

rite involving the saying o£ prayers £or a traveler's 

sa£ety on the road. A£ter the close o£ the £eudal period. 

it became a standard social event, o£ten including a 

£arewell banquet, music and dancing, and £ormal com

memorations by those present--the one taking leave as well 

as those seeing him of£--with poetic compositions. Poems 
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o£ parting also £ollow certain established patterns. As 

Yang Tsai (1973a:l0b) has observed, they o£ten re£er to a 

£arewell gathering, £ollowed by a description o£ the places 

the traveller will pass on his Journey, and possibly some 

comment on the reasons £or his trip. They also £requently 

end on a note o£ sorrow over the impending separation. 

words o£ hope £or an early reunion, and expressions o£ 

admonition or consolation to the departing guest. The 

three poems below may serve as examples o£ the type: 

"'Song o£ Wei-ch'eng"' 

(Wei-ch'eng ch'U) 

by Wang Wei 

The morning rain o£ Wei-ch'eng 

moistens the light dust; 

The green willows by the tavern 

gain a £reshened color. 

Take my advice to drink 

one more cup o£ wine--

Out in the west o£ Yang-kuan Pass, 

no more bosom £riend. 1 

1. The Chinese text is available in Ch'iu Hsieh-yu 

1976:393. 



"'Seeing a Friend 0££ £rom Ch' ang-an•· 

for Hu-nan 

<Ch'ang-an sung yy_-Jen yy_ Hu-nan > 

by Tu Mu 

You're very generous and kind; 

I'm too narrow-minded and quick-tempered. 

Separated £rom you in this noisy world, 

How can I reduce my faults? 

South Ch'u, full of wind and mist; 

Hsiang River's banks, miserably long and 

twisting. 

Mountains clot, setting rays abound; 

Humans few, grass expands afar. 

Green plums cluster, branches hang low; 
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New shoots of spotted bamboos Just come out. 

Cry not for the man buried in the fish stomach; 

Just sleep and eat after sobering up. <FCWE:12> 

.. To My F i:fth Brother'" 

<Ti-~ ti Feng tu-tsai Chiang-tso> 

by Tu Fu 

<Pre:face: My fifth brother Feng has been wan-

dering in Chiang-tso for three or four years. 

Not having heard from him, I :found a messenger 

to carry these two poems to him.> 
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<Poem II) 

Rumors that you lodge in a mountain temple 

In Hang-chou, or in YUeh-chou xor sure. 

Wind in the dust prolongs our day ox parting, 

Yangtze and Han have wasted my clear autumn. 

My shadow sticks to the trees where gibbons 

scream, 

But my spirit whirls by the towers sea-serpents 

breathe. 

Let me go down next year with the spring waters 

And search xor you to the end ox the white clouds 

in the East. 2 

Having noted the conventions ox the poetry ox 

parting, we can now look at a xew poems ox this genre that 

are, in my opinion, among Tu Mu's best. 

"S~~ing"Oxx the Advanced Scholar K'uai Hsi-yi 

xrom Ch'ih-chou in Spring" 

(Ch'ih-chol.!. ch'un sung ch'ien chin-shih 

K'uei Hsi-tl) 

(Form: IU-shih pentasyllabic meter) 

Balmy grass beyond balmy grass; 

Broken heart axter broken heart--

Enough to move one to tears! 

2. The Chinese text is available in Tu Fu 1958 
v. 2:569; the English translation is adopted xrom Graham 
1965:47. 



Why the further need of a setting sun? 

The river banks of Ch'u, myriad leagues apart; 

The swans heading for Yen, two or three rows. 

I have a home, yet cannot return; 
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How can I again raise the farewell cup? (FCWC:47) 

It has Just been pointed out that Chinese poems 

of parting often includes a description of the places the 

traveller will pass on his Journey. In our present poem 

the first, fourth, fifth, and sixth lines are manifesta

tions of this descriptive aspect. There are some puzzles, 

however, that need to be explained: In the fifth and sixth 

lines, ·'The river banks of Ch'u, myriad leagues apart; / 

The swans heading for Yen, two or three rows," what do Ch'u 

and Yen refer to? Furthermore, these two lines are linked 

to both the poet's homesickness and to his sadness for the 

friend's parting. Why do they have such dual functions? 

Finally, Judged from the second through the fourth lines, 

"balmy grass" and "setting sun" are elements that "move 

one to tears." How can they do so? 

The first two questions raised above concern the 

pragmatics of the poem. The answers in this case depend on 

our familiarity with geography and history, as well as our 

knowledge of the Chinese poetic tradition. The word Ch'u 

originally adverts to an ancient state with this name which 

embraced all or part of modern Anhwei, Kiangsi, Hupeh, and 

Hunan provinces; in our present case it particularly 
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concerns the province of Anhwei. As clearly shown in its 

title, this poem was written in Ch'ih-chou, where the poet 

was a prefect from 844 to 846. The prefectural headquarte

rs of Ch'ih-chou were in Kuei-ch'ih, situated on the south 

side of the Yangtze River in modern Anhwei province. It 

would seem that the departing friend was going to cross the 

Yangtze River and head for the north, possibly Ch'ang-an. 

where Tu Mu'a home was located. Therefore, the friend's 

departure, for which he was sad 9 also reminded him of his 

home and caused his homesickness. Here "the river banks of 

Ch'u" refers to the banks of the Yangtze River that 

separated Kuei-ch'ih, where the poet was stationed, from 

the north, where his departing friend seemed to be going 

and where the poet's homeland was situated. And "myriad 

leagues apart" is a hyperbole signifying the long distance 

soon to separate the two men, the long trip the departing 

one had to take, and the hardships he might encounter on 

the Journey. On a deeper level, however, it also implies 

the poet's remote separation from home and his difficulty 

in returning. 

In the sixth line, "The swans heading for Yen, two 

or three rows," the word Yen is the ancient name for the 

region covering modern Honan and Hopeh provinces. Like 

the poet's homeland, Shensi, Yen was far north of the 

Yangtze River. Therefore, Yen also reminded him of his 

homeland. In addition, the swan is frequently used in 
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Chinese poetry to stand for travelers. For example, in the 

two lines "The nimble swan plays in the river pool; I The 

lonely wild goose comes to roost on the island sand bar" of 

Pao Chao's (c. 466) poem "Presented as a Farewell to 

Secretary Fu" (Tseng Fu tu-ts'ao pieh),3 the swan as well 

as the wild goose are apparently meant to represent Pao 

Chao himself and Secretary Fu, who were both travelers. On 

the other hand, swans are migratory birds, which fly sou.th 

in the fall and back north in the spring. Since this poem 

was written in the spring when the swans were returning to 

the north, where the poet was originally from, the thought 

of the swans could also have aroused a longing for home in 

the poet. Thus, the line "The swans heading for Yen, two 

or three rows," in addition to describing the traveler's 

Journey, possesses two levels of meaning: on one level, 

this line, accentuated by the small number "two or three," 

suggests the poet's sympathy for the departing friend's 

loneliness on his Journey; on another level, it signifies 

the poet's craving for home. 

The problem about "balmy grass" and "setting sun" 

involves semantics and syntactics. And to solve it we also 

need to be acquainted with the Chinese poetic tradition. 

In Chinese poetry~ grass, in addition to being part of the 

scenery, often represents something lying between the 

3. The Chinese text is available in Liu & Lo 1975 
v. 1:31; translation, in v. 2:67. 
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person parting and the person staying behind. As the 

distance between the two individuals becomes greater and 

greater, the expanse o£ grass between them becomes wider 

and wider. Conversely, as the grass expands, the distance 

between the two individuals does likewise; thus the grie£ 

o£ separation grows deeper and deeper. This is aptly 

mani£ested in the £irs,t and second lines, "Balmy grass 

beyond balmy grass; I Broken heart a£ter broken heart." As 

£or "setting sun," besides being an element o£ the view on 

a Journey, it is associated with a sense o£ "gloom" or 

"loss," hence also evoking a :feeling o:f sadnass. And in 

our present poem it has an additional meaning o£ "end o£ 

companionship" or "loss o£ a £riend." There£ore, it is 

considered as something that can "move one to tears." 

In the initial reading, some parts o£ this poem 

seemed to be imcomprehensible. Nevertheless, utilizing our 

understanding o£ the poet's li£e, our knowledge o£ history 

and geography, as well as our £amiliarity with the Chinese 

poetic code £or £urther exploration, we £inally realize, in 

the retroactive reading, that all the elements which in the 

beginning appeared to be puzzling, are in reality well 

integrated with others on two basic themes: the poet's 

sorrow £or a £riend's departure and his own longing to re

turn to his native place. The £eeling o£ sorrow is made 

specially poignant in the last line, "How can I again raise 

the £arewell cup?" which in the original utterance reads, 



"K'uang-chtl pieh-chtln shang." The word shang basically 

means "winecup." But its pronunciation is the same as 
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the shang :for "sadness" (as in, :for example, shang-hsin). 

There:fore, this line may be taken as "not to mention one's 

sadness in having to say :farewell to a :friend," as an 

alternative to the rendering "How can I again raise the 

:farewell cup?" 

"Presented at Parting" 

(Tseng piehl 

(Form: chtleh-ch heptasyllabic meter) 

(Poem II) 

Our love so strong, yet it seems like none; 

Over the cups we Just :feel it's hard 

to laugh. 

Even the candle has a heart to lament 

our parting--

For us it sheds tears until morning. (FCWC:82) 

This is the second of the two poems entitled 

"Presented at Parting." The :first couplet presents some 

surprises: if their love is so strong, how can it seem like 

none? And i:f the two people are so impassioned :for each 

other, why is it so hard for them to laugh? The 

astonishment caused by the second couplet is even greater: 

how can a candle have a heart and lament a parting? How 



can an inanimate candle shed tears? Before approaching 

full understanding of the poem we have to explain these 

syntactic ungrammaticalities in the heuristic reading. 

174: 

Recognizing that poetry sometimes does not express 

meaning directly, we shift to an indirect approach in the 

retroactive reading. First, we know that a candle is not 

human and would not literally shed tears at a lovers' 

parting. But we can relate it to a parting scene by its 

providing li~ht £or the lovers' tryst before separation. 

When lit, the candle drips wax droplets, which are thought 

to resemble the tears shed by a human being. Therefore, 

the second couplet of this poem, ""Even the candle has a 

heart to lament our parting-- I For us it sheds tears until 

morning, •• f igurati vel y reveals that the lovers spend 

the night together, perhaps in a sleepless state; and that 

the candle burns until morning, when their passion, like 

the candle, is spent and the male takes his leave. The 

identification o£ these metaphoric associations adds 

multifold meanings that can be linked with the second 

couplet of the poem. First, ••tears"" relate to sadness 

caused by parting. Second, saying that even a nonhuman 

obJect ""sheds tears·· for the lovers' parting suggests 

an even deeper sadness we naturally would expect the 

lovers to be overwhelmed with. Third, referentially 

commenting on the candle, the utterance "it sheds tears 

until morning"" semiotically describes the two lovers as 



being so impassioned that they embrace each other the 

whole night be£ore separation. 
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The above exploration reveals the Ij,nguistically 

di££erent utterances o£ lines three and £our o£ the poem 

semiotically as a series o£ images surrounding the same 

central sense--sadness £or parting. This discovery further 

sheds light on the semioses o£ the £irst and second lines, 

and the questions raised in the initial reading can now be 

answered on the basis o£ the messages Just raveled. Strong 

love tends to manifest itself; it scarcely looks like no 

love. And passionate lovers naturally would smile, 

laugh. or talk to each other. But in the present poetic 

discourse, the lovers have such strong passion £or each 

other that they are loath to separate; and they are so 

overpowered by their intense sorrow at parting that they 

can neither talk nor laugh--they only cuddle each other all 

night long in silence and tears. This is why the poem 

says. "Our love so strong. yet it seems like none; / Over 

the cups we Just £eel it's hard to laugh." 

"A Broken Mirror" 

(P'o-ching) 

<Form: chUeh-chU heptasyllabic meter) 

A mirror. slipping £rom a beauty's hand, 

shatters. 

When can she be reunited with her lover 

again? 



This morning over myriad leagues 

the autumn wind started to blow; 

The entire mountain, north and south, 

is covered with clouds. (WC:329) 

Since this poem is entitled "A Broken Mirror," 

normally we would expect it to deal with the stated 

subJect. And on first reading, we attempt to interpret 

everything in the poem literally in relation to this 

subJect. And we actually discover that it presents no 

referential difficulties up to the end of the first 
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line. A literal reading is perfectly feasible up to that 

point. But we soon perceive in the lines that follow an 

incompatibility between the literal discourse and the 

subJect of the broken mirror. That is, except in the first 

line which does mention the word "mirror," we £ind no 

direct reference to the mirror in the other lines. For us, 

"lover" (line 2), "autumn wind" (line 3), "mountain" and 

"clouds" (line 4), etc., are Just a string of Juxtaposed 

and trivial details, which refuse to yield coherent 

sense. 

Frustrated in the attempt to relate the details of 

the poem to the broken mirror, we begin a "retroactive" 

reading. Because the initial literal reading did not 

result in a coherent interpretation of the poem, the words 

"broken mirror" must be reexamined as a semantic transfer 

and be treated as a metaphor. Once that possibility is 
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explored, we notice the utterances ching ch'u-£en lOA mirror 

shatters"' (line 1) and t'uan yUan "'to be reunited"' (line 

2). These remind us o£ the phrase ~-ching ch'ung-yUan 

"rapprochement,"' which, experience reminds us, is a theme 

frequently dealt with in Chinese literature. And the two 

other utterances chia-Jen "beautiful woman"' (line 1) and 

chUn '"lover" or '"man'· (line 2), which together refer to a 

man and woman, also seem to point to the subJect Just men

tioned. However, if the poem is meant to describe the 

reunion of a man and woman, why does it mention the 

"autumn wind"' (line 3), "'mountain," "clouds" (line 4), 

etc., which are stock images in poems of parting or 

separation? 

The problem, however, is not too difficult to 

solve. Since "autumn wind," '"mountain," "clouds," etc. are 

images linked to separation, let us assume that this poem 

deals with a broken relationship between a man and woman, 

instead o£ a rapprochement. This interpretation seems to 

be feasible. First of all, the poem is entitled "Broken 

M.irror, '" which may symbolize an originally perfect rela

tionship now broken. Secondly, the phrase '"A mirror 

..• shatters" (line 1) and "When can she be reunited 

...... (line 2) both seem to re£er to two lovers breaking up 

with each other. Thirdly, all the words or phrases which 

we £irst thought pointed to separation can now be easily 

explained in the same £ashion. '"Autumn,'" a season pres-
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aging withering, destruction, or even death, may stand £or 

"loss or end o£ relationship." The "wind," moving and 

unstable, may signi£y a "change in the relationship." And 

"autumn wind" together may stand £or a "disastrous and 

pain£ul change in the relationship." The word "mountain," 

o£ten signi£ying obstacles to reunion, may be taken here to 

mean a barrier preventing the two lovers £rom achieving a 

reconciliation or reunion. The "clouds," also a common 

sign o£ "change or instability," can be read as another 

£igure o£ "change in the two lovers' relationship." In 

addition, because clouds are a misty entity which obstruct 

the sky £rom view, they may also be associated with 

something that prevents the two lovers £rom reaching a 

mutual understanding. 

Once it is realized that the "broken mirror" 

symbolizes a broken relationship between two lovers, the 

remaining puzzles are easily solved. Once we stop thinking 

o£ the "broken mirror" as a real obJect and give it a 

moral, human interpretation, all other problems in the 

poem dissolve. When we grasp the "kernel concept,, __ the 

broken relationship between a man and woman--suddenly 

everything £alls into place. 

Now let us go back and reexamine the poem based 

upon the kernel concept o£ a broken relationship. On the 

pragmatic level, the word "beauty" o£ the £irst line stands 

for the phrase chia-Jen. And chia-Jen is a conventional 
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term £or a beauti£ul woman, one not normally used by a 

woman in re£erence to hersel£. There£ore, we may assume 

that the speaker o£ the poem is not the woman but a third 

party. Also, in the £irst line the utterance "slipping 

£rom the beauty's hand" seems to suggest that the breaking 

up o£ the relationship was caused by the woman, who 

might have done or said something that upset the man. This 

"something" might have been a rather trivial thing. Yet, 

in any case, this "something" started with the woman, and 

the man subsequently broke o££ the relationship and 

deserted her. This is suggested by the second line, "When 

can she be reunited with her lover agoin1" From this 

reasoning, we now are able to construct a pragmatic 

situation £or the poem: it is a discourse relating to a 

woman, who has been suddenly reJected by her lover and who 

is longing £or a rapprochement with him, but the obsta

cles between them seem immense and the relationship may be 

beyond repair. 

The sudden breakup of the relationship and the 

woman's longing £or a reunion may be observed in the 

semantic patterns. Besides the several words and phrases 

which we have already pointed out support our interpre

tation, other words and phrases agree with the same 

argument, too. "Shatters" (line 1), "started to blow," and 

"this morning" (line 3) indicate that the disagreement 

between the two lovers arose quite suddenly. Especially 
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the word "morning," usually a time o:f mobility, :further 

suggests a "break" or a "vicissitude." The woman's desire 

to restore the relationship is revealed in the second line, 

but then her desire turns to anxiety, which is expressed in 

the last two lines o£ the poem. While "autumn wind," as 

indicated earlier, symbolizes a sudden mis:fortune, the 

phrase "over myriad leagues" :further emphasizes the 

seriousness o:f the .situation. Likewise, whereas "mountain" 

and "clouds" are respectively signs o£ the obstacles 

obstructing their reunion and o:f the misunderstanding 

between them, the phrases "north and south" and "is 

covered" separately underscore the sharp con:flict between 

the two, and stress the depth o:f their misunderstanding. 

The theme o:f a broken love affair is also advanced 

by the discursive syntax. The :first line constitutes a 

metaphor o:f a broken relationship; the second expresses her 

desire :for a reunion; the third laments the sudden change 

in their relationship; and the last closes with images of 

obstacles almost impossible to overcome, thus restating the 

theme introduced in the beginning. 

This poem has been interpreted brie:fly by Huang 

Yung-wu (1976b:234), who considers it as a simple poem o:f 

parting. For him, the breaking o:f the mirror seems only to 

presage the man's departure on a long Journey, and the last 

two lines "This morning over myriad leagues the autumn wind 

started to blow; / The entire mountain, north and south, is 
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covered with clouds" merely serve as a response to the 

question asked in the second line, "When can she be 

reunited with her lover again?" In his interpretation, 

Huang rather literally moves £rom words and phrases in the 

poem directly to realities. There£ore, his reading o£ the 

poem £ails to rise above the super£icial level, and he 

£ails to ask the kinds o£ questions that can elucidate the 

meaning: Who causes the mirror to be broken? What is its 

signi£icance? What is the actual relationship between the 

two lovers? Why does the poetic discourse suddenly shi£t 

£rom a broken mirror to '"autumn wind," "mountain,'" and 

"clouds'"? What do these things have to do with the broken 

mirror? However, with the semiotic model, we are able 

to make a coherent sense out o£ this poem and are able to 

answer all the above questions. 

'"To Be Sent Far Away" 

(Chi yUan) 

(Form: chUeh-chU heptasyllabic meter) 

The mountain in £ront, remote, merges 

with blue clouds. 

In the clear evening, the sound o£ '"White 

Snow.'" 

I hope to send my distant longing 

by the moon, 
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The sun sets by the river, it starts 

to rain, rain. (FCWC:83) 

According to its title, this is a poem to be sent 

to some distant person to express the speaker's longing £or 

him or her. The third line o£ the discourse, however, 

states that the speaker hopes to send his longing ~ the 

~. This means that the title and the third line 

contemplate di££erent media £or transmitting the message. 

How can this shi£t o£ thought be uni£ied in the conveyance 

o£ the poetic theme? Next, the moon is so £ar away and, as 

a nonhuman obJect, so questionable a channel o£ communica

tion, how can the speaker rely on it £or the delivery o£ 

his message? Furthermore, in this poem, only the third 

line expresses the emotion o£ longing explicitly; other 

lines merely conJure up natural images. However, these 

images appear to be so remote £rom the £eeling o£ longing. 

how can they be associated with the latter? 

In order to solve the pragmatic problems con

£ronting us in the initial reading, we need to look at the 

discourse semiotically in the retroactive reading_ First, 

we should remember that a poetic text is o£ten connected 

with other texts and that we can generate the meaning o£ 

the poem in question by situating its text among the actual 

and possible texts to which it can be linked. This semiotic 

view is help£ul to us in unraveling the duplicity with 

regard to the communication o£ £eeling through the moon. 
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In a fu poem written earlier by Hsieh Chuang (421-466) 

entitled "The Moon" (YUeh fu)4 an utterance says that 

"Those who are separated by a thousand miles share the same 

moon." Since the moon is claimed in this fu poem to be 

something that can be shared by people separated by a long 

distance, the poet in the poem under study considers it as 

a medium through which his feeling can be conveyed to 

someone else far away. Thus, our knowledge of Hsieh 

Chuang's earlier text leads us to the solution of one of 

the problems arising in the heuristic reading. 

To understand the connection between the natural 

images that initially appeared irrelevant to the emotion of 

craving we have to seek clues that will guide us beyond 

what is said by the purely linguistic text. In the first 

line of the poem p although the word ··mountain" literally 

constitutes an element of a natural scene, nonetheless it 

presents the image of an obstacle that separates people. 

The phrase "in front," in addition to its lit.eral sense, 

further intensifies the sense of a barrier lying in front 

of the speaker preventing him from setting out to visit 

the other person on the other side:.. of the "mountain," or, 

semiotically, at another place. And the word "remote," 

besides describing the distance of the referential "moun

tain," also emphasizes the remoteness of the other person's 

4. See Wen-hsUan 13.179-181. 
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location. Unable to see the absent one in person due to 

the obstacle, the speaker starts to look for some way to 

convey his yearning--he plans to watch the moon in the 

evening, hopefully at the same time as the other person, 

so that he can convey his feelings through the common 

JRedium <Hence, line three, ""I hope to send my distant 

longing by the moon ... > This plan seems to be feasible as 

suggested by natural images: the ""blue clouds"' <line one> 

foretell good weather; instead of being windy, the evening 

is so calm, so quiet that even the tune .. White Snow .. can be 

heard <line two>. All these images are signs promising a 

fine evening; therefore, the speaker looks forward to 

seeing the moon. 

Unfortunately, however, when .. the sun sets by the 

river,·· ""it starts to rain, rain"" <line four>. Here the 

""river"' literally refers to part of the natural scene, but 

also induces the image of a barrier obstructing a reunion; 

the ""rain"" although mimetically representing a natural 

phenomenon that handicaps the appearance of the moon, 

prefigures the frustration in the speaker's attempt. The 

frustration, as shown in the Chinese text, is italicized by 

the last three words, ~ fei-fei of the fourth line. The 

first of these words is the word for rain; the second and 

the third words contain the same element, which, in 

conJunction with the phonetic element fei ~~ , means 

""rain heavily. •• The succession of the two words £ei £ei <1=/ -- .I I! 
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·J~ provides a phonic pattern that reinforces the lexical 

meaning. Thus, the phrase ~ fei fei gives an impression 

o£ the rain falling harder and harder, unceasingly. 

Interpreted mimetically, this poem was discon

certing at some points. But when we situated its text with 

another related text and reviewed it from a semiotic 

approach, we immediately discovered a thread connecting all 

its parts with its central theme--thinking of a beloved one 

at a remote place. Finally, since the speaker's attempt to 

"send his longing by the moon" £ail, he ends up sending 

this poem instead. Thus, we answered the question raised 

in the beginning, namely, why there is a shift of medium 

from the moon in the third line to the poem in the title. 

•• In Ch' i-an ChUn: A Chance Theme·· 

<Ch'i-an chUn-chung ~-t'i> 

<Form: chUeh-chU heptasyllabic meter> 

<Poem I> 

The setting sun two rods above the creek bridge; 

A half thread of light smoke amidst the willow shadows. 

How many green lotuses leaning on each other in sorrow, 

Suddenly all turn their backs against the west wind. 

<FCWC:47> 

This is the first of two poems under the title .. In 

Ch' i-an ChUn: A Chance Theme.·· It appears to be a simple 
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description o£ nature, devoid o£ any human elements. that 

came to the poet's notice quite by chance. But i£ one 

attempts to read it purely as such, difficulties arise with 

the final couplet: the inanimate green lotuses, endowed 

with human attributes~ .. turn their backs against the west 

wind" in sorrow. The ungrammaticalities resulting from the 

unexpected collocation o£ inanimate obJects and human 

qualities puzzle us. Why does the poem suddenly shift from 

inanimate nature to something mixed with animate character

istics? Why are the lotus flowers infused with human 

attributes? Why are they sad? What does "turn their backs 

against the west wind" mean in relation to their being 

sorrowful? How do the last two lines relate to the first 

two lines? These syntactic questions, which are too 

palpable to be ignored, cause us to suspect that this poem 

should not be read solely as a direct reference to inani

mate nature, and that, to make sense out o£ the poem, we 

should seek a higher level o£ meaning where a coherent 

sense may be identified. Thus, the obstacles we encounter 

in the initi~l reading become the key to a new reading. 

In the retroactive reading, we review all aspects 

of the poem, checking them against our literary competence. 

which includes our familiarity with the descriptive 

systems, themes, codes, etc •• existing in Chinese poetry, 

as well as other texts related to the poem under considera

tion. At a higher level, the images "setting sun," 
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"creek," and "willow" are often used to describe natural 

scenery in poems of parting. Examples of such usages have 

been cited earlier, and hence need no elaboration. Their 

existence in the present poem permits us to assume that 

this is also a poem on parting. Based on this assumption, 

the first two lines "The setting sun two rods above the 

creek bridge; / A half thread of light smoke amidst the 

willow shadows" may be regarded as a scene suggesting 

parting. The lotuses in the third line may be taken as a 

metaphor for a pair of lovers, while the phrase "leaning on 

each other in sorrow" in the same line may now be under

stood as lovers embracing each other before parting. The 

phrase "west wind" in the last line may be taken to mean a 

third party trying to disrupt the relationship between the 

lovers. The whole of the last line, "Suddenly all turn 

their backs against the west wind," may now be read as an 

angry reaction to the intrusion of the third party. In 

this second decoding, the individual items in the poem, 

which in the first reading seemed to be incompatible or 

ungrammatical, can now be understood as being consistent 

and coherent with the theme of parting. This is another 

example of the semiotic process, which integrates signs 

from the mimetic (literal> level into the higher (semiotic) 

level of significance. Specifically, such expressions as 

"setting sun," "creek," "willow," "lotuses," "west wind," 

etc., stand for something more then simple, natural 
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realities. When associated with the Chinese poetic 

tradition, and then with poems of parting, their underlying 

poetic unity emerges into view, and resolves all the 

puzzles encountered in the initial reading_ 

The unity of this poem--the theme of parting--may 

be observed in the syntactic movement of the discourse. 

The first line calls up a distant scene, represented by 

"setting sun," "creek bridge," "light smoke" and ··willow 

shadows." This scene may be looked upon as a physical 

composition of inanimate obJects, but it may also be 

regarded as a symbolic scene of parting_ Then in the 

second couplet, the focus shifts to the foreground. Here 

the lotus stalks lean against each other in a still pond, 

but a sudden breeze sweeps over them, turning their 

leaves away. In this scene, the poetic discourse claims 

attention because of the color and the sudden movement of 

the lotuses. And it gains new significance by the attri

bution of human feeling and emotional energy to the 

lotuses, which symbolize the lovers. The bending of the 

lotuses like lovers embracing each other and reluctant to 

separate, and the sudden movement of the lotuses away from 

the intruding west wind are entirely consistent with 

the sense of parting which is implied in the first coup

let. 

This poem is annotated in Chou Hsi-fu's Tu Mu 

shih-hstlan (pp. 105-106). Unfortunately Chou's analysis ~s 



far from complete. He concludes that this poem is a 

description of a twilight scene in Huang-kang and an 

expression of the poet's depressed feelings. And when 

referring to the second couplet, "How many green lotuses 

leaning on each other in sorrow / Suddenly all turn 

their backs against the west wind,'" he takes it as a 

personal lament for his advancing years and thwarted 
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ambitions. This interpretation is not convincing. If" the 

poem only involves the feelings of one individual, the 

poet, why does the third line ··How many green lotuses 

leaning on each other in sorrow" suggest that more than one 

person is involved? Moreover, the last line also suggests 

the same: "Suddenly all turn their backs against the west 

wind." Chou's contention that the poet is grieving f"or 

his lost youth draws some support from the image of the 

"setting sun," but how can "creek bridge,·· "light smoke," 

and "willow shadows" relate to one's advancing years? None 

of these images can be made to fit Chou's interpretation. 

This poem has also been translated into English. as 

shown below, by A. C. Graham in his Poems of the Late T'ang 

(p. 135): 

The setting sun is two rods high on the bridge 

over the brook, 

Light floss of" mist curls half" way up from 

the shadows of the willows. 



So many green lotus-stalks lean on each other 

yearning! 
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For an instant they turn their heads to the West 

wind behind them. 

However, Graham's translation raises similar questions. 

Here, without some indication of the poetic theme, it is 

hard to understand what "yearning" means: why are the 

lotus-stalks yearning? What are they yearning for? 

Moreover, how should we relate the lotus-stalks to the west 

wind? The last line of his translation is especially 

perplexing: "For an instant they turn their heads to the 

West wind behind them." Graham adds in a note: "the 

lotuses, like the poet, look toward the sunset and Ch'ang

an." Apparently infl',enced by traditional Chinese cri

ticism, which tends to read every poem allegorically, he 

has had the lotuses turn toward instead of away from the 

west wind, and thus he has concluded that the lotuses "look 

toward the sunset," and also westward toward Ch'ang-an. 

However, according to the poetic discourse, the lotus 

flowers turn away from the west wind, and consequently face 

the east. 

These readings of this poem by Chou and Graham both 

fail to meet the test of a unified structure, in which all 

the parts are in total agreement and united to advance a 

common theme. The semiotic model which we have used has, 

on the other hand, made a coherent reading possible. 
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Poems on Landscape and Nature 

Elements o£ landscape and nature are o£ten en

countered in poems o£ parting, historical contemplations, 

or poems on other themes. In such poems, however, these 

elements are o£ten emblematic o£ things in the human 

world. As such, they function symbolically to develop and 

advance the poetic theme. For example, a poem of parting 

may evoke a sense o£ sorrow by a symbolic landscape 

representing the scene o£ parting or by the imagined 

physical features of the destination or places the de-

parting person will pass enroute. And a poem of historical 

contemplation may evoke a bygone golden age by re£erence to 

natural features at a desolate historical site. At any 

rate, these elements are secondary to the main focus of the 

poem; they generally occur in the opening lines, and are 

£ollowed by a discourse of human events or £eelin9s, to 

which they are related in some way. Furthermore, they are 

seldom detailed depictions o£ a· given scene or place. 

Landscape and nature poems, on the other hand, are 

those which embody a more meticulous, concentrated descrip

tion o£ what the poet actually observes outdoors. In this 

regard, we may recall T'ao Ch'ien (365-427), Hsieh Ling-yUn 

(385-433), and Wang Wei (699-759), three individuals 

especially noted £or their poetry of this kind. Yet Tu 

Mu's landscape and nature poetry di£fers in key respects 

from that o£ his predecessors who established or followed 
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the eremitic tradition. T'ao Ch'ien often evokes the 

benignancy of nature and the JOy of the simple rural life 

at his country retreat. Wang Wei's natural world is 

usually one of tranquility and rustic simplicity in which 

he is totally submerged. 5 His landscape poems often reveal 

a broad, generalized view of nature, which seldom contains 

anything particularly stirring. And Hsieh Ling-yUn. a 

devout Buddhist believing in the association of landscape 

with enlightenment, often climbed high mountains, pene-

trated deep forests, and roamed among rivers and lakes to 

seek out the wonders of untamed nature. His poems often 

contain lush and diffuse descriptions of natural splendors 

and often conclude with a philosophical note intended to 

"enlighten" the reader. These individual character-

istics can be illustrated as follows: 

"Home to Farm" 

(Kuei t'ien-yUan chU) 

by T'ao Ch'ien 

(First o:f :five) 

Out of tune with the crowd since young; 

My instinct: love of mountains. 

Chance mistake: fall into world's net. 

One fall costs thirty long years. 

Caged birds miss their home forest. 

5. Such a world achieves what Wang Kuo-wei (11361:1> 
calls "selflessness." 



Pooled fish long for the deep. 

I till the waste on the south side. 

Still unhewn. I return to my farm. 

Circling my house, some acres of land. 

Thatched houses, eight or nine. 

Elms, willows shade the rear eaves. 

Peach, plum line out the front hall. 

Hardly visible. distant villages. 

Cloud-soft, smoke from hamlets. 

Dogs bark in deep lanes. 

Cocks crow above mulberries. 

My house: not a speck of dust. 

Empty rooms: much quiet leisure. 

Too long in the shut cage. 

Now given to return to nature. 6 

"Passing the Temple of Teeming Fragrance·· 

(Kuo Hsiang-chi ~) 

by Wang Wei 

Where is the temple of teeming fragrance? 

Miles and miles into cloud-peaks. 

Ancient trees: no man's path. 

Deep in the mountains: where, this bell? 

Fountain sob. swallowing perilous rocks. 

Sun's color chills green pines. 

6. Quoted from Yip 1976:219. 
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Dusk. At an empty pool's bend. 

Meditation exorcises heart's virulent dragon. 7 

"Scene from South Hill to North Hill 

Passing the Lake ...... 

(Ytl Nan-shan wang Pei-shan 

ching hu-chung chan-t'iao) 

by Hsieh Ling-yUn 

Dawn: o££ £rom the south cli££. 

Sundown: rest on the north peak. 

Boat le£t ashore, to pore into 

distant islands. 

Sta££ laid aside, to lean on a 

thick pine. 

Sidepaths lean and long. 

Round islets bright and clear. 

Looking down: tips o£ tall trees. 

Harkening above: water rushes £rom 

large valleys. 

A crisscross rock splits the stream. 

A dense £orest blocks all paths. 

Sky thaws: thundering rains: how 

about them? 

Vegetation rises up in profusion. 

7. Quoted from Yip 1976:256. 
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First bamboo-shoots wrapped in 

green sheaths. 

New reeds hold purple £lu££s. 

Seagulls sport on spring shores. 

Pheasants play in mild winds. 

Cherish Trans£ormation: mind will 

be unbound. 

Embrace things: love will deepen. 

One need not regret that men o£ past 

are distant. 

Sad it is to £ind no one o£ like mind. 

To roam alone is not emotional relie£: 

Appreciation now abandoned--cosmic 

scheme: who knows1 8 
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T'ao Ch'ien, Wang Wei, and Hsieh Ling-yUn had been 

in£luenced by Taoist concepts regarding the unity o£ all 

li£e in the universe and man's submission to nature or by 

Buddhist teachings emphasizing the search £or enlighten

ment. The acceptance o£ these Taoist concepts or a belie£ 

in Buddhist teachings £requently led to a retreat to 

nature. Even Con£ucianism, in which Tu Mu was steeped, 

8. Quoted £rom Yip 1976:190-191. 
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exalted a simple life9 and encouraged retirement from human 

society in times of turmoil or political misrule. 10 But Tu 

Mu never became a hermit. Perhaps this may be partly 

attributed to his sense of responsibility for the support 

of his family as well as the families of his brothers and 

sister. The most important reason is. however. linked to 

his family background. Coming from a family known for its 

distinguished government service. feeling ~bligated to 

continue the family tradition, he aspired to a brilliant 

official career. Therefore p even when he was alarmed by 

the factional struggles at court, he did not retire but 

only requested transfer to regional offices. 11 .It might 

have sometimes occurred to him that he should retreat to 

the mountains. but he responded. "People say it's better to 

9. For example, Confucius praised his pupil Yen 
Hui. a poor scholar of unquestioned integrity. for being 
able to subsist on "a handful of rice to eat, a gourdful of 
water to drink, living in a dilapidated alley. to show at 
the same time cheerfulness of disposition." (Lun-y& 6.58; 
translation quoted from Waley 1938:117-118). 

10. For example, The Analects also applauds Po-yi 
and Shu-ch'i, two brothers who fled to the mountains to 
live on thorn-ferns rather than eat the grains of the new 
dynasty of Chou. They later sta~ved to death. See Lun-yll 
18.187. 

11. His poems ooLi Kan shih" (FCIIJC: 10-11>, "Chtln
chai tu-cho" (~:7), and ,oHsin-chuan ~-ts'ao ••• 00 

(FCWC:52) reflect the unsettled conditions of the times 
and his requests for transfer to Lo-yang and Hu-chou. 
And in the second poem, he clearly states that the reason 
why he did not go into seclusion was that he wanted to help 
the empereor to educate the people, regain lost territo
ries, and improve the common welfare. 
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return to the green hill; I How many have ever really 

done s01"12 

As a secular poet. Tu Mu's landscape poems do not 

derive from a purposeful search for scenic wonders or 

mountain fastnesses. Although he sometimes visited famous 

scenic spots, his landscapes usually arise from chance 

observatiQns. And, unlike Hsieh Ling-yUn, he did not lodge 

any calculated philosophical meanings in the poetic 

discourse. Even when he tries to convey a certain feeling, 

it is usually subtle and implicit. He treated landscape 

and nature, not because he was looking for enlighten-

ment, but because he was fascinated by the JOYs of nature 

that are fleeting and ephemeral, as he says in the poem "An 

Invitation to the Candidate Li Ying " . . . .. . 
"Seize the moment. enJoy life." 

yet already the moment's gone. 

"Facing wine, one should sing," 

but no song will come out. 

Look at the duckweeds--

they're about to bud. 

Brave the snow, come visit by boat--

more worthy than a stroll. (FCWC:61) 

12. See his poem "Reflections on Tzu-ko Mountain" 
(Huai Tzu-ko shan) in FCSPY:324. 
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Tu Mu is also di££erent £rom T'ao Ch'ien and Wang 

Although sometimes he also deals with the less 

specialized aspects of nature, the more generalized view, 

as in the following poem: 

"An Autumn Scene in Ch' ang-an•• 

<Ch'ang-~ ch'iu-wang> 

The tower soars above the frosted trees: 

In the mirror-like sky, no traces of cloud. 

South Mountain and the autumn view 

Exalt each other in spirit and aspect. 

<FCWC:36> 

he o£ten concentrates on something that strikes him as 

particularly appealing, and he often singles out specific 

subJects for the titles of his poetic compositions. 

we see poems such as the following: 

"The Crane"" 

<Ho> 

Thus, 

With a pure note he welcomes the evening moon, 

With sad thoughts he stands on cold bulrush. 

Red head and cheeks like Hsi Shih's; 

Frosty £eathers and beard all white like the Four 

Venerable Old Men's. 

Beneath Jasper clouds, moving and stopping 

restlessly; 

To him the spirit of the white egret is coarse. 

All day long without the companionship o£ a £lock, 
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By the side o£ the gully he laments his shadow's 

solitude. <FCWC:57)13 

..Egrets .. 

Snowy cloaks, snowy crests, and blue-Jade beaks, 

In flocks they hunt for £ish, their reflections 

in the creek. 

Startled, they fly afar, casting shadows on 

the green mountain, 

Like all the blossoms of a pear-tree 

falling off in the evening breeze. 

<FCWC:58>14 

Tu Mu is also different £rom T'ao Ch'ien and Wang 

Wei in that his landscape poems seldom show him totally 

submerged in nature. Even in a poem where he does not 

mention a single human being but concentrates exclusively 

on the natural scene, we can almost hear a voice secretly 

directing us to a fascinating movement or being in nature 

which otherwise would not have caught our attention. An 

example can be found in the following poem: 

"In Ch' i-an Chtln: A Chance Theme·· 

13. The translation is that by John M. Ortinau in 
Liu & Lo 1975:239. 

14. The translation is that by Irving Y. Lo <Liu & 
Lo 1975:239>, although I have made changes in line 4. 



(First of two) 

The setting sun two rods above the creek bridge; 

Hal£ thread of light smoke amidst the willow 

shadows. 

How many green lotuses leaning on each other in 

sorrow~ 
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Suddenly all turn their backs against the west wind. 

This poem seems to define a "selfless" world. yet here, 

too~ we sense a person calling our attention to the sudden 

movement of the green lotuses which were originally resting 

quietly in a serene surrounding. Perhaps because he 

focuses on the small and subtle aspects of nature~ he 

frequently takes notice of movement~ the active elements, 

which can be found in such poems as "Egrets" and "In 

Ch'i-an ChUn: A Chance Theme." In addition~ he often 

calls our attention to natural colors~ the reds~ whites, 

blues~ and greens~ as in "The Crane." "Egrets~" and "In 

Ch'i-an ChUn: A Chance Theme." An even more striking 

example is the use of color in the following poem: 

"Wild Pomegranates" 

(Shan shih-liu) 

Wild pomegranates glow like fire on the 

small hill. 

Clustering and slender; enchanting and 

unrestrained. 
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The one on the Jade hairpin of the beauty, 

Almost sets her black chignon afire. (FCWC:55) 

A more detailed examination of his poems belonging 

to the landscape and nature genre will focus on several 

poems which are among his best of this kind. 

"Spring in Chiang-nan: A Quatrain" 

(Chiang-~ ch'un chlleh-chU) 

(Form: chlleh-chll heptasyllabic meter) 

Over a thousand leagues the orioles sing, 

red glows upon green. 

Villages by the river. towns in the mountain, 

wine shop banners in the wind. 

Southern Dynasties: four hundred and eighty 

IIIonasteries; 

How many towers. balconies loom in the misty 

rain?! (FCWC:44) 

This whole poem depicts the spring scenery in 

Chiang-nan. the region south of the Yangtze River. But in 

the initial reading we are struck by an obvious contrast 

between the scenes described in the first and the second 

halves of the poem. In line one of the first couplet. the 

utterance "a thousand leagues" is a large number figura

tively indicating the vastness of the Chiang-nan region 

permeated with the breath of spring. The remainder of this 

line consists of two Juxtaposed clauses: "The orioles 

sing"' and "Red glows upon green.·o In the first clause. 
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"orioles" presents a merry visual image which is accom

panied by delight:ful music represented by the word "sing." 

The musical e:f:fect o:f the birds' singing is strengthened by 

the sound o:f the word t'i, which, according to its T'ang 

pronunciation Id'ili/, has a long, resonant level tone. In 

the second clause, "red" and "green" are metonyms (using 

one word :for another that it suggests) o:f trees and 

:flowers, which are not only beauti:ful, but also emit 

fragrant odors. Therefore, the clause "Red glows upon 

green" induces charming visual as well as pleasant ol:fac

tory images of springtime. Furthermore, the color word 

hung (red), pronounced IruJI in T'ang times, has a sonorous 

nasal-final sound and a prolonged resonant level tone. 

These qualities add a lingering musical e:ffect to the scene 

depicted, which with the fragrant air, combine to create a 

delight:ful spring atmosphere. 

In the second line, the word ·'river" of the phrase 

"villages by the river" and the word "mountain" o:f the 

phrase .. towns in the mountain" are matched to :form a 

conventional static scene. The next utterance "wine shop 

banners in the wind" presents a visual image o:f the wine 

shop and its streamers. Furthermore, the transformed pre

dicate :feng (a noun used as a verb) ":flutter in the wind" 

lends the scene a sense o:f motion, produces sound, and 

carries the :fragrant smell o:f wine upon the air. 
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While the first half of the poem (lines one and 

two) intimates a delightful scene full of life and spirit, 

the second half (lines three and four) displays lifeless 

buildings looming in a hazy, gloomy atmosphere. Does this 

peculiarity in semantics and syntactics mean anything in 

relation to the poetic theme? If so, what does it spe

cify? 

The semantic and syntactic contrast is accompanied 

by phonic inconsistency. That is, although the first 

couplet adheres to the prescribed tonal distribution, the 

second couplet harbors some deviances. This is an "obli

que-tone starting, level-tone rhyme, first line rhyming" 

heptasyllabic qUatrain. In the third line, the words in 

the fifth and sixth positions are required to be in the 

level tone. But the words we actually have, Ip~tl <~ 

"eight") and I=fJepl (shih "ten"), are in the oblique tone. 

In other words, in the even-number positions only one is 

occupied by a level-tone word, thus producing an irregu

larity called kU-I'2'ing "lone even." Although this irreg

ularity is compensated by the level-tone word I?itnl <yen 

"mist") in the fifth position of line four, for which an 

oblique-tone word could otherwise have been used, the 

deviance results in the extraordinary third line. wherein 

the last five words are all in the oblique tone. Another 

irregularity is also found in this same line: the fourth. 

fifth. and sixth words, Ipvkl (pai "hundred"). Ip~tl (~ 



"eight"), and If=Jepl (shih .. ten"), all have a final 

stop, Ikl, Itl, or /p/, which suggests gloom or depres

sion. 15 How should we account for these unusual phonic 

features? 
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The clues lie in the historical implication 

embodied in the term Southern Dynasties. This term alludes 

to Sung (420-478), Ch'i (479-501), Liang (502-556), and 

Ch'en (557-588). With their capitals located at 

Chin-ling (today's Nanking) in the region of Chiang-nan, 

these four dynasties were noted for the flourishing of 

Buddhism. All their rulers, it is said,16 were Buddhist 

votaries and subsidized the building of many monasteries in 

the hope that Buddha would protect their political 

positions. However, these dynasties all proved to be 

short-lived. With this understanding, we may conclude that 

the third line, "Southern Dynasties: four hundred and 

eighty monasteries," operates on two levels. On one level, 

it portrays buildings which constitute part of the spring 

scenery. On a deeper level, by mentioning the building 

alone, it implies the perishing of the human spirit: the 

four dynasties are all gone; only the monasteries are left 

behind. Likewise, the fourth line, "How many towers, 

balconies loom in the misty rain," means more than it 

15. Huang Yung-wu 19760:184. 

16. See Teng To 1958:82. 
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literally says. Apparently referring to the physical 

buildings of towers and balconies, this utterance seems to 

point up the irony that so many shrines which in the past 

were so enthusiastically cared for are now left in a 

desolate state. Reading the whole poem in this context, we 

immediately discover the significance represented by the 

semantic and syntactic differences between the first and 

the second couplets: while the images conJured up in the 

first couplet signify the life and spirit of the current 

state, those displayed in the second couplet connote the 

death of past reigns. On the same ground, the first 

couplet's conformity with the prescribed tonal distribution 

implies the existence of the normal order of the current 

regime, whereas the irregular phonic pattern in the 

second couplet signals the collapse of the normal order 

of previous dynasties, i.e., the downfall of Southern 

Dynasties. As for the final stops that occur in a row of 

three consecutive words, /p~k/, /p~t/, and /~Jep/, in the 

third line, which intimate a scene of depress-

ion, they can be interpreted as apt signs to lament the 

destruction of the four dynasties. 

Treated on the mimetical level as a pure des

cription of spring scenery in Chiang-nan, this poem 

initially appears to be inconsistent phonically as well as 

semantically and syntactically. However, reviewed from a 

historical perspective in the retroactive reading, the 
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discourse unfolds itself as an organic whole: it strikes a 

balance between two opposing tendencies. In the first 

couplet_ there is life and motion; in the second, stillness 

and death. Hence, this poem possesses a palpable aura of 

tension between its two maJor components resulting from the 

contrasting features. 

"Climbing the Heights of Mt. Ch'i 

on the Ninth Day" 

(Chiu-Jih Ch'i-shan teng-kao) 

(Form: ~-shih heptasyllabic meter) 

The river embraces autumn shadows, 

and wild geese begin to arrive. 

Clasping the wine-pot_ I ascend 

the green hill with guests. 

In the dusty world it's hard to find 

an open-mouthed laugh. 

Before returning, we must put 

chrysanthemums allover our heads. 

Let's Just get drunk to match 

the auspicious day; 

No need to climb a height and lament 

the setting rays. 

The past went away, the present came along-

it's been always like this; 
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Why should one alone wet his robe with tears 

on Bovine Hill? (FCWC:46) 

Mt. Ch'i in the title of this poem is located 

southeast of today's Kuei-ch'ih, Anhwei province. As 

mentioned in Chapter 2, from 844 to 846 Tu Mu served as 

prefect of Ch'ih-chou with headquarters at Kuei-ch'ih. 

Therefore we know that this poem was written sometime 

during this period. 

The reference to climbing the heights on the ninth 

day in the title of the poem, along with several expres-

sions in the text, such as "autumn shadows," "chrysan-

themums," and .. the auspicious day," bespeak the occasion of 

this poem as the festival of the Double Ninth, September 9 

of the lunar calendar, which falls in autumn. Our assump-

tion is derived from the account of the origin of the 

Double Ninth festival as explained by Wu ChUn (469-520) in 

his HsU Ch'i-hsieh chi, which states: 

Huan Ching of Ju-nan was a companion of Fei 
Chang-fang in his studies for many years. Chang
fang once said to him: "On the ninth day of the 
ninth month there will be a great disaster in your 
household. You should hurry and order the persons 
of your household each to make red bags, fill them 
with dogwood, and hang them on their arms. If you 
climb a hill and drink chrysan themum wine, this 
disaster can be avoided." Ching did as he said, 
and with all his household climbed a hill. In the 
evening they returned home and saw that the fowls 
and dogs, the oxen and sheep had died violently, 
all at once. Chang-fang said: "They took your 
place." This is why men of the present day on the 
Ninth Day always climb a hill and drink chrysanthe-
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mum wine, and the women carry dogwood bags. 17 

Wu ChUn's account establishes the date o£ the £estival and 

all the basic associations o£ the Double Ninth--the 

climbing o£ a height, the drinking o£ chrysanthemum wine, 

both o£ which are re£erred to by Tu Mu in the poem we are 

studying, as well as the dogwood and the idea o£ the 

preservation o£ 1i£e (Davis 1968:45). 

The £irst couplet of the poem un£olds a scene 

typical o£ the Double Ninth and shows the poet doing what 

people usually do on this occasion. Yet the second, third, 

and £ourth couplets each strike us with an unexpected mode 

o£ thought. According to custom, chrysanthemums were 

supposed to be used to £lavor wine which would dispell the 

bad luck o£ death. They would be used £or ornamental 

purposes as well, but by women rather than men. However, 

in the second couplet Tu Mu, a male poet, indicates that 

he should "put chrysanthemums allover his head." 

The deviation in the third couplet has to do with 

the traditional treatment o£ the Double Ninth in Chinese 

poetry. In the poems written on this occasion by poets 

be£ore Tu Mu's time, we see, among other things, a par

ticular theme which occurs again and again--the theme o£ 

lament £or the passage o£ time. For example, the utter

ances which are preceded by an asterisk in the £o!!owing 

17. Quoted £rom Davis 1968:45. 
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poems express regret for the brevity of life, a desire to 

arrest the passage of time, or sorrow for man's aging 

and physical decline: 18 

"Living in Retirement on the Ninth Day" 

by T'ao Ch'ien 

*Life is short but desires are always many: 

-We men delight in living long. 

-The day and month come at due time. 

Every common man delights in the day's name. 

The dews are chill, the genial breezes cease: 

In the clear air the heavenly signs are bright. 

*Of the departed swallows not a shadow remains, 

From the arriving geese there is abundance of 

noiae. 

-Wine can drive out manifold cares, 

-Chrysanthemums may arrest declining years. 

How is it with the rustic hut scholar? 

-In want, he watches the season passing. 

The dusty cup shames the empty wine-Jar: 

The cold flowers vainly display themselves. 

AdJusting my robe, alone I sing a song at leisure: 

In my brooding arise deep feelings. 

18. The Chinese texts of these poems are available 
in Davis 1968:45-64. The translation of these poems are by 
Davis. 



At rest, truly there are many JOys: 

My lingering is surely not without achievement? 

"The Ninth Day o£ the Ninth Month 

o£ the Year Chi-yu [Oct. 3, 409J" 

(Chi-:'i.!:!., sui chiu-ytJeh chiu-llh> 

by T'ao Ch'ien 

Slowly the autumn has come to its close; 

Chilly the wind and dew mingle. 

-The creeping plants no longer £1ower, 

*The garden trees, bare, have lost their leaves. 

The clear air is cleansed o£ the last murkiness. 

Dimly seen, the bounds o£ heaven are high. 

-0£ the sad cicada there is no lingering sound, 

But £locking geese cry among the clouds. 
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Ten thousand trans£ormations £ollow on one another: 

*Man's li£e, how should it not be laborious? 

-From o£ old all have had to die: 

*When I think o£ it, my heart within me burns. 

How shall I accord with my £ee1ings? 

With cloudy wine let me gladden mysel£. 

A thousand years I shall not know; 

*Let me with it prolong this morning. 

UA Poem £or K'ung, Presiding Minister 

o£ the Department o£ Ministries" 



(Chiu-Jih ts'ung Sung-kung hsi-~-t'ai 

chi sung K'ung-ling shih) 

by Hsieh Chan (387-421) 
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When the wind comes, winter clothes are given out: 

When the frost descends, all crafts are stopped. 

-From the luxuriant wood are taken its summer 

colors; 

-In the close-growing garden thinned are the flower 

clumps. 

Nesting in the tent, there remain no swallows: 

Flying along the islets, there are arriving geese. 

Light clouds cover the autumn sun, 

A rushing autumn wind reaches the blue sky. 

The Saintly Man's heart delights in the fair season: 

Setting in motion his carriage bells. he comes to 

the traveling palace. 

The mats on every side are wet with fragrant wine; 

In the central hall there arises the sound of the 

lute. 

-The sun's light hurries to its western limit; 

-While JOy abounds, the banquet has its end. 

He must go, the guest who is returning home! 

Nourishing his original nature, he will achieve a 

proper end. 

At the water's edge I grieve not to follow: 

My festive heart sighs for the flying down. 



"The Ninth Day in Ch'tJ-chiang" 

(Chiu-Jih Ch'tJ-chiang) 

by Tu Fu 
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We put together our mats, while the dogwood is £air: 

We set drifting our boats, while the lotus withers. 

*Of my hundred years' autumns half are already past; 

*The Ninth Day's thoughts are doubly sad. 

The River's waters in this clear spring's curving, 

Ching-men on this road I seem to see. 

*Of late my high spirits have failed, 

*And I am troubled by chrysanthemum time. 

"At Ts'ui's Estate in Lan-t'ien 

on the Ninth Day" 

(Chiu-~ Lan-t'ien Ts'ui-shih chuang) 

by iu Fu 

Although, aging, I grieve at autumn, I forced 

myself to be easy, 

And gladly came this day to taste your pleasures to 

the full. 

*I should be ashamed, with my short hair, if atill 

my hat should blow away, 

And laughingly I trouble a companion to set it 

straight for me. 

Lan River from afar through a thousand gullies 

falls: 
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VU-sh~n, rising as high as the twin peaks, is cold. 

*Next year for this gathering who will be hale? 

Drunk, I take the dogwood and peer at it closely. 

"Double Ninth" 

(Ch'ung-chiu) 

by Po ChU-i 

Last year I climbed the heights to the north of 

Ch'i-hsien, 

Today I am again on the banks of the Fu River. 

*Sadly I face my white hairs' inevitability, 

-With shame I see the yellow flowers' unlimited 

renewal. 

In the disorder of the times I am sad always 

to depend on others. 

When the feast is ended I still think on the events 

of these ten years, 

Heartbroken at the dust on the pure road to Li-shan. 

All the above poems express a nota of melancholy or a 

strong sense of despair in response to the Double Ninth. 

Vet Tu Mu deviates from this tradition and refuses to 

"lament the setting rays" in the third couplet. 

To understand the unexpected mode of thought in the 

fourth couplet we must be familiar with the story alluded 

to by the mention of "Bovine Hill" in the second line of 

this couplet. Included by Han Ving (b. ca. 157 B. C.) in 

his Han-shih wai-chuan (10.419), this story goes: 



Once Duke Ching o£ Ch'i (Ch'i Ching-kung_ 7th 
century B. C.) took an excursion to Bovine Hill [in 
today's Lin-tzu district_ Shantung province_ where 
was located the capital o£ the state o£ Ch'iJ. 
Gazing northward at the territory o£ Ch'i_ he 
sighed_ "What a magni£icent country! The trees 
are all so exuberant! I£ since antiquity humans 
had never had to die. why would I be willing to 
leave this world and go somewhere else?" Then he 
started to weep_ soaking his lapel with tears •••• 

Here we see the shedding o£ tears £or the £ear o£ death. 
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which later became a stereotyped response to the climbing 

o£ a height. But Tu Mu's poem deviates £rom this response 

by saying, "The past went away, the present came along--

it's been always like this; / Why should one alone wet his 

robe with tears on Bovine Hill?" 

Having discovered the above violations o£ the 

social or poetic norms in the initial reading, we are 

compelled to ask a pragmatic question: what do these 

deviations mean in relation to the poetic theme? In the 

retroactive reading we realize that the violation o£ the 

social norm embedded in the second couplet is intended to 

induce laughter, which would otherwise be hard to find. 

Nevertheless, this seems to suggest the pathos o£ the 

poem: i£ the poet had anything to be happy about, such 

desperate measures as bedecking his head with chrysan-

themums would not be necessary. A similar mood can also be 

detected in the violation o£ the poetic norm embodied in 

the third couplet. In these utterances even i£ Tu Mu tries 

to depart £rom the tradition and negates the need for 

people to regret the passage o£ time. their deteriorating 
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physical condition or thwarted political ambitions, 

his urge to "get drunk" discloses his attempt to forget 

things, and, hence, implies his despondence. Just as the 

third couplet couches a feeling opposite what is said 

literally, the fourth couplet contains an emotion quite 

contrary to what we read in the words. Although Tu Mu 

appears, in these lines, to be criticizing Duke Ching's 

lachrymose fear of .death, what is revealed is his own 

dismay. At the time of the writing of this poem, he had 

been stationed in the provinces, where he felt frustrated 

in his ambition to achieve a brilliant official career. 

The passing of time and the lack of official recognition 

must have stirred great anxiety in him. But even if he had 

cried out, the court would have ignored him. Since tears 

were useless, there was no need to lament his fate. Thus, 

the seemingly obJective suggestion--not to cry--pathe

tically points up a deep sense of despair. 

In this poem we see, in the beginning, a delightful 

scene on the Double Ninth. The anomalies that are lodged 

in the rest of the discourse also seem to express an 

open-minded, carefree attitude. However, a closer reading 

unveils a sense of despair that haunts the poetiC lines. 

Even the first line, which initially appears to present a 

Joyful picture, embodies a tone of sorrow. The word 

"autumn" signifies the passage of time, in opposition to 

the poet's unfulfilled ambition to serve the imperial 
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court. The "wild geese" which arrive again also pain:fully 

remind him o:f his separation :from home: while they are 

able to :fly :freely to the south when autumn comes, the poet 

is detained in Ch'ih-chou. not allowed to return to the 

capital. 

"Willows: A Quatrain" 

(Liu chUeh-chU) 

(Form: chUeh-chU heptasyllabic meter) 

Several willows have Just sprouted, 

their green shade is uniform. 

On the wind they lean in a posture 

as if charmed by the spring. 

Alas. my native land Fan-ch'uan

I was loath to leave it! 

The willows there must be hal:f-covering the village 

bridge. half-brushing the creek. (FCWC:56) 

In reading this poem, our attention is quickly 

caught by the phrase "green shade" in the first line. 

Normally the shade of' trees is described in terms o:f shape, 

size, or movement; but here it is given a color. Does this 

synesthesia (describing one kind o:f sensation in terms of 

another) contribute to the expression o:f the poetic theme 

at all? Also, why does the speaker mention his native land 

after describing the willows? How can these two apparently 

unrelated elements be linked to each other? 
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To answer these questions we must examine the image 

o£ willows in the Chinese poetic tradition. The willow is 

a common sight in the towns and villages o£ China. With 

its drooping branches and flying catkins, it enJoys 

£requent mention in poems o£ parting. An example can be 

£ound at the end o£ the £ollowing poem by Tu Mu: 

"Inscribed on Floating Cloud Temple, An-chou: 

Sent to Bureau Director Chang o£ Hu-chou" 

(T'i An-chou Fu-ytJn §§.1!. lou 

chi Hu-chou Chang lang-chung) 

Last summer, a£ter a £ew sprinkles, 

We leaned on the balustrades and talked. 

Where's the water gone today 

That once £lowed under the tower? 

My dolor grows deep as spring grass; 

Hopes are gone with the lonely geese. 

On the banks o£ Ch'u are countless willows-

Sorrows of parting as many as their catkins. 

(FCWC:15) 

The willow has been used as a symbol o£ parting 

since the times o£ the Book o£ Odes (1100-600 B.C.). For 

example, it £igures in the £ollowing poem: 

When we le£t 

The willows were lush; 

As we come back 

Snow is £alling. 
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We walk on the road slowly, 

We are thirsty, we are hungry. 

Our hearts are pained, 

No one knows our suffering. 19 

Here the willow marks the time when the speaker leaves 

home. Later, in the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-220 A.D.), it 

became customary for residents of the capital, Ch'ang-an. 

to accompany parting guests as far as Pa Bridge, when they 

broke off a willow branch as a farewell gift (Frankel 

1976:96). One possible reason for using the willow when 

taking leave of a friend is that its drooping branches were 

thought to resemble the hands of friends beckoning the 

traveler to return (Huang Yung-wu 1979:40-41). Another 

possible explanation for this practice is because the 

Chinese word for "willow," liu, is homonymous with liu "to 

keep, detain" (Frankel 1976:96). At any rate. ever since 

the Han Dynasty the willow and the bridge have become 

standard fixtures in poetry of parting. That being the 

case. it becomes clear that the willow in this poem is not 

Just an emblem of spring but a symbol of separation. 

specifically, the poet's separation from his home in 

Fan-ch'uan. This explains why the line "Alas. my native 

19. The Chinese text entitled "Ts'ai-wei" is 
available in Ma Ch'ih-ying 1971:245; English translation is 
quoted from Frankel 1976:95. 



land Fan-ch'uan--I was loath to leave it," follows the 

reference to willows. 
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The question about "green shade" is also related to 

the concept of separation. Although this poem ostensibly 

depicts beautiful willows, it also intimates a theme in the 

third line of the original in the phrase Fan-ch'uan hen 

"sorrow over Fan-ch'uan." If the willow reminds the poet 

of separation, "spring" and "green shade" make the pain 

even sharper. Spring is the season of growth; the willow 

begins to acquire new leaves at this time. However, this 

change in the natural world, although normally a welcome, 

Joyful time, only serves to deepen his grief, because it 

contrasts powerfully with his personal situation--another 

year has gone by, yet he is still far from home. Here the 

new willow leaves are enhanced by "green shade." As we 

said before, the shade cast by the tree is usually depicted 

in terms of its shape, size, or movement, but in this poem 

it is endowed with the color of green. This motivated de

viation from the reader's habitual mode of perception makes 

the green even more conspicuous--green, so green, even the 

shade of the tree is green. This overwhelming sense of 

green includes the willow, which, because of its symbolic 

significance, arouses a sense of sadness in the 

speaker. As the exuberant wiilows are exalted by the 

spring wind, they appear even more lovely, and contrary to 

expectation, cause the poet more pain. Their swinging 
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posture not only evokes his feelings of homesickness but 

also reminds him of the willows at home. And perhaps there 

is even some momentary confusion in his own mind: are the 

willows he sees in front of him those on the family estate 

in Fan-ch'uan? When he wakes from his bewilderment and 

realizes the cruel truth that he is not back home, he 

becomes even more depressed than before. This same process 

may recur again and again. Every time he looks at the 

green willows. they induce a sense of lon9ing for home and 

remind him of the reality of his being absent from Fan-

ch'uan. 

"An Excursion to the Mountains" 

(Shan-hsing) 

(Form: chlleh-chU heptasyllabic meter) 

Far up the chilly mountain a stony path slants; 

Nestled where white clouds rise is someone's house. 

I halt my carriage. enchanted by the tw1lit 

maple grove. 

Redder than March20 blossoms are the frosted 

leaves. (WC:322) 

The most conspicuous problem in this poem lies in 

the fourth line. "Redder than March blossoms are the 

frosted leaves." The word "frosted" in the phrase "frosted 

20. The term erh-yUeh refers to February in the 
tradition~l Chinese (lunar) calendar. which is about March 
in the Western (solar) calendar. 



leaves" creates an impression of white hoar frost. 

Consequently "frosted leaves·' is perceived as leaves 

covered with white frost. But in this line we are con-

fronted with the observation that the frosted leaves are 

red, so red as to be compared to red flowers. Our next 
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problem occurs in the third line of the Chinese text, 

T~ing-ch'e tso-ai feng-lin~. Here the phrase tso-ai 

literally means "sit and like." And if we .were to accept 

this sense, the whole line would mean lOr stop my carriage, 

sit and like the twilit maple grove." Nonetheless, inter

preted this way the poem would sound very prosaic. To 

unravel the syntactic puzzles involved here requires that 

we go beyond the text of the poem. 

In regard to "frosted leaves" we may assume that 

this phrase occurs in Tu Mu's poetry in the same time frame 

as another similar phrase, "frosted trees.·' The latter 

often appears in association with autumn. For example, in 

the following poem which contains this phrase, the time is 

specified by the phrases "autumn scene" in the title and 

"autumn view" in the third line: 

lOAn Autumn Scene in Ch'ang-an" 

(Ch'ang-~ ch'iu-wang) 

(Form: chUeh-chU pentasyllabic meter) 

The tower soars above the frosted trees; 

In the mirror-like sky, no trace of clouds. 

The Chung-nan Mountains and the autumn view 
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Exalt each other in spirit and aspect. (FCWC:36) 

I:f ":frosted leaves" is used in the same time :frame as 

":frosted trees," it should also be associated with autumn. 

This points to the time when maple leaves turn an exquisite 

red hue a:fter being stricken by the early :frost. Then we 

realize that what appears to be a palpable anomaly in the 

heuristic readi~g is actually an apt image. In fact, the 

:frosted leaves' being compared with March red flowers is 

Just a special way utilized by the poet to bring the maple 

leaves' brilliant color to the foreground. As mentioned 

earlier, in his landscape and nature poetry, Tu Mu o:ften 

stresses color and movement. What we have here is Just 

another example involving the former. 

As :for the problem involved in the Chinese phrase 

tso-ai, we suspected in the initial reading that in

terpreting it as "sit and like" might not suit the context 

o:f the whole poem. And indeed, the Grand Chinese Dic

tionary (Chung-wen ta tz'u-tien) de:fines this as "subse

quently became fond of" (v. 2:1164). This explication 

seems to be more fitting than the previous one in view of 

the significance Just derived from the phrase "frosted 

leaves." This will be clear i:f we re-examine the whole 

discourse. The first line "Far up the chilly mountain a 

stony path slants" evokes the sensation of a chilly, 

gloomy atmosphere with the phrases "far up the chilly 

mountain" and "stony path" which are linked to the ideas 
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o£ height and cold. The second line "Nestled where white 

clouds rise is someone's house" expands the e££ect by the 

images of white clouds and the lone house. The "twilight" 

in the third line also introduces the elements of gloom and 

darkness. In short, all the signs Just unveiled seem 

combined to ~resage an aura of desolation likely to depress 

the sightseer. But this is simply a background prepared 

for a special purpose. When the viewer stops his carriage. 

he sees a resplendent grove of maple trees. and he is 

immediately enchanted by the glowing leaves which are 

"redder than March blossoms." This is why "subsequently 

became fond o£" better catches the meaning ox the phrase 

tso-ai in the third line. 

Our initial reading of this poem was handicapped by 

the refusal o:f "frosted leaves" and tso-tl to yield any 

suitable literal sense. Nevertheless. our linking "frosted 

leaves" to Tu Mu's other poems on landscape and nature made 

us realize, in the retroactive reading, that this phrase 

embodies a key element which the poet attempts to highlight 

and that tso-ai should be interpreted as drawing attention 

to that element. 

"The Rear Pond in Ch'i-an ChUn: A Quatrain" 

(Ch'i-~ ~ hou-ch'ih chUeh-chU) 

(Form: chUeh-chU heptasyllabic meter) 



Water chesnuts poke through floating duckweed, 

greening the brocade pond. 

Summer orioles sing a thousand times, 

dallying with the roses. 

All day long. alone. I watch the drizzling rain; 

Mandarin ducks. facing each other, bathe their 

red gowns. (FCWC: 47) 
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This poem, while apparently describing a lovely 

scene, presents a mimetic hurdle in the third line of the 

original text, Chin-~ ~-Jen k'an wei-~. Because of the 

lack of grammatical particles to specify the relationships 

among the parts, this utterance may be cut into the two 

constituents Chin-~ and WU-Jen k'an wei-~ or the two 

constituents Chin-Jih ~-Jen and K'an wei-~, and may 

consequently mean either "All day long nobody watches the 

drizzling rain" or "All day long, without a companion, I 

watch the drizzling rain." Which reading should we 

take? The choice does not seem hard to make. When it 

rains, most people stay indoors. They might watch the rain 

from inside or they might not, we cannot really say that 

"nobody watches the drizzling rain?" Therefore, the first 

reading may be discarded. However, if we take the second 

reading, "All day long, without a companion, I watch the 

drizzling rain," we would face another problem. This 

utterance involves a static scene and uses the verb 

"watch," which does not result in anything or cause any 
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reaction. In contrast, all the other lines invoke a rather 

different kinds of views, which are charged with vivid 

images of motion, reaction, color, and sound. How should 

we explain the syntactic inconsistency in relation to the 

poetic theme? This question leads us to a retroactive 

reading. 

Going through the discourse again, we discover some 

clues in lines three and four. While the former utterance 

presents a single person watching the drizzling rain, the 

latter depicts Mandarin ducks bathing together. Here the 

image of Mandarin ducks, which are always seen in mated 

pairs, seems to underscore the loneliness and boredom of 

the speaker. And since lines one and two, as pointed out 

before, also contain images contrasting with those in line 

three, they may likewise be assumed to have the purpose of 

intensifying the speaker's sense of forlornness. 

Based on the above hypotheses we are now able to 

see all the poetic lines as an organized entity instead of 

incoherent parts. In the first line, the water chestnuts 

are described as so vigorous that they poke through the 

ubiquitous duckweed and turn the whole pond into a mag

nificent green (the word lU functions as a verb and not 

only serves to define the color of the plants but also 

animates the otherwise inanimate water chestnuts). In the 

second line, the singing orioles are made to dally with the 

roses, as if flirting with charming beauties. By way of 
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contrast, the speaker, as revealed in line three, sits 

alone all day long looking at the monotonously drizzling 

rain. His weariness is mocked by the vivacity introduced 

again in the last line. Here the Mandarin ducks are 

symbolic of conJugal love. The expression "facing each 

other" also carries a similar connotation; and the phrase 

"red gowns," representing the Mandarin ducks' feathers, is 

associated with wedding gowns or brides' sleepers, both of 

which are red, according to Chinese custom. All the images 

in this line relate to companionship, togetherness, or 

conJugal love and make the speaker's solitary state seem 

even more poignant. As a whole, this poem conJures 

up a lovely natural scene composed of motion, color, and 

harmony. But behind its literal form it also hides an 

unspoken feeling ox boredom and forlornness, which can only 

be discerned through the contrast of the speaker's ennui 

with the vivacious surroundings. 

"Ch'ing-ming" 

(Form: chUeh-chU heptasyllabic meter) 

In the Ch'ing-ming season it drizzles, drizzles; 

People on the road dispirited, as if overpowered 

by grief. 

I ask, "Where can I find a wine shop?" 

The young shepherd points to the apricot-blossom 

village afar. (CCS: 69) 
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Ch'ing-ming, which is often translated as Spring 

Festival, is one of the twenty-four solar periods of the 

year, and it customarily falls on April 5 or 6 when people 

visit their ancestral tombs. In this poem, however, this 

term is followed by the word "season," which indicates a 

period of time rather than JUSt one day. In addition, the 

people in the poetic scene are dispirited by the ceaseless 

rains instead of the deaths of their ancestors. Therefore, 

we may conclude that Ch'ing-ming in this poem is concerned, 

not with the festivity of a special day, but with weather: 

usually around this time the rainy season begins. If this 

is the case, however, why does the text mention ••a wine 

shop•• in the third line? What does the ""wine shop•• have to 

do with the weather? And how can the .. apricot-blossom 

village·· relate to the poetic theme? Before approaching 

any understanding of the poem, we have to surmount these 

semantic hurdles. 

In phonics, this poem also puzzles us with an 

extraordinary pattern, which is indicated below: 

ts' J~J mJe~ =fi tsi~t "fj JUO f'Ju -:~ n f'JU;>n 

luo ~JCLj Y~J r;Jen ~JUOk d' uc.tn yu -3n 

tsJa 'Ju";)n tSJU k~ yu.. tr'JUO y · JU ) 

MJUk d, u ') J :C. u ts=Jei "f "P.J xu a ts'u Z) n 

In line one, the first and second words have the similar 

finals I JL._9 I and IJ b.J I; the sixth and seventh words are re-

duplicates. These words all have a nasal :final <1-J J I, 
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I-J ~ I, or 1-Ju ~ nl>. This pattern is repeated, though 

not completely, in line two: here the second and third 

words have the similar finals I-J ~ I and 1- ~ I; the sixth 

and seventh words have the similar finals 1-u~nl and 

1-uanl; and the second, third, fourth, sixth, and seventh 

words all have a nasal final <I-Ja~ I, 1-~j I, 1-u~nl, or 

1-u ~ nl. Lastly, the fifth words of both lines have the 

like finals I-Juol and 1-Juokl. These phonic similarities 

and repetitions create a fast tempo. In lines three and 

four, on the other hand, such sonal resemblances are 

missing and, hence, the tempo slows. How can the differ-

ence in the phonic patterns between the two components of 

the poem be accounted for? 

The two questions mentioned above force us to 

undertake a retroactive reading. At this stage we try to 

go beyond the literal representations of the poetic text 

and to seek out the connection between the wine shop ~nd 

the weather of the Ch'ing-ming season. A hint seems to lie 

in the different effects of rain and wine. The second line 

of the poem indicates that the incessant rain disheartens 

the people on the road; opposed to the depressing rain, 

wine has the power of cheering up a person. This seems to 

be the reason why the speaker, one of the travelers, asks, 

in the third line, where he can find a wine shop. This 

clue suggests that the poem, although literally depicting a 

vivid natural and human scene, implicitly conveys two 



opposed ideas: depression caused by rain and a wish to 

£ind relie£ £rom depression. 
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Reexamined in the light o£ this clue, all the 

elements in the discourse, including those which puzzled us 

in the initial reading, become meaning£ul. Line one 

portrays a scene o£ endless rain. In line two, the 

downcast mood o£ travelers results, apparently, £rom the 

unceasing drizzle. When the speaker in the third line, who 

is also traveling on the road, asks the way to a wine shop, 

he is £rustrated by the young shepherd's response in line 

£our, £or he is made to understand that the nearest wine 

shop is not only £ar away, but also located in an apricot

blossom village. Here the apricot-blossom village is a 

general term re£erring to a village where many apricot 

trees are in bloom. 21 Because apricot trees usually bloom 

in the rainy season o£ Ch'ing-ming, an apricot-blossom 

village naturally elicits an image o£ incessant rain. This 

makes one point clear: although the speaker is seeking 

shelter £rom the rain, he is con£ronted with even more 

rain. Throughout the discourse, there is a sense o£ the 

ubiquitous rain at Ch'ing-ming. One may wish to seek 

relie£ £rom the weather, yet there is no escape. 

The sense o£ depression and anxiety may explain the 

peculiar phonic structure un£olded previously. The £ost 

21. Chung-wen to tz'u-tien v. 4: 1757. 
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tempo in the first couplet created by the sonal simi

larities and repetitions serves to signify the incessant 

drizzling of the rain and its continuous distressing effect 

on travelers. In contrast. the slower tempo in the second 

couplet resulting from the lack of phonic resemblances 

suggests the difficulty of reaching a wineshop and the 

enquirer's frustration. Thus, the phonic features which 

appears in the initial reading to be incongruous, converge. 

-in the retroactive reading, on the opposed ideas we 

already pointed out. 

In Ssu-ming Poetry Talk (Ssu-ming shih-hua 1.15), 

Hsieh Chen (1495-1575) stated that the style of this poem 

is inelegant and suggests that the last two lines, Chieh

~ chiu-chia ho-ch'u Y.1!. / Mu-t'ung yao-chih hsing-hua 

ts'un "I ask, 'Where can I find a wine shop?' / The young 

shepherd points to the apricot-blossom village afar," be 

changed to Ji~-hsieh Jen ts'e-~ / Chiu-~ hsing-hua hsi 

"The sun slants, a man whips the horse / A wine shop on the 

west side of the apricot-blossoms." Hsieh considered 

his version better than the original, for the former is rid 

of the .. trouble" of the dialogue contained in the latter. 

The contemporary critic Huang Yung-wu (1976a: 150) supports 
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Hsieh, saying that his version uses fewer empty words22 

than the original and thus sounds stronger than the 

latter. He even goes so far as to fault the first couplet 

of this poem, Ch'inq-ming shih-cnieh ~ fen-fen / Lu-shang 

hsing-len y.y.. tu~m-hun "In the Ch'ing-ming season it 

drizzles, drizzles; / People on the road dispirited, as 

if overpowered by grief." His argument is that Y!!. fen-fen 

"it drizzles, drizzles" in the first line already relates 

to rain, therefore the term "Ch'ing-ming," which refers to 

a rainy season, is redundant and should be deleted from 

this line. Likewise, since hSing-Jen "pedestrians" of the 

second line is already associated with .. the road," the two 

words lu-shang "on the road" should also be deleted. 

Apparently both Hsieh and Huang are only concerned with the 

diction of the poem and their suggestions are mainly aimed 

at increasing the textural density. Yet diction and 

textural density are not the whole story of poetic creation 

and interpretation. Without considering other aspects of 

the poem, these remarks by Hsieh and Huang inevitably 

become trivial, even meaningless, and, hence, obstruct our 

understanding of the original poem. 

22. In classical Chinese, which is the medium of 
traditional poetry, words are divided into two categories: 
full words, which refer to substantives, verbs, and 
adJectives; and empty words, which include personal 
pronouns, adverbs, prepositions, con)uctions, words of 
comparison, particles, etc. 
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This poem depicts a scene during the Ch'ing-ming 

season, and even more importantly, it conveys a feeling of 

depression and frustration, instead of the usual family 

rituals and celebrations. Viewed in this light, all parts 

of the poem are indispensable in the advancing of the 

poetic theme. Even the speech-gesture dialogue embodied in 

the second couplet, which Hsieh and Huang considered to be 

too vulgar, is a necessary element in the special effects 

of the entire poem. Here we see a traveler asking a young 

shepherd where he can find a wine shop, hoping to obtain 

some relief from the depressing rain, but the latter 

disappointing him by responding that the nearest wine shop 

is located in a distant village full of blooming apricot 

trees, which are also associated with incessant rain. 

Clearly, a very significant effect lies in the anxious 

anticipation of the traveler and the negative answer from 

the shepherd. If we eliminated the dialogue, the special 

effect of this passage would be lost. Likewise, if we 

changed the other parts of the text as suggested by Hsieh 

and Huang, the poem would become a contrived string of 

words expressing ideas alien to the original poem. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation follows the semiotic con

sideration that a poem is an elliptic, open text to be 

completed by the active participation of the reader. It 

agr.ees with the argument that, to understand a poem 

properly, the reader must have, in addition to linguistic 

skills, literary competence, which includes familiarity 

with other texts related to the poem, knowledge of the 

literary and critical tradition, descriptive systems, 

themes, mythology, religion, and philosophy belonging to 

the culture in which the poem is written. It also concurs 

with the claim that poetry possesses the characteristic of 

implicity and that to interpret a poem is to make its 

meaning as explicit as possible through the analysis of its 

pragmatic, semantic, syntactic, and phonic structures. 

Based on these premises, this dissertation has sought to 

establish an interpretive model for Chinese poetry 

involving two stages, an initial reading and a retroactive 

reading. In the initial reading, the reader supplies all 

of the elements missing in the text. But because he tries 

to read the discourse literally, he encounters problems in 

pragmatics, semantics, syntactics, or phonics, which 
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prevent him from obtaining a coherent sense of the poem. 

These difficulties prompt him to under stake a retroactive 

reading. At this second stage, he seeks a higher level of 

understanding where a unity of meaning can be identified. 

And by decoding clues in the text on the basis of his 

linguistic and literary competence, and revising his 

understanding of the discourse in the light of his new 

discoveries, he finally arrives at a kernel concept, on 

which the whole discourse can be perceived as a single 

unit, and in relation to which every element that pre

viously appeared to be puzzling has a significative 

purpose. 

Emphasizing the fact that the poem is an indirect 

and circuitous expression of something, this model urges 

the reader to examine all relevant clues in the discourse 

and to bring together all of the meanings he can link to 

the text. This often enables him to ravel poems obscure in 

meaning. The exegesis of Tu Mu's "In Ch'i-an ChUn: A 

Chance Theme" in Chapter 4 is a good example. 

According to this model, a poem is the exfoliation 

of a seed or a kernel that determines its unity, and 

interpreting a poem is a process of exploration, analysis, 

and setting and proving hypotheses, in an attempt to 

identify this kernel and to show how it determines the 

lines and images of the discourse. Application of such 

processes to poetic interpretation may cultivate inter-
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pretive sensitivity in the reader. By following these 

procedures, the reader also comes to better appreciate the 

discourse and experience greater pleasure from his encoun

ter with the poetic text. Especially when he discovers the 

poetic unity and the whole discourse suddenly ceases to be 

a random collection of puzzling items and becomes a more or 

less unified structure wherein all or most elements refer 

to one symbolic focus, he is thrilled by the exercise o£ 

interpretation. 

The model's insistence on the principle of poetic 

unity not only pushes the reader to continue exploring the 

poem in order to unveil its secret, in terms o£ which all 

the words, phrases, or sentences in the discourse can be 

explained, it also compels the reader to examine the poetic 

discourse and seek the pragmatic, semantic, syntactic, and 

phonic structures which are uni£ied and serve to advance 

the kernel concept of the poem. Such a procedure results 

in more logical and more convincing holistic interpreta

tions and safeguards against whimsical readings. This has 

been demonstrated in Chapter 4 in the explications o£ Tu 

Mu's "A Broken Mirror" and "Ch'ing-ming." 

The semiotic model has been proven to be immensely 

fruitful in the explications of Tu Mu's poems, as has been 

pointed out above. In this final chapter, we will 

demonstrate how some of the ideas advocated by the semiotic 
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model can also serve as principles £or the translation o£ 

poetry. 

In interpreting a poem, the semiotic model requires 

a search £or uni£ied pragmatic, semantic, syntactic, and 

phonic patterns, which convey the kernel concept. In 

translating a poem, the translator should also try to 

re-create in the target language the uni£ied pragmatic, 

semantic, syntactic, and phonic patterns o£ the original 

poem. It is on this principle that we £ault A. C. Graham's 

rendition o£ "The Rear Pond in Ch'i-an ChUn" in the 

£ollowing: 

Pond-chestnuts poke through £loating chickweed 

on the green brocade pool: 

A thousand summer orioles sing as they play 

among the roses. 

I watch the £ine rain, alone all day, 

While side by side the ducks and drakes bathe 

in their crimson coats. 1 

Tu Mu's original text o£ this poem (analyzed in Chapter 4), 

in addition to depicting a lovely natural scene o£ motion, 

color, and harmony, suggests a £ee1ing o£ boredom and 

£orlornness by the contrast between the speaker's ennui 

and his vivacious surroundings. This cont~ast is well 

mani£ested in the uni£ied semantic and syntactic patterns 

1. See Graham 1965: 130. 
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of the poem. However, it is blurred in Graham's transla-

tion. In the original text, the water chestnuts (Graham 

has "pond-chestnuts") are depicted as vigorously poking up 

through the ubiquitous duckweed (Graham has "chick-

weed"), turning the whole pond into ~ magnificent green. 

The Chinese word lU functions as a verb, which not only 

defines the color of the plants but also animates the 

otherwise inanimate water chesnuts. But the vigor 

suggested by this word is totally lost in Graham's line 

"Pond-chesnuts poke through floating chickweed on the green 

brocade pool." In the second line the orioles are des

cribed as singing ~ thousand times while dallying with the 

roses (ch'ien-chuan nung ch'iang-wei). Graham'S line "A 

thousand summer orioles sing as they play among the roses" 

also misses the sense of virility infusing the original. 

The fourth line of the original describes Mandarin dUCKS 

facing each other while bathing in the pond (hsiang-

tui ~ hung-~). The symbolic meaning of conJugal love. 

companionship. or togetherness represented by the phrase 

hSiallS,-tui "facing each other" can hardly be felt in 

Graham'S rendition "While side by side the ducks and drakes 

bathe in their crimson coats." In contrast with the motion 

and vivacity of the surrounding. the third line of the 

original text reveals another picture. wherein all day long 

alone the speaker watches the drizzling rain (Chin-Jih 

wU-Jen k'an wei-y!!'). By putting the phrases chin-Jih "all 
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day long" and WU-Jen "no companion" or "alone" in the 

beginning, this line underscores the speaker's boredom and 

loneliness. On the other hand, Graham's translation "I 

watch the f'ine rain, alone all day," which has the phrase 

"alone all day" at the end, does not seem to be as ef'f'ec

tive as the original in stressing the speaker's solitary 

state. 

In some poems the phonic pattern assumes an 

extraordinarily signif'icant f'unction. In such cases, the 

translator should try as much as he can to re-create the 

phonic pattern so that the translation will carry the same 

poetic ef'f'ect. For example, in the f'ollowing poem by Tu Mu 

(explicated in Chapter 4): 

'"To Be Sent Far Away·· 

The mountain in f'ront, remote, merges 

with blue clouds. 

In the clear evening, the sound of' "White 

Snow." 

I hope to send my distant longing 

by the moon, 

The sun sets by the river, it starts to rain, 

rain. 

the speaker is looking f'orward to seeing the moon in order 

to convey his yearning to his beloved in the distance. 

Unf'ortunately, he is f'rustrated by the rain, which starts 

to f'a11 heavily when "the sun sets by the river." The 
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frustration is italicized in the original text by the last 

three words vtl fei -fei ~ .. ~J;> ·-:f? of the fourth 1 ine. In 
~ -- -- 'n ;!p. .H 

lexicology, the first word is the radical of rain: the 

second and third are reduplicates, each consisting of a 

rain radical ·;? and a phonetic element ~F to mean ''rain 

heav i 1 y." The sucession of the two words rJp 't provides a 

phonic pattern that reinforces the lexical meaning. In the 

translation, therefore, this phrase is rendered as "it 

starts to rain, rain,.. instead of something 1 ike ''the rain 

starts to pour heavily," which would not reflect the phonic 

pattern of the original. Another example can be found in 

"Ch'ing-ming." As pointed out in Chapter 4, the first 

couplet of this poem has a fast tempo which signifies the 

endless drizzle of the Ch'ing-ming season and its con-

tinuous distressing effect on travelers. The rapidity 

results partly from the use of the phrase ~ fen-fen at the 

end of the first line. The word yQ. means ··rain··: the 

second and third fen-fen is a reduplicate indicating 

"incessant."' Here the lexical meaning is reinforced 

by the repetition of the sound fen. Since this phonic 

pattern has a special impact on the kernel concept of the 

poem, it should be re-created in the translation. This 

JUstifies our rendition of the first line of the poem as 

"In the Ch'ing-ming season it drizzles., drizzles"' and our 

obJection to that of T'ing-kan Ts'ai <1932: 5 3) as shown 

below: 



"'All Souls' Day"' 

The rain £a11s thick and fast on All Souls' 

festive day, 

The men and women sadly move along the way. 

They ask where wineshops can be found or where 

to rest--

And there the herdboy's fingers Almond-Town 

suggest. 
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One more notion that may serve as a rule for 

translation is associated with the semiotic model's stress 

on the implicity o£ poetry. For semioticians, art exists 

to make us feel things, to help us recover the sensation of 

life. In poetry, such artistic e££ects largely rely on 

indirection or ungrammaticality, as illustrated several 

times in our interpretations o£ Tu Mu's poems ~n Chapters 3 

and 4. A good poem often challenges the reader to look for 

clues leading to intended meanings or for ways to explain 

utterances which violate normal modes of speech, per-

ception, or thought. To translate a poem is to try to 

reproduce in another language the verbal structure of the 

original, so that the reader of the translation will 

respond to it much as he would to the original discourse. 

Therefore, i£ a poem embodies indirect or "'ungrammatical'' 

expressions. the translation should attempt to preserve 

them; otherwise, the reader will not respond to them as 

actively as he would to the original. For example, in the 
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well-known line Shuang-yeh hung-y'!! erh-yUeh hua "Redder 

than March blossoms are the frosted leaves" of Tu Mu;s "An 

Excursion to the Mountains," which has been studied in 

Chapter 4, the term erh-yUeh refers to the second month in 

the traditional (lunar) calendar, or March or April in 

the Western calendar, which falls in spring. But poetry is 

implicit, and the link between erh-ytleh and "spring" should 

be left for the reader to make. Therefore. we rendered it 

as "March'" instead o:f the more explicit, more explanatory 

"spring." As for the whole line, it compares shuang-yeh 

with red flowers. Here shuang-yeh refers to the maple 

leaves that turned red with autumn. However, poetry says 

something that is not immediately apparent, and this 

implicit sense should be left for the reader himself to 

seek out. For this reason, we chose to render shuang-yeh 

as "frosted leaves" rather than such more prosaic phrases 

as "frost-stricken leaves,"' "'frost-touched leaves,"' or 

"frozen leaves." Our rendition preserves the implicity 

originally created by the poet. Frost is usually white, 

and "'frosted leaves" would normally be perceived as "'leaves 

covered by frost and looking white." But, in our trans

lation, "frosted leaves," patterns after the original 

utterance and points up the peculiarity of the maple leaves 

which is endowed with an exquisite red hue after early 

autumn frost. Through such a detour the red maple leaves 

are brought to the foreground as a magnificent obJect so 
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attractive to the reader. Any translation of the line 

Shuang-yeh hung-~ erh-yUeh hua that does not preserve this 

feature will lose much of the poeticity of the original, as 

can be seen in the renditions by Wen-kai Kung (1976: 54): 

"'A Mountain Excursion"' 

Far up the cold mountain the stony path slopes, 

Some houses are there, where the white clouds 

appear. 

I stop the carriage and sit (awhile] 

to enJoy the maple wood at dusk, 

The frost-touched leaves are more brightly red 

than the second month's flowers. 

and by Robert Kotewall and Normal L. Smith (1962: 25): 

"Travelling in the Mountain" 

After I climb the chill mountain's steep stone 

paths, 

Deep in the white clouds there are homes of men. 

I stop my carriage, and sit to admire the maple

grove at nightfall, 

Whose frozen leaves are redder than the flowers of 

early spring. 

Another instance of implicity can be found in the 

line La-chu YJd.-hsin hai hSi-pieh "Even the candle has a 

heart to lament our parting" of Tu Mu' s "Presented at 

Parting," which has also been translated and studied in 

Chapter 4. For the reader, the candle is d nonhuman 
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obJect: it does not have a real heart. Therefore, the 

phrase la-chu Y1!_-hsin "'the candle has a heart"' violates the 

reader's habitual mode o£ thought. But the candle has a 

wick in the center. When lit, the wick burns the melting 

wax. Because o£ its being in the middle and appearing red, 

the burning wick looks like a human heart. Thus, the 

phrase la-chu Y1!_-hsin ''the candle has a heart .. not only 

makes sense, but, because of its deviation from the normal 

mode o£ thought, also deepens the sadness of the parting 

<it is so sorrowful that even a nonhuman obJect can feel 

it) • Any translation missing this ungrammaticality will 

lose the poeticity created by the poet. This is why 

Graham's line, which does not involve the word "heart,•• 

sounds so prosaic in the translation below: 

""Farewell Poem" 

Passion too deep seems like none. 

While we drink, nothing shows but the smile 

which will not come. 

The wax candles feel, suffer at partings: 

Their tears drip for us till the sky 

brightens.2 

2 See Graham 1965: 134. 
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"Garden o£ the Golden Valley•• 
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''Lady Tu Ch' i u •• 
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''Seven-pace Poem" 
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"Yen and Chao Aboung with Beauties"' 

anonymous 
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Shih Ch' ung _At. ~'J: 

Shih Hsien-ch'eng .t_';[. ~ 
shih-liu wei f ~ 1{f 

u.J- ->-- ~~ _..:,. ( ..).--.P-
Shih-shuo hsin ytJ ...-u:- ,;.7u .#f: f ;, ,-:z. 

shih ta-li p' ing-shih i"J\' K i-;l if- 1 
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shih tso-~-wei Q.i.n.g_-ts' ao ts' an-chUn i;\' h. fA' 11-J-* ·tr .J-'f 
-:t: 

Shou-ch' ang ~ ,% 
.. Shou-lun"" 111~ 

shou-t' i t1= ;fJl.. 
shou-~ tsu-tao f ~ A_ '$·1b 

.. Shu-huai chi chung-ch' ao wang-huan" ~r ,f!__1[ f !fJ1 1i-~ 

Shun-tsung )lJ ?9 '1 
ssu-hsUn yUan-wai-lang J] "lP. '1!1~ -g_f 

§.§Y. -nung shao-ch' ing '~ j_ ji !l~r 
Su Shih ,~ .sfif\ 

, ) ' .J.? . ~ I .y I d 
""Sung Shen ch' u-shih fu Su-chou ...... it_J!/G JJ:c:_ i At ~P.If:_ '11'( ' ·· · ·• 

Ta -1 i hsien ):(__ ~ Jf.fr, 

Ta-T' ang liu-tien _}-'- Jt f.~ 



ta tu-tu f'-. ·f&p -if 
Ta-t' ung ·f'- 1ii] 

t' ai -fu f'-11.J· 
t ' a i - h sUe h Q.Q.- s hi h }:'-.t~ ·fg}' -1: 

t'ai-wei fvf.f 
tan-~ f1J j~jJ 

Tan-t'u .}f-1,;;l_ 

Tan -yang .fl- r1JJ 
"'T'ang 

'"T'ang 

Chou-kung mJ:t-chih ming"' Jn. · · · )~./.t-~~ -j, ·~·/fA-;t 

Hsing-chtln mu-chih-ming" Jt · ·, -ffP f!;. }t. i;.~· /j_:f-:z. 

Li-chtln ffi.!:!.-chih ming" }i • · ' /} f!;. ~ -§l~- 4J-:z. 
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_.Y ~ ...-; ;J- .tJ; __!; ~ /= /J,. 
Li-fu-chtln mu-chih-ming'" )it.· ·· /,J- )11 ;rt- -7~ .?·-.::.· .J...A~ 

"'T'ang 
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'"T' i Ch' i-an ch' eng lou .. ~ ~t'- .'.} ;};-~;f .~ 

.. T, i Feng-ting ssu .. ~ JAt J·ifJ.·t 

.. T, i Shang-shan Ssu-hao miao" ~ /$ J.\ 61 \1% J11 
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.. T'i Wu-chiang 

""T' i Yang-chou ch' an-chih ssu .. ~ .1~ i~1 ;ffJ1 f,ff 1 
tien-chung shih Y.!!_-shih nei -kung-£eng jf.'l_ rf' 1-!f q;~p Jt_ A -1·-1- + 
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Ts'ao Chih '1r ~Jl 
tse-sheng J)...._ Jf 
Tso-chuan ft 1~ 
tso QY_-ch' Ueh ft- ftfi ~ 
.. Tsui-yen .. fp. --& 

Ts'ui HsUan ){i li~ 

Ts'ui Tan ;ti ~p 
Ts'ui Yen '*) 

~t. ttp 
ts' ung 1.Z. 
Tu Ch' iu-niang 'fJ- ~j( ~B:._ 
""Tu Ch' i u -niang shih .. :;f:t- -:}:K_ ~&-_ -Jf 
Tu Mu -;f.t ,~ 

Tu ssu-hstln ;f-.l- tiJ J/!~ 

Tu Ts' ao ;f-J- ibL 
Tu Ts'ung ;j:-l- ;~';t 

Tu Ts' ung-ytl ;fJ- 4/t. ~ (3 

"'Tu ••• Tu Ch' iu-niang shih .. -${i f •• .. ;f.L J(-;,Z_ -~tl_1f 

Tu Yi Jfl- ~~ 

Tu Yu Jf-.J:.. lt};z. 

"T'u-chung Yi.-chUeh .. ~ '-t-- &.tJ 
t'uan-lien hst.ln-kuan 1'1 &.;t_ ~·{r 

t'uan-lien ~-kuan I~ ~.~...._1 )J '({ 



t' ui -kan ;}ft '/{ 

.. Tung-chih llh. chi ••• Ah-Yi_ shih'" _.h- 1.- ~ ~ • · · p q 1a $![ 

Tung Chung-chih 1 -i 1 
"Tuns-men chih-shan" ~ fhj ~ t-f
"'Tung-~ ch'ang chtl" 1z..~~~ 

T' ung -chou )~ 'Hl 
> 

T'ung-lu 1-I~)J} 

T'ung-tien :rn .Jf 
~- I\ 

' )..J.L _;f; 
Tzu -ch' ing / ,r:] 1~ 

..J.tl .~ ~. /:- -1. 
.. Tzu-chuan mu-chih -ming'" (3] ·1=r. * ~~~ ~~~~ 

"'Tzu chtln chih ch' u u·· ~~ :;a Z ~ 9" 
.. Tzu Hstlan-chou £u-kuan JJd_-ching.. lil ·1, Hl /~ t A. ;{, 

tz' u-shih 1?·J j_ 

Wan-nien hsien 1:; 1 .Jf.ff'. 

Wang T' ing-ts'ou ;__ L>~ 

'·'ang y . h . - '1 IJ' w 1. -c 1.en 5- 11) r~ 

We .i Fu ~§?d .-;fi.._ 

Wei -po ~97~ t1.f 
Wei Tan i ..Jt. 

Wen-chang kuei -£an ::(__ i' :tJu ~ 
wen £u ~~A 

.. \'i .>- j~.-t 
Wen T' ing-ytln /~ At... P'~J 

Wen-tsung 

'·' h, ~~ ' 13 wu -c ang ....... 19 \t ,-::] 

Wu-chiang ·t'ing 
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• • W u C h ' u k o .. \1 f~ ii.b - -- - f.. /"(__ -ofA_ 

~ j;f ...J.-t W u C h ' u- t s ' a i ....., , J<_ /f"/~ 

Wu ChUn * t~J 
.J.t Wu-hu ~ ·$.1:1 ... ~~- } 11 

uwu-tu•• :f;_ .-t. -- ~~. 

Wu Wu-ling Jft ~ p§:__ 

Wu YUan-chi *-. fu YJit'" 

Y S h tJ .-I. I). /] \il. ang su-s /I~V~~· ~1 

.. Yen Chao to chia- 1en.. ~ ;f;1~ a ,..;1· f A 
~-· J'-li. J .- r '-

Yen YUn 1t. ~~~ 
'"Yi yy_ Chu-~ ssu-yUn .. Iff&· ;it_ *-:tit._ ~ _;ffV 

till !ft-
y ing-wu chUn "t ~· Sf 
··yu Che-hsi Lu ta-fu shu"' jff- ),.f(j..f:l Ji K J"-1; 
YU -1 in chUn >J 1 ;f;K_ t 
v&-shih ta-fu 1 ~f j_ _K K._ 

v&-shih-t'ai q~f~~ 

YUan-chou -i_ ··H1 
.. YUan shih-liu wei"./?! -t~ flj 
.. YUan Tsai chuan•• 7u -j\ 1~ 
'"YUeh fu'" )~ ~ 

YUn-chou ''f ·Hi 
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CTCTW 

FCSCC 

FCSPY 

HPCSH 

MHPPT 
PSS 

LIST OF ABBREVIATED BOOK TITLES 

Ch'ien-chia shih <annotated by Hsi-shu chai-chu) 

Chi-ch'i t'ing chi <by Ch'Uan Tsu-wang>. 

Ch'en-shu <by Yao Ssu-lien>. 

Ch'tlan T'anq-shih <ed. by P'eng Ting-ch'iu ) . 

Chin-shu <by Fang Hstlan-ling). 

Ch'in-ting ch'Uan T'ang-wen <ed. by Tung Kao>. 

Chiu T'anq-shu <by Liu Hstl). 

Fan-ch'uan chi-yi shou-shih pu-lu. 

Fan-ch'uan pieh-chi. 

Fan-ch'uan shih chi-chu. 

Fan-ch'uan shih pu-yi. 

Fan-ch'uan wen-chi. 

Hung Pei-chiang shih-hua <by Hung Liang-chi). 

Han-shih wai-chuan <by Han Ying>. 

Hsin T'ang-shu <by Ou-yang Hsiu & Sung Ch'i). 

Jung-chai hsU-pi <by Hung Mai). 

Jung-chai ssu-pi <by Hung Mai). 

Kai-ytl ts'ung-kao (by Chao Yi). 

Liang-hsi man-chih <by Fei Kun>. 

Li-tai shih-hua <by Wu Ching-hsU>. 

Meng-hsi pu pi-t'an <by Shen K'uo>. 
Pen-shih shih <by Meng Ch'i). 

Shih-chi <by Ssu-ma Ch'ien>. 
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SFCS 

SFYL 

SKC 

SMSH 

SPPY 

SPTK 

ss 

SSHY 

TCTC 

TCY 

THY 

TMSH, 

TMSH, 

TSCS 

TTLT 

TTTC 

we 

WH 

WTNSYC 

YHCHTC 

I 

II 

Shih-£a chia-shu <by Yang Tsai). 

Shih-£a yUan-liu (by Yang Tsai). 

San-kuo chih <by Ch'en Shou). 

Ssu-ming shih-hua (by Hsieh Chen). 

Ssu-pu pei-yao 

Ssu-pu ts'ung k'an 

Sui-shu <by Wei Cheng>. 

Shih-shuo hsin-yU <by Liu Yi-ch'ing>. 

Tzu-chih t'ung-chien <by Ssu-ma Kuang>. 

T'ang che-yen (by Wang Ting-pao>. 

T'ang hui-yao <by Wang P'u). 

Tu Mu shih-hsUan CIJ <annotated by Miao YUeh>. 
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Tu Mu shih-hsUan CIIJ <annotated by Chou Hsi-£u>. 

T'ang-shih chi-shih (by Chi Yu-kung>. 

Ta-T'ang liu-tien <by T'ang HsUan-tsung>. 

T'ang ts'ai-tzu chuan <by Hsin Wen-fang>. 

Fan-ch'uan wai-chi. 

Wen-hsUan <ed. by Hsiao T'ung>. 

Wang Tzu-nien shih-yi chi <by Wang Chia>. 

YUan-he chUn-hsien t'u-chih (by Li Chi-£u). 
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